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 LP OSLO, Oct 11 (Reuters) - Plans by China and India to raise biofuels production from irrigated 
maize and sugarcane could aggravate water shortages and undermine food output, an 
international report said on Thursday.    
 
The two countries, the most populous on the planet, might ease the projected water shortages 
by developing new biofuel technologies or boosting rain-fed crops such as sweet sorghum, 
the International Water Management Institute (IWMI) said.    
 
   
 TD "China and India, the world's two largest producers and consumers of many agricultural 
commodities, already face severe water limitations in agricultural production," the Colombo-
based scientific research group said.    
 
"Domestic production of biofuels derived from crops will put greater stress on these countries' 
water supplies, seriously undermining their ability to meet future food and feed demands," it 
added.    
 
It said China aimed to quadruple biofuel output to around 15 billion litres (3.30 billion Imp 
gallons) by 2020, or 9 percent of the nation's gasoline demand. To achieve that goal, China 
would have to raise maize output by 26 percent, it said.    
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India was reviewing similar biofuel targets to help offset global warming, widely blamed on 
greenhouse gases released by burning fossil fuels such as oil and coal, and raise domestic 
energy output. That would mean far more sugarcane plantings.    
 
"They have to scale down considerably," said Charlotte de Fraiture, an IWMI scientist and 
lead author of the study. She gave some preliminary findings at a Stockholm conference in 
August.    
 
The report did not take account of climate change that could disrupt rainfall and flows in many 
Asian rivers linked to a projected melting of Himalayan glaciers.    
 
CELLULOSE    
 
Alternatives to irrigated maize and sugarcane included developing new technologies that 
would exploit enzymes to break down cellulose, the woody walls of plants, into biofuels.    
 
In the shorter term, nations could also exploit dry land rain-fed crops such as sweet sorghum, 
Jatropha or Pongamia. That could help small-scale farmers and curb rural poverty.    
 
The report said that it took 2,400 litres of irrigation water to produce one litre of ethanol from 
maize in China. For the same amount of ethanol from Indian sugarcane, 3,500 litres of water 
was needed.    
 
By contrast, it took just 90 litres of irrigation water to produce a litre of ethanol in Brazil from 
mainly rain-fed sugarcane.    
 
Outside India and China, the study said that biofuels would only have a "modest impact" on 
water use and food systems around the world. Biofuels now account for only about 2 percent 
of annual gasoline output.    
 
De Fraiture said that more biofuels could be produced in large parts of Latin America and 
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 LP BANGKOK, Thailand (AP) - China's and India's plans to produce more biofuels could cause 
shortages of water, which is needed for crops to feed their growing populations, according to 
study results released Thursday.    
 
The International Water Management Institute or IWMI study said both countries are counting 
on maize and sugarcane, which need large amounts of water, for much of their biofuels.    
 
   
 TD "Crop production for biofuels in China and India would likely jeopardize sustainable water use 
and thus affect irrigated production of food crops, including cereals and vegetables, which 
would then need to be imported in larger quantities," Charlotte de Fraiture, the study's lead 
author, said in a statement.    
 
"Are these countries, particularly India which has devoted so much effort to achieving food 
security, adequately considering the trade-offs involved, especially the prospect of importing 
food to free up sufficient water and land for production of biofuel crops?"    
 
Neither an Indian nor a Chinese government spokesman could immediately be reached for 
comment on the study results.    
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The study follows one released earlier this week by the National Research Council, which 
warned that increased production of these crops for ethanol could threaten water supplies in 
the United States.    
 
The IWMI study is also the latest to warn that growing demand for biofuels could shortchange 
poorer countries that depend on staples like maize to feed their populations. Setting aside 
more land for biofuels could also raise prices for everything from eggs to beef, as feed would 
become more expensive.    
 
"For the 2 billion poorest people in the world, many of whom spend half or more of their 
income on food, rising grain prices can quickly become life-threatening," Lester Brown, the 
founder of the Washington-based Earth Policy Institute think tank, wrote in 2006.    
 
"The broader risk is that rising food prices could spread hunger and generate political 
instability in low-income countries that import grain," Brown wrote.    
 
The IWMI study said China aims to increase biofuels production fourfold to around 15 billion 
liters (4 billion gallons) of ethanol -- 9 percent of its projected gasoline demand -- by 2020, 
from a 2002 level of 3.6 billion liters (950 million gallons).    
 
India is pursuing a similarly aggressive strategy. Earlier this week, its Cabinet approved a plan 
to require oil companies to sell gasoline with a blend of at least 10 percent ethanol by next 
year or double current levels.    
 
To meet their biofuels targets, China would need to produce 26 percent more maize and India 
16 percent more sugarcane, the study found. It said doing so would require an extra 75 liters 
(20 gallons) of irrigation water per person per day in China, and an additional 70 liters (18.5 
gallons) per day in India, beyond what is needed for food.    
 
The IWMI's David Molden said in a statement that the situation could worsen already dire 
water shortages in parts of China and India.    
 
"Without major changes in water management, how are we going to feed a growing 
population, satisfy increasing demand for meat, and, on top of that, use crops as a major 
source of fuel?"    
 
The study suggested that the two countries could focus on crops that need less water, such 
as sweet sorghum for ethanol, and species including the jatropha bush and pongamia trees 
for biodiesel.    
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India has already announced plans to plant about 3.1 million hectares (7.7 million acres) of 
jatropha plantations by 2009, and to have identified another 40 million hectares (98.8 million 
acres) of wasteland by then to grow the plant.    
 
Jatropha seeds are crushed and mixed with fuel to produce biodiesel.    
 
IWMI is a Sri Lanka-based nonprofit scientific institute that focuses on sustainable use of 
water and land resources. It has 100 scientists from 16 countries and works on research 
projects in 21 countries.    
 
--------    
 
On the Net:    
 
International Water Management Institute Web site:   http://www.iwmi.cgiar.org   
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 LP BANGKOK, Thailand (AP) - China's and India's plans to produce more biofuels could cause 
shortages of water, which is needed for crops to feed their growing populations, according to 
a water study released Thursday.    
 
The International Water Management Institute or IWMI study said both countries are counting 
on maize and sugarcane, which need large amounts of water, for much of their biofuels.    
 
   
 TD "Crop production for biofuels in China and India would likely jeopardize sustainable water use 
and thus affect irrigated production of food crops, including cereals and vegetables, which 
would then need to be imported in larger quantities," Charlotte de Fraiture, the study's lead 
author, said in a statement.    
 
"Are these countries, particularly India which has devoted so much effort to achieving food 
security, adequately considering the trade-offs involved, especially the prospect of importing 
food to free up sufficient water and land for production of biofuel crops?"    
 
Neither an Indian nor a Chinese government spokesman could immediately be reached for 
comment on the study, which follows one released earlier this week by the National Research 
Council.    
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The earlier study warned that increased production of these crops for ethanol could threaten 
water supplies in the United States.    
 
The IWMI study is also the latest to warn that growing demand for biofuels could shortchange 
poorer countries that depend on staples like maize to feed their populations. Setting aside 
more land for biofuels could also raise prices for everything from eggs to beef, as feed would 
become more expensive.    
 
"For the 2 billion poorest people in the world, many of whom spend half or more of their 
income on food, rising grain prices can quickly become life-threatening," Lester Brown, the 
founder of the Washington-based Earth Policy Institute think tank, wrote in 2006.    
 
"The broader risk is that rising food prices could spread hunger and generate political 
instability in low-income countries that import grain," Brown wrote.    
 
The IWMI study said China aims to increase biofuels production fourfold to around 15 billion 
liters (4 billion gallons) of ethanol -- 9 percent of its projected gasoline demand -- by 2020, 
from a 2002 level of 3.6 billion liters (950 million gallons).    
 
India is pursuing a similarly aggressive strategy. Earlier this week, its Cabinet approved a plan 
to require oil companies to sell gasoline with a blend of at least 10 percent ethanol by next 
year or double current levels.    
 
To meet their biofuels targets, China would need to produce 26 percent more maize and India 
16 percent more sugarcane, the study found. It said doing so would require an extra 75 liters 
(20 gallons) of irrigation water per person per day in China, and an additional 70 liters (18.5 
gallons) per day in India, beyond what is needed for food.    
 
The IWMI's David Molden said in a statement that the situation could worsen already dire 
water shortages in parts of China and India.    
 
"Without major changes in water management, how are we going to feed a growing 
population, satisfy increasing demand for meat, and, on top of that, use crops as a major 
source of fuel?" Molden asked.    
 
The study suggested that the two countries could focus on crops that need less water, such 
as sweet sorghum for ethanol, and species including the jatropha bush and pongamia trees 
for biodiesel.    
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India has already announced plans to plant about 3.1 million hectares (7.7 million acres) of 
jatropha plantations by 2009, and to have identified another 40 million hectares (98.8 million 
acres) of wasteland by then to grow the plant.    
 
Jatropha seeds are crushed and mixed with fuel to produce biodiesel.    
 
IWMI is a Sri Lanka-based nonprofit scientific institute that focuses on sustainable use of 
water and land resources. It has 100 scientists from 16 countries and works on research 
projects in 21 countries.    
 
--------    
 
On the Net:    
 
International Water Management Institute Web site:   http://www.iwmi.cgiar.org   
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 LP COLOMBO, Oct 11, 2007 (AFP) -    
 
The ambitious plans of India and China to ramp up biofuel production will deplete their water 
reserves and seriously impact their ability to meet food demands, a new study said Thursday.    
 
   
 TD China and India, expected to account for nearly 70 percent of global oil demand between now 
and 2030, are using cheaper biofuels derived from crops to help power their economies, the 
International Water Management Institute said.    
 
"But to grow biofuel crops you need to use more water and land," Charlotte de Fraiture, a 
scientist at the institute and lead author of the biofuels study, told AFP.    
 
India and China, which both have over one billion people, "suffer from water shortages which 
will only get worse as their food demand keeps pace with a growing population, their rising 
income and their diversifying diets."    
 
The two Asian giants "are already struggling to find enough water to grow the food they 
need," the study by the Sri Lanka-based institute noted.    
 
As global crude oil prices race past 80 dollars a barrel, countries are increasingly relying on 
biofuels, which produce energy by using organic waste, wood, dung and residues from crops 
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like sugarcane and grains, the study said.    
 
China plans to use maize while India wants to use sugarcane for biofuel production. Both 
crops rely heavily on irrigation, de Fraiture said.    
 
China aims to increase biofuel production four-fold from a 2002 level of 3.6 billion litres of 
bioethanol to around 15 billion litres by 2020, or nine percent of the country's projected 
gasoline demand.    
 
India is pursuing a similarly aggressive strategy.    
 
To meet their biofuel targets, the study said, India needs to produce 16 percent more 
sugarcane and China 26 percent extra maize.    
 
"Crop production for biofuels in China and India would likely jeopardize sustainable water use 
and thus affect irrigated production of food crops, including cereals and vegetables, which 
would then need to be imported in larger quantities," de Fraiture noted.    
 
"Are these countries -- particularly India, which has devoted so much effort to achieving food 
security -- adequately considering the trade-offs involved, especially the prospect of importing 
food to free up sufficient water and land for production of biofuel crops?"    
 
Water scarcity in India has prompted a controversial multibillion-dollar plan to redistribute 
water within the country to meet future needs.    
 
China is implementing a costly transfer project to bring water from the water-abundant south 
to the water-short north leaving groundwater resources "extensively over-exploited".    
 
In both countries, biofuels will add pressure on water resources that already are heavily 
exploited or over-exploited.    
 
"China and India need a fresh approach, to re-look at the way they produce biofuels," de 
Fraiture said.    
 
The report suggests authorities develop dryland rain-fed crops such as sweet sorghum for 
ethanol and species such as Jatropha and Pongamia for biodiesel.    
 
Such a strategy could help reduce competition for scarce water between the food, feed and 
fuel uses of crops like maize and sugarcane grown on irrigated land.    
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 LP CMD inaugurates Beach Land Casuarina Plantation Project    
 
VISAKHAPATNAM: The Visakhapatnam Steel Plant (VSP) has embarked upon a five-year 
massive plantation drive. CMD P.K.Bishnoi who inaugurated the Beach Land Casuarina 
Plantation Project on Monday said the plant’s efforts for Clean Development Mechanisms 
(CDM) showed its conscious commitment to combat carbon dioxide and convert carbon into 
wealth while tackling climate change. He also underlined the need for planting more trees like 
Pongamia and Jatropha for bio-diesel production.    
 
   
 TD Director (Personnel) Y.Manohar outlined the plans of the plant’s Agro Forestry Department to 
raise about 56 lakhs of plants over 2,500 ha by 2011. While the earlier theme was ‘one tree 
for every ton of steel’ about 22 years ago it would now be ‘two trees per ton of steel in the 
expansion’ stage, he said. S.M. Roy Bera, DGM, Agro Forestry, presided.    
 
Director (Commercial) C.G. Patil, Executive Director (Finance) K.S.Shankar, and trade union 
leaders Mantri Rajasekhar, N.Rama Rao, D.Adinarayana, spoke. Mr.Bishnoi, senior officials 
and Rajeswari Manohar, vice-president of Visteel Mahila Samithi and union leaders 
participated in the plantation.    
 
IT Week    
 
As many as 6.66 casuarina saplings will be planted over 150 ha along the coastline from 
Appikonda to Gangavaram.    
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The plantation will help combat pollution, arrest beach erosion and will act a shield against 
tsunami, says a steel plant release.    
 
Inaugurating the Information Technology (IT) Week on Monday, Mr. Bishnoi said the plant 
was always in the forefront in implementing IT initiatives. The week is aimed at increasing the 
IT knowledge among its employees.    
 
Efficiency    
 
The CMD said the IT Department was playing a vital role in improving organisational 
efficiency, productivity, decision-making, transparency and cost effectiveness and thus adding 
value to the business of steel making.    
 
P.Kondaiah, GM (IT), gave a presentation on “IT initiatives of VSP,” and future plans. 
Directors Y.Manohar and C.G.Patil spoke.    
 
Need for planting more trees like pongamia and jatropha stressed    
 
’Plantation will help arrest beach erosion and act a shield’    
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 LP Thiruvananthapuram, Sep 20 (PTI) An immediate hike in prices of petroleum products, 
including petrol and diesel, was not under consideration of the UPA Government, Union 
Minister for Petroleum and Natural Gas Murli Deora said here today.    
 
Though the international crude prices were going up, the UPA Government's approach was 
that the subsidy on petroleum products should continue as in the case of food and fertilisers, 
Deora told a press meet here.    
 
   
 TD The proposal to float oil bonds totalling Rs 25,000 crore to offset the deficit of the public sector 
oil companies due to increase in crude prices was expected to come up before the Union 
Cabinet shortly, he said.    
 
"At present, we are not considering any increase. We are trying our best not to raise the 
prices of not only LPG and kerosene but also that of petrol and diesel," Deora said.    
 
The minister was here to inaugurate the Refinery Technology meet organised by Centre for 
High Technology and Mangalore Refineries and Petrochemicals Ltd.    
 
Stressing the need to continue with the subsidy on the petroleum products, Deora said he had 
been in touch with Finance Minister P Chidambaram on the issue.    
 
Since the oil companies were losing heavily, the government was planning to float oil bonds to 
make up for part of the losses, Deora said.    
 
On chances of the Iran-Pakistan-India natural gas pipeline project getting affected by the 
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India-US nuclear pact, Deora said: "We cannot say that. I have no comment on that." 
Petroleum Secretary M S Srinivasan, however, said official level talks on the project was still 
on.    
 
Asked about the purpose of the planned visit to Myanmar by a delegation led by Deora, he 
said India would be bidding for some of the exploration blocks in that country.    
 
Two blocks off the Kerala coast had been identified for exploration of natural gas. However, 
he said the places identified could not be disclosed at this state. These two blocks were in 
addition to three areas identified in Kerala- Konkan coast.    
 
In the normal course, off-shore exploration and development would take eight years, he said.    
 
On the progress of research on developing bio-fuel, he said two plants - jatropha and 
pongamia - had been shortlisted as the best potential source of bio-fuel. Researches and 
tests were going on at different research institutions and universities on developing the 
alternative fuel.    
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 LP Some 1 lakh saplings to be planted in the city    
 
TIRUPATI: In what is seen as a fairly-decent beginning made towards a mind-boggling target 
of planting 1 lakh saplings, as many as 4,000 were planted in eight places in Tirupati on 
Wednesday.    
 
   
 TD The major stakeholders of the city development -- Tirupati Urban Development Authority 
(TUDA), Municipal Corporation of Tirupati (MCT) and Tirumala Tirupati Devasthanams (TTD) 
-- have taken up a massive mission of providing a green canopy over the temple city by 
planting 1 lakh saplings in and around the city.    
 
TTD Trust Board Chairman B. Karunakar Reddy inaugurated the green initiative, after which 
scores of saplings were planted in Alipiri, BTR Colony (Settipalle), Mangalam, Lingalamma 
tank, Nehru municipal high school, Chenna Reddy colony, Kanaka Bhushanam Layout and 
Sri Padmavathi junior college.    
 
Varieties like pongamia, neem, tamarind, millingtonia, teak and vahinia were planted as part 
of the avenue plantations. The TUDA has salvaged the encroached areas of the Mangalam 
tank last year and is growing a mango orchard in its bed. A nursery has also been developed 
there which sells saplings to the visitors. It was also announced on the occasion that saplings 
would be provided to the denizens if they come forward to grow them in their backyard.    
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 LP RNS Number:2269D  Origo Sino-India PLC 04 September 2007    
 
Press release 4 September, 2007    
 
   
 TD Origo enters global bioenergy sector in partnership with RIBEC    
 
Origo Sino-India Plc ("Origo") (LSE:OSI), the investment and strategic advisory company 
focused on the private equity markets of China and India, has entered into definitive 
agreements with Roshini International Bio Energy Corporation Ltd ("RIBEC") to create an 
international joint venture focused on the renewable bioenergy sector. Origo has taken a 20% 
equity position in RIBEC, while extending a convertible note of up to US$2,000,000 and 
retaining the right to invest an additional US$6 million in a pre-IPO private placement.    
 
Headquartered in Hyderabad, India, RIBEC has the world's largest plantation of non-edible, 
tree-borne feedstock with more than 40 million trees and seedlings. As a fully integrated 
bioenergy company, RIBEC is involved in the whole bioenergy value chain from plantations to 
refining and trading of biodiesel, bioethanol, biogas and biofertilisers. RIBEC is achieving 
rapid growth, with un-audited revenues for the financial year ending March 30, 2007 being 
US$5.87 million, and EBITDA at US$4.4 million. With operations and representation in India, 
China, Brazil and Africa, RIBEC intends to list on a major international stock exchange to 
provide further funding for its rapid expansion.    
 
Established in 1996, RIBEC has more than a decade of research and development expertise 
and is a producer of non-edible feedstock from dry wasteland areas. RIBEC is a leading 
supplier of Pongamia Pinnata, a non-edible and drought-resistant tree with high yields of 
crude oil that recaptures rapidly growing greenhouse gas emissions and generates income to 
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poor farmers and rural communities. RIBEC also grows Jatropha, a source of biodiesel whose 
residue can also be processed into biomass to power electricity plants.    
 
RIBEC is in close negotiations with a major international energy company about a possible 
joint venture for plantations and the refining of biofuel in certain geographical sectors.    
 
In addition to taking a 20% equity position in RIBEC, Origo has extended a credit facility under 
which Roshini may draw down up to US$2,000,000 for working capital purposes and 
operational expenses associated with the expansion of RIBEC's feedstock. The note is 
repayable in full in the event of an external financing round, or convertible into equity at the 
discretion of Origo at a 20% discount to the then applicable price per share. Origo has also 
been retained as a strategic consultant to assist RIBEC's expansion and fundraising activities.    
 
Vinay Ganga, Managing Director for India of  Origo Sino-India Plc, said: "We are pleased to 
have taken a substantial equity position in the world's largest non-edible, tree-borne feedstock 
producer. The world's growing and unmet need of biofuel brings enormous business and 
growth opportunities for integrated producers such as RIBEC."    
 
Anil Reddy, CEO of RIBEC, said: "RIBEC needed a financial and strategic partner rapidly to 
expand and list on a global stock exchange. Origo provided the ideal combination of finance, 
management and exposure to India, China and Africa."    
 
Chris Rynning, Chief Executive of Origo, said: "This position validates Origo's business model 
and execution capabilities in the area of natural resources. We are pleased to fund the roll-out 
of RIBEC while locking in the opportunity to subscribe for further equity in this highly 
promising company."    
 
Further information:    
 
Origo Sino-India Plc Chris Rynning +86 1390 124 6417 chris@origoplc.com    
 
Nomad and broker: Seymour Pierce John Depasquale +44 (0) 20 7107 8000    
 
Media enquiries: Capital MS&L Peter Curtain / James Madsen +44 (0) 20 7307 5330 
james.madsen@capitalmsl.com    
 
Notes to editors:    
 
Origo Sino-India Plc ("Origo"):    
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Origo is an established private equity investor and strategic consultancy business, which 
provides its shareholders with exposure to growth opportunities and private equity returns in 
China and India.    
 
Origo's business model is to generate capital gains from private equity investment in growth 
companies from which it also generates fees for consultancy services related to further 
fundraisings, M&A and strategic development.    
 
Origo is aligned with two major institutions which provide a source of high quality deal flow. In 
China, Origo works closely with China Equity, a leading private equity firm, whose chief 
executive is on Origo's board. In India, Origo has entered into a memorandum of 
understanding with SBI Capital Markets, one of the longest-established companies in the 
Indian capital markets. A former chairman of SBI is on the board of Origo.    
 
Roshini International Bio Energy Corporation Ltd (RIBEC)    
 
RIBEC manages and owns the world's largest non-edible, tree-borne bioenergy feedstock. 
With captive feedstock supply from its operations and representation in India, China, Brazil 
and Africa, RIBEC also is an integrated processor, refiner and trader of biodiesel, ethanol, gas 
and fertiliser.    
 
Founded by Anil Reddy in 1996, RIBEC initially focused on research and development of 
Pongamia Pinnata and Jatropha Curcas feedstock in India. While still growing both Pongamia 
and Jathropa, the company has excelled in commercialising the farming and plantation the 
high-oil-yielding tree Pongamia.    
 
RIBEC's competitive position stems from years of research and development of Pongamia, 
developing a gene bank of "alpha" genetic material that enhances plantation yield, combined 
with specialised grafting, planting and irrigation techniques developed by RIBEC.    
 
The Pongamia tree's advantages as bioenergy feedstock include:    
 
•   Use of cultivable waste land does not destroy rain forest or 
other protected  
    habitats; 
•   Does not crowd out other edible food crops, which could case 
higher food  
    costs for farmers; 
•   Re-capturing or sequestering rapidly growing greenhouse gas 
emissions,  
    helping alleviate global warming; 
•   Low water irrigation requirements; 
•   Inter-growing with other crops; 
•   Its leaves and de-oiled cake are in demand as organic fertiliser; 
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•   Economically advantaged as Pongamia qualifies for carbon credits. 
    
 
RIBEC's primary business model is to work with farmers, contracting 
the plantations to the land owners, thereby reducing its working 
capital needs, with rapid growth being further facilitated by 
government and micro-finance institutions. When operating under 
contract farming system, RIBEC has the first right of refusal to buy 
the produce from the farmers with prices set by government regulated 
commodity pricing.    
 
This information is provided by RNS The company news service from the 
London Stock Exchange     
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 HD Origo enters global bioenergy sector in partnership with RIBEC       
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 LP Origo Sino-India Plc ("Origo") (LSE:OSI), the investment and strategic advisory company 
focused on the private equity markets of China and India, has entered into definitive 
agreements with Roshini International Bio Energy Corporation Ltd ("RIBEC") to create an 
international joint venture focused on the renewable bioenergy sector. Origo has taken a 20% 
equity position in RIBEC, while extending a convertible note of up to US$2,000,000 and 
retaining the right to invest an additional US$6 million in a pre-IPO private placement.    
 
   
 TD Headquartered in Hyderabad, India, RIBEC has the world's largest plantation of non-edible, 
tree-borne feedstock with more than 40 million trees and seedlings. As a fully integrated 
bioenergy company, RIBEC is involved in the whole bioenergy value chain from plantations to 
refining and trading of biodiesel, bioethanol, biogas and biofertilisers. RIBEC is achieving 
rapid growth, with un-audited revenues for the financial year ending March 30, 2007 being 
US$5.87 million, and EBITDA at US$4.4 million. With operations and representation in India, 
China, Brazil and Africa, RIBEC intends to list on a major international stock exchange to 
provide further funding for its rapid expansion.    
 
Established in 1996, RIBEC has more than a decade of research and development expertise 
and is a producer of non-edible feedstock from dry wasteland areas. RIBEC is a leading 
supplier of Pongamia Pinnata, a non-edible and drought-resistant tree with high yields of 
crude oil that recaptures rapidly growing greenhouse gas emissions and generates income to 
poor farmers and rural communities. RIBEC also grows Jatropha, a source of biodiesel whose 
residue can also be processed into biomass to power electricity plants.    
 
RIBEC is in close negotiations with a major international energy company about a possible 
joint venture for plantations and the refining of biofuel in certain geographical sectors.    
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In addition to taking a 20% equity position in RIBEC, Origo has extended a credit facility under 
which Roshini may draw down up to US$2,000,000 for working capital purposes and 
operational expenses associated with the expansion of RIBEC's feedstock. The note is 
repayable in full in the event of an external financing round, or convertible into equity at the 
discretion of Origo at a 20% discount to the then applicable price per share. Origo has also 
been retained as a strategic consultant to assist RIBEC's expansion and fundraising activities.    
 
Vinay Ganga, Managing Director for India of Origo Sino-India Plc, said: "We are pleased to 
have taken a substantial equity position in the world's largest non-edible, tree-borne feedstock 
producer. The world's growing and unmet need of biofuel brings enormous business and 
growth opportunities for integrated producers such as RIBEC."    
 
Anil Reddy, CEO of RIBEC, said: "RIBEC needed a financial and strategic partner rapidly to 
expand and list on a global stock exchange. Origo provided the ideal combination of finance, 
management and exposure to India, China and Africa."    
 
Chris Rynning, Chief Executive of Origo, said: "This position validates Origo's business model 
and execution capabilities in the area of natural resources. We are pleased to fund the roll-out 
of RIBEC while locking in the opportunity to subscribe for further equity in this highly 
promising company."    
 
Notes to editors:    
 
Origo Sino-India Plc ("Origo"):    
 
Origo is an established private equity investor and strategic consultancy business, which 
provides its shareholders with exposure to growth opportunities and private equity returns in 
China and India.    
 
Origo's business model is to generate capital gains from private equity investment in growth 
companies from which it also generates fees for consultancy services related to further 
fundraisings, M&A and strategic development.    
 
Origo is aligned with two major institutions which provide a source of high quality deal flow. In 
China, Origo works closely with China Equity, a leading private equity firm, whose chief 
executive is on Origo's board. In India, Origo has entered into a memorandum of 
understanding with SBI Capital Markets, one of the longest-established companies in the 
Indian capital markets. A former chairman of SBI is on the board of Origo.    
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Roshini International Bio Energy Corporation Ltd (RIBEC)    
 
RIBEC manages and owns the world's largest non-edible, tree-borne bioenergy feedstock. 
With captive feedstock supply from its operations and representation in India, China, Brazil 
and Africa, RIBEC also is an integrated processor, refiner and trader of biodiesel, ethanol, gas 
and fertiliser.    
 
Founded by Anil Reddy in 1996, RIBEC initially focused on research and development of 
Pongamia Pinnata and Jatropha Curcas feedstock in India.    
 
While still growing both Pongamia and Jathropa, the company has excelled in 
commercialising the farming and plantation the high-oil-yielding tree Pongamia.    
 
RIBEC's competitive position stems from years of research and development of Pongamia, 
developing a gene bank of "alpha" genetic material that enhances plantation yield, combined 
with specialised grafting, planting and irrigation techniques developed by RIBEC.    
 
The Pongamia tree's advantages as bioenergy feedstock include:    
 
* Use of cultivable waste land does not destroy rain forest or other protected habitats;    
 
* Does not crowd out other edible food crops, which could case higher food costs for farmers;    
 
* Re-capturing or sequestering rapidly growing greenhouse gas emissions, helping alleviate 
global warming;    
 
* Low water irrigation requirements;    
 
* Inter-growing with other crops;    
 
* Its Leaves and de-oiled cake are in demand as organic fertiliser;    
 
* Economically advantaged as Pongamia qualifies for carbon credits.    
 
RIBEC's primary business model is to work with farmers, contracting the plantations to the 
land owners, thereby reducing its working capital needs, with rapid growth being further 
facilitated by government and micro-finance institutions. When operating under contract 
farming system, RIBEC has the first right of refusal to buy the produce from the farmers with 
prices set by government regulated commodity pricing.    
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 LP Edited Press Release    
 
LONDON (Dow Jones)--Origo Sino-India, the investment and strategic advisory company 
focused on the private equity markets of China and India, has entered into definitive 
agreements with Roshini International Bio Energy Corporation to create an international joint 
venture focused on the renewable bioenergy sector.    
 
   
 TD Origo has taken a 20% equity position in RIBEC, while extending a convertible note of up to 
$2,000,000 and retaining the right to invest an additional $6 million in a pre-IPO private 
placement.    
 
Headquartered in Hyderabad, India, RIBEC has the world's largest plantation of non-edible, 
tree-borne feedstock with more than 40 million trees and seedlings. As a fully integrated 
bioenergy company, RIBEC is involved in the whole bioenergy value chain from plantations to 
refining and trading of biodiesel, bioethanol, biogas and biofertilisers.    
 
With operations and representation in India, China, Brazil and Africa, RIBEC intends to list on 
a major international stock exchange to provide further funding for its rapid expansion.    
 
Established in 1996, RIBEC has more than a decade of research and development expertise 
and is a producer of non-edible feedstock from dry wasteland areas. RIBEC is a leading 
supplier of Pongamia Pinnata, a non-edible and drought-resistant tree with high yields of 
crude oil that recaptures rapidly growing greenhouse gas emissions and generates income to 
poor farmers and rural communities. RIBEC also grows Jatropha, a source of biodiesel whose 
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residue can be processed into biomass to power electricity plants.    
 
RIBEC is in close negotiations with a major international energy company about a possible 
joint venture for plantations and the refining of biofuel in certain geographical sectors.    
 
In addition to taking a 20% equity position in RIBEC, Origo has extended a credit facility under 
which Roshini may draw down up to $2,000,000 for working capital purposes and operational 
expenses associated with the expansion of RIBEC's feedstock.    
 
The note is repayable in full in the event of an external financing round, or convertible into 
equity at the discretion of Origo at a 20% discount to the then applicable price per share. 
Origo has also been retained as a strategic consultant to assist RIBEC's expansion and 
fundraising activities. [ 04-09-07 0753GMT ]    
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 SE OPINION    
 HD Next energy source       
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 LP This is with reference to “Want the next big energy source?” (Business Line, August 21). 
Scientists say research into new generation bio-fuel sources could yield cheap energy 
supplies that do not compete with food crops, or with Nature, for water or space.    
 
There are already several projects in India on Jatropha Bio-diesel as this type of oil is not 
edible and consumes very little water through drip irrigation with best standards of 
maintenance with bio manure. The Tamil Nadu govt is going ahead with massive schemes to 
encourage bio-fuel crops.    
 
   
 TD We have to focus only on first generation bio-fuels from crops such as Pongamia or Jatropha, 
etc., and not from second-generation crops which may not be suitable for our agri-system. It is 
time the States encouraged the large-scale conversion of barren lands for growing first-
generation crops with optimum levels of water consumption.    
 
S. A. Alagarsamy Chennai    
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 LP A SHRUB regarded as a noxious weed in Australia is being used to develop viable biodiesel 
industries in Asia and Africa. 
 
Jatropha, which can be found growing in northern Australia, is a non-edible plant that 
flourishes in poor soils and produces fruit seeds which can be crushed to produce diesel oil. 
 
   
 TD Australian biofuel companies have been eyeing its use in marginal arable land as a source of 
biodiesel. 
 
The Indian Government is planning to plant four million hectares of the shrub as the first stage 
of a biodiesel strategy with an eventual target of 40 million ha planted by 2030. 
 
If realised, this would generate 100 million tonnes of seed and 27 million tonnes of biodiesel, 
enough to meet at least 20 per cent of the country's rural energy needs. 
 
Head of biotechnology at India's Energy and Resources Institute, Dr Alok Adholeya, said his 
country had very few crude oil resources and needed to develop new fuel sources. 
 
Speaking at a Crawford Fund conference on biofuels, energy and agriculture last week, Dr 
Adholeya said India wanted to avoid using food-based crops and placing pressure on use of 
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arable land. 
 
"India has to develop its non-edible oil sector around marginal lands with efficient use of 
technologies including biotechnology," he said. 
 
Dr Adholeya said another inedible oil seed produced by pongamia trees, which could grow in 
drought-affected conditions, was also being considered as biodiesel feed stock. 
 
Chairman of sustainable biodiesel company D1 Oils, Ron Oxburgh, told the conference his 
company was focusing on the use of jatropha as an effective way of producing biodiesel, 
avoiding strain on food production and creating jobs in Africa and Asia. 
 
Based in the UK, D1 Oils is involved in extensive trials of jatropha in southern Africa and India 
and is negotiating supply contracts with other countries, including China and Indonesia. 
 
"We are particularly interested in the Jatropha curcas variety, which can thrive in poor quality 
soils and involves very labour-intensive cultivation," Lord Oxburgh said. 
 
"In the past two years, the company has created about 200,000 new jobs in India and Africa." 
 
Jatropha could yield about three tonnes of biodiesel oil a hectare, and other non-edible plants 
under consideration could potentially produce even more, Lord Oxburgh said. 
 
The use of non-edible plants on marginal land to produce biofuel was only one aspect of the 
push into "second generation" processes which did not rely on food crops, he said. 
 
Others included transformation by fermentation of specially-grown crops, and gasification of 
woody residues, urban garbage and sewage sludge.  
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 LP TIRUPATI: The importance of bio-diesel crops got due attention at the Acharya N G Ranga 
Agricultural University’s South Zonal Research and Extension Advisory Council (ZREAC) 
meeting here on Thursday.    
 
The meet was conducted under the aegis of Tirupati-based Regional Agricultural Research 
Station (RARS), where the speakers urged the scientists to take up advanced research on 
Pongamia and Jatropha seeds, while the farmers were asked to grow the said crops in vast 
areas. ‘As the entire world is looking at alternatives to fossil fuels, the demand for such crops 
would rise in the near future’, the scientists told the farmers of Chittoor, Kadapa and Nellore 
districts present at the meet.    
 
   
 TD Director of Research P. Raghava Reddy, Associate Director, K. Raja Reddy, Director 
(Extension) L. G. Giri Rao and Dean of Agriculture M. Sudarshan Reddy spoke on the need 
for taking up post-harvest measures and embracing ‘SRI’ paddy cultivation.    
 
A brochure on ‘RARS - Achievements and Vision’ was released on the occasion.    
 
Principals B. Chenchu Reddy (Agricultural College) and Satyanarayana Reddy (Veterinary 
College), ATMA project director Karunakar were present.    
 
Scientists urged to take up advanced research on Pongamia and Jatropha seeds    
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 LP Energy-starved India should invest in spurring large-scale cultivation of jatropha, a plant with 
seeds that can be mixed with fuel to form biodiesel, experts said. 
 
India produces nearly 30% of its annual crude oil requirement of nearly 120 million metric 
tons. It imports 70% of its requirements, and experts see jatropha as a potential wonder plant. 
 
   
 TD Two key issues restraining the growth of the Indian biofuel industry were lack of sufficient 
government encouragement and limited availability of feedstock like jatropha and pongamia, 
said a study released at a workshop by Frost and Sullivan, a global growth consultant 
company. 
 
India's biodiesel production is currently a few thousand tons against demand of 2.6 million 
tons, at a 5% blending level with normal diesel fuel, said Mark Dougan, a company 
consultant. 
 
India needs to promote jatropha cultivation more aggressively, said Sandeep Chaturvedi, 
president of the Biodiesel Association of India. The plant grows in arid terrain and doesn't 
need regular irrigation. 
 
The experts said the Indian government's decision last year to spend INR500 million 
(US$10.7 million) to boost jatropha cultivation was not enough. 
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The government should reduce excise duties to boost the country's biofuel industry, Dougan 
said, adding that it could also enact a law making it mandatory for oil companies to sell a 
certain percentage of biofuels. 
 
With India's economy growing at more than 9% annually over the next few years, the 
country's energy demand is expected to grow exponentially. 
 
India's Petroleum Ministry estimates that by 2009, India will have around 3.1 million hectares 
of jatropha plantations, and will have identified another 40 million hectares of wasteland to 
grow the plant. The ministry also aims to plant around 7.5 million jatropha saplings on vacant 
land along the country's extensive railroad tracks.  
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 LP NEW DELHI (AP) - Energy-starved India should invest in spurring large-scale cultivation of 
jatropha, a plant with seeds that can be mixed with fuel to form biodiesel, experts said 
Monday.    
 
India produces nearly 30 percent of its annual crude oil requirement of nearly 120 million 
metric tons (132.28 million US tons). It imports 70 percent of its requirements, and experts 
see jatropha as a potential wonder plant.    
 
   
 TD Two key issues restraining the growth of the Indian biofuel industry were lack of sufficient 
government encouragement and limited availability of feedstock like jatropha and pongamia, 
said a study released at a workshop by Frost and Sullivan, a global growth consultant 
company.    
 
India's biodiesel production is currently a few thousand metric tons against a demand of 2.6 
million metric tons, at a five percent blending level with normal diesel fuel, Mark Dougan, a 
company consultant said.    
 
India needs to promote jatropha cultivation more aggressively, said Sandeep Chaturvedi, 
president of the Biodiesel Association of India. The plant grows in arid terrain and doesn't 
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need regular irrigation.    
 
The experts said that the Indian government's decision last year to spend 500 million rupees 
($10.7 million) to boost jatropha cultivation was not enough.    
 
The government should reduce excise duties to boost the country's biofuel industry, Doughan 
said, adding that it could also enact a law making it mandatory for oil companies to sell a 
certain percentage of biofuels.    
 
With India's economy growing at more than 9 percent annually over the next few years, the 
country's energy demand is expected to grow exponentially.    
 
India's Petroleum Ministry estimates that by 2009 India will have around 3.1 million hectares 
(7.7 million acres) of jatropha plantations, and will have identified another 40 million hectares 
(98.8 million acres) of wasteland to grow the plant. The ministry also aims to plant around 7.5 
million jatropha saplings on vacant land along the country's extensive railroad tracks.    
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 LP NEW DELHI (AP)--Energy-starved India should invest in spurring large-scale cultivation of 
jatropha, a plant with seeds that can be mixed with fuel to form biodiesel, experts said 
Monday.    
 
India produces nearly 30% of its annual crude oil requirement of nearly 120 million metric 
tons. It imports 70% of its requirements, and experts see jatropha as a potential wonder plant.    
 
   
 TD Two key issues restraining the growth of the Indian biofuel industry were lack of sufficient 
government encouragement and limited availability of feedstock like jatropha and pongamia, 
said a study released at a workshop by Frost and Sullivan, a global growth consultant 
company.    
 
India's biodiesel production is currently a few thousand tons against demand of 2.6 million 
tons, at a 5% blending level with normal diesel fuel, said Mark Dougan, a company 
consultant.    
 
India needs to promote jatropha cultivation more aggressively, said Sandeep Chaturvedi, 
president of the Biodiesel Association of India. The plant grows in arid terrain and doesn't 
need regular irrigation.    
 
The experts said the Indian government's decision last year to spend INR500 million 
(US$10.7 million) to boost jatropha cultivation was not enough.    
 
The government should reduce excise duties to boost the country's biofuel industry, Dougan 
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said, adding that it could also enact a law making it mandatory for oil companies to sell a 
certain percentage of biofuels.    
 
With India's economy growing at more than 9% annually over the next few years, the 
country's energy demand is expected to grow exponentially.    
 
India's Petroleum Ministry estimates that by 2009, India will have around 3.1 million hectares 
of jatropha plantations, and will have identified another 40 million hectares of wasteland to 
grow the plant. The ministry also aims to plant around 7.5 million jatropha saplings on vacant 
land along the country's extensive railroad tracks. [ 13-08-07 1139GMT ]    
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 LP FARMER'S NOTEBOOK    
 
The project provides livelihood and food security to landless ryots    
 
   
 TD Soaring prices of fossil-fuels and environmental pollution associated with their use, have 
resulted in an increased worldwide interest in the production and use of bio-fuel. The 
International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics (ICRISAT), Patancheru in 
Andhra Pradesh, is playing a major role in bringing poor and marginal dryland farmers into the 
global biofuel revolution without compromising on food security.    
 
Innovative research    
 
Its innovative research on biodiesel from pongamia and jatropha plants, provides livelihood 
and food security to a number of ryots while reducing the dependence on fossil fuels.    
 
Both Jatropha and Pongamia meet the main needs of dryland farmers, as they require little 
water, can withstand stress and are inexpensive to cultivate, according to Dr. Suhas P. Wani, 
Principal Scientist and Regional Theme Co-ordinator, ICRISAT.    
 
ICRISAT’s research on bio-diesel from pongamia and jatropha crops, is not only ensuring 
energy, livelihood and food security to these dryland farmers, but also reduces the use of 
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fossil fuels, which in turn can help in mitigating climate change, according to him.    
 
Develop partnerships    
 
The institute is working with governments and industry leaders to develop partnerships that 
can result in economic benefit for the marginal farmers of the semi-arid tropics, even while 
retaining the strong economic competitiveness for the industry.    
 
The idea is to develop partnerships that link ICRISAT’s innovative research with farmers and 
markets. “We call this our pro-poor biofuels initiative for the dryland farmers without 
compromising on food security,” says Dr. William Dar, Director General of ICRISAT.    
 
The path to success began in 2005 when small and causal farm labourers, were identified by 
ICRISAT for linking them with the global bio-fuel revolution, which has currently taken Andhra 
Pradesh by storm.    
 
“These people are not landlords or ryots with large holdings. All of them are small-scale 
labourers, with some of them having only 30-50 cents of barren land,” said Dr Dar.    
 
About 200 farmers were selected from Velchal and Kothlapur villages and asked to form 15 
groups. Experts identified about 140 ha and 160 hectares of wastelands in the nearby areas.    
 
Sapling procurement    
 
With the District Collector’s permission, the eight groups, with technical inputs from ICRISAT, 
started growing jatropha and pongamia. Plant saplings were procured from women self help 
groups (SHGs) in Kothapally village, the Forest Department and ICRISAT nurseries.    
 
The soil where the crops were planted was red in colour, rocky and unsuitable for any crop 
cultivation. Wild thorny bushes were occupying the entire area. Jatropha and pongamia were 
planted after removing the thorny bushes. Jatropha was planted in straight rows at a spacing 
of 2x2 mts and after every 50 rows of Jatropha one row of Pongamia was planted at a 
spacing of 4x4 mts.    
 
Soil fertility    
 
About 20 kg of urea and 10 gm of DAP (Diammonium phosphate) were applied as fertilizer to 
each plant. Small pits were also dug in between the plant rows and dry weeds and grass were 
constantly mulched into the pits to improve the soil fertility.    
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The pits also served as efficient water harvesters during monsoon. In Welchal village, 
intercrops such as pearl millet, pigeon pea and castor were also grown by the labourers.    
 
With fuel prices increasing globally there is a demand for bio-diesel from pongamia and 
jatropha. We believe that this provides a wonderful opportunity for dryland farmers to get 
more money from their farms and wastelands, explained Dr. Dar.    
 
“This project was mainly intended to develop a sense of ownership among the labourers so 
that they work for the development of government wastelands.    
 
The unskilled labourers took care of the plants as their own. All the groups were given 
complete rights to harvest the jatropha and pongamia trees,” said Dr Wani. Readers can 
contact Dr. Suhas P. Wani, Principal Scientist and Regional Theme Co-ordinator, ICRISAT, 
Patancheru, Andhra Pradesh-502-324, email: s.wani@cgiar.org, phone: 040-3071-3466 and 
3071-3071(extn) 2466.    
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 LP eye garden    
 
The unseasonal weather we ve been having has wreaked some havoc in our gardens but 
gardening writer Julie Roach has all the answers    
 
   
 TD Q: About three months ago I planted some Lady Palms and even though I ve planted them in 
my old vegie garden where the soil is wonderful, they are looking yellow and have little brown 
spots on the fronds, as does the Fiji Fan Palm in the same garden while the Elephant Ears, 
bananas and various herbs and vegies are all going gangbusters. Can you tell me what the 
problem might be?    
 
A: While most plants are thriving in the current conditions some true tropical species may be 
suffering from poor placement and possibly some root rot as the soil has been too cold for 
their roots to function effectively.    
 
To start with, the Lady Palm is botanically Rhapis excelsa and it is a very hardy, multi 
stemmed, dwarf fan palm originating from the forests of southern China.    
 
While they are usually quite cold hardy tolerating temperatures as low as 5 C and grow well in 
any frost free climate they are best when grown under shelter.    
 
As most vegetable gardens are out in the full sun I am assuming this is the case in this 
instance. This however is not ideal for the Lady Palm as they grow more successfully in semi 
shaded parts of the garden and indoors; where there isn t much natural light. Plants exposed 
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to a full day s sunlight tend to go quite yellow.    
 
To confirm that the yellowing is not due to nutrient deficiency give the plants a dose of liquid 
fertiliser high in nitrogen and wait a week to see if the plant goes a deeper shade of green. If 
the plants do not improve you may need to consider their relocation. You may also find that 
subsequent new growth is more tolerate to the conditions. Plants can be what is described in 
the nursery and landscape trades as sun hardened; they produce smaller, less bright green 
but hardy leaves.    
 
The Fijian Fan Palm Pritchardia Pacificais is a true tropical plant originating from Tonga and 
the Fiji islands; with mean monthly temperatures ranging from 22C in July to 28C in January; 
it is marginal to prosper where winter temperatures go below 5C.    
 
Its natural habitat is a tropical dry forest where the rainfall averages 1800 mm per year with 
most falling during December April and almost drought conditions prevailing during the cooler 
months. So winter rainfall and heavy irrigation maintained through their normal winter rest 
period can cause problems such as root rot if drainage is not    
 
adequate.    
 
The brown or black fungal leaf spots referred to are fungal and usually caused by poor 
cultural practices or in the case of the Fijian Fan Palm just the cold weather.    
 
As a rule good quality, well spaced plants are less likely to be affected.    
 
Palm Leaf Spot can be due to a fungus called Bipolaris with the characteristic symptoms of 
sunken brown to black spots surrounded by a yellow halo. Very young palms are more 
susceptible to leaf spot diseases than older plants, and complete death of some can occur 
following severe infection; it can be particularly troublesome in plant nurseries.    
 
When leaf spot does occur remove and burn the affected leaves. Thin out plants or space 
potted plants to improve ventilation and finally spray all affected plants with a preventative 
fungicide such as Benlate or Mancozeb.    
 
Q: I want to plant along the edges of my driveway, a distance of about 100 metres. The effect 
I would like to create is to form a semi tunnel of trees, not palms. My soil is mainly 
decomposed granite, and I don t want to plant anything which needs a lot of water. Would I be 
better to mix the trees or plant a single species? What trees do you suggest?    
 
A: Being on decomposed granite soil which does not hold water, your main challenge will be 
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getting the plants established.    
 
I recommend planting just prior to the wet season so they get natural rainfall during their 
critical establishment period. Use small healthy plants and mulch to conserve soil moisture 
and keep competing weeds at bay.    
 
To get a semi tunnel effect the trees need to be spaced so that they just touch at maturity. A 
more formal look is achieved through using the same species for the entire length of the 
driveway. Mixed species avenues can work quite well especially if there are some 
components that are deciduous.    
 
Some trees to consider with your constraint of not wanting to plant anything which needs a lot 
of water are initially the Yellow Flame Tree Peltophorum pterocarpum which is a good 
survivor and fine as long as there are no overhead powerlines. Consider also Pongamia now 
Millettia pinnata , Native Olive Chimonanthus ramiflorus , Red Bead Tree Adenanthera 
pavonina , Corkwood Carallia brachtiata , Native Bauhinia Lysiphyllum hookeri , Burdekin 
Plum Pleiogynium timorense or Brown Birch Scolopia braunii . Check them out in the book 
Across the Top Gardening with Australian Plants in the Tropics.    
 
They should be available from the Dry Tropics Nursery at the Barrier Reef Institute of TAFE, 
Horticulture Unit, Pimlico Campus Ph: 07 4796 0411. Open for Public Retail: 12 4pm every 
Thursday and 9 1pm on 1st, 3rd and 5th Saturday every month or if you re on Magnetic 
Island, from the Island Nursery 56 Sooning St., Nelly Bay Ph: 47785007.    
 
Julie Roach is the horticultural officer with the Townsville City Council.    
 
If you have any questions about gardening, send them to townsville eye gardening column, 
PO Box 587, Townsville, 4810 or you can email to eye@townsvillebulletin.com.au    
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 LP Heritage    
 
The many unanswered questions over the monuments make every visit to Mamallapuram 
exciting.    
 
   
 TD All the three temples have the characteristics of late Pallava work…lighter anatomy and jewel-
like precision in workmanship.    
 
The many enigmatic questions that arise when you go around the monuments of 
Mamallapuram are what make each visit so exciting. Why are most of the monuments left 
unfinished? What was the provocation to abandon the project so abruptly? That colossal b as 
relief…is it Arjuna’s penance, Bagiratha’s penance or is it the Jain legend of Sakara and his 
sons, as argued by Mayilai Seeni Venkatasamy? So many scholarly papers have been written 
on Mamallapuram that there are two books that contain just the bibliography — one by British 
art historian William Willets and the other by our own N.S. Ramasamy (Maypole).    
 
Differently named    
 
Our last visit was on a pleasant February morning. A cool breeze wafted across, providing the 
air with a welcome nip. We decided to spend our time looking at the three monolithic temples 
that are on the western side of the rocky outcrop, by the side of the Buckingham canal. You 
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hardly get any visitors here; Of these, two rathas are close to each other and the third, further 
away, stands alone. These monoliths bear names that are from a different realm, of folk 
deities such as Pidar i. If they had been completed and dedicated, they would have borne a 
canonical name. There is a Pidariamman temple here by the roadside which has lent its name 
to these two rathas. One of the Pidari rathas, the south ern one, bears some beautiful 
celestial figures in the vimana. Over the niches are toranas.    
 
Typical late Pallava work    
 
By the side of a lake called Valayankuttai — the fisherman’s pond — is the third monolith, in 
splendid isolation. Like most of the other monuments in Mamallapuram, these monoliths are 
also unfinished. Of these, the Valayankuttai ratha is less incomplete. It is almost complete, 
with an outer hall (arthamandapa). Based on stylistic grounds, it is pointed out as the later 
one. All the three temples have the characteristics of late Pallava work&#823 0;lighter 
anatomy and jewel-like precision in workmanship. The floriated torana springing from the 
mouth of makaras, in low relief on either side of the niche, the wagon-roof motif are all typical 
late Pallava design s, echoing Arjuna ratha on the other side of the hill. But none of the three 
works bear any inscription and so one is not sure about the authorship of these rathas. At 
least one art historian, K.R. Srinivasan, believ es that these rathas are also the works of 
Rajasimha.    
 
The two Pidari rathas with the classic Dravida vimana are two storied. In one, the top is 
square and for the other it is octagonal. The Mukundanayanar temple you see on the left of 
the road as you approach Mamalla puram Township is on the pattern of Pidari ratha. It gives 
you an idea as to how a monolith is transformed into a constructed temple.    
 
All around these three rathas, you see evidences of stone masonry work that had gone on but 
left abruptly at various stages. Some boulders are dressed. There are two large rocks which 
were chosen to be worked on as monoliths and you see that preliminary dressing has been 
done. On some rocks you see evidences of attempts to split them. If this work had been 
completed there would have been as many monoliths on this side as on the other side.    
 
Age-old context    
 
There are a lot of bushes and scrubs around the three rathas. Butterflies flitter on the Avaram 
flowers and on the Nerunji flowers on the ground. A Goldren oriole calls periodically and 
keeps up a background music. A couple of Palmy ra palms tower over the neem and 
pongamia trees. But for the occasional motor vehicle that passes over the bridge across the 
canal, we could have been in the Pallava times. It was as if time had frozen. The plants, t 
rees, the insects and birds they attract, are all authentic and belonged to the place. They 
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provide an ambience and a context to the monuments. They have been together for millennia. 
That is one overpowering reason why we should not destroy the native vegetation around the 
monuments to lay a monotonous, artificial and out of place lawn there. Unfortunately, around 
many monuments lawns have been laid, endowing these places with a ridiculous uniformity.    
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 LP NEW DELHI: At Tuas, Singapore, a bio-methanisation plant processes up to 800 tons of 
organic waste per day generating an estimated 6 MW of electrical energy per hour, powering 
over 10,000 households or equivalent industrial facilities.    
 
In Thailand, generators fueled by methane from swine manure make electricity and biogas is 
generated from waste water created at large-scale farms.    
 
   
 TD Closer home, in Andhra Pradesh, villagers run their tractors with bio-diesel they extract from 
Pongamia trees in their village. The Delhi government too plans to start a few projects in the 
city that will be entirely based on green norms, including a new hospital in Dwarka and 
Tyagraj Stadium. Why, one now even has CNG creamtoriums in India's capital city!    
 
What do all these projects have in common? All these are direct result of the 1997 Kyoto 
Protocol, a global initiative to reduce emission of greenhouse gases linked to global warming. 
By developing projects under the clean development mechanism (CDM) of the UN, 
organizations spearheading such projects earn carbon credits that are sold abroad.    
 
As the global warming threat looms large over the globe, Asia, which in the coming years will 
emerge as one of the biggest energy consumers, is gearing up to cash in on the opportunity 
created by the rising levels of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. With the developing 
countries in emerging markets such as Asia-Pacific region industrialising at ultra rapid pace, 
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there are a number of ways to rein in pollution. But are we ready?    
 
"The rapidly growing Asian economies and their increase in energy demand provides a good 
opportunity for Asia to remain a key player for the carbon market," says Andrei Marcu, 
President and Chief Executive Officer, International Emissions Trading Association (IETA).    
 
Wondering, how the Kyoto protocol spells a business opportunity? Commonly referred to as 
carbon trading, it is a system whereby countries or individual companies are given emission 
targets. The Protocol under the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change primarily 
assigns mandatory emission limitations for the reduction of GHG emissions to the signatory 
nations.    
 
It is because of Kyoto protocol that countries across Asia are promising sweeping action, from 
cleaning up concrete plants, to sowing new forests that absorb carbon dioxide, to harnessing 
methane from landfills to generate power. And the list is increasing as the threat looms larger 
than ever. The system is helping foster green investments in countries that are home to some 
of the world's biggest polluters.    
 
According to a World Bank study, while the global carbon market tripled in 2006 to $30 billion 
from $10 billion in 2005, carbon emissions trading in Asia reached a volume of $21.5 billion 
from January to September 2006, more than doubling the total volume for 2005.    
 
While the key buyers of carbon include primarily private companies in Europe, the biggest 
seller globally is China. India has 12 per cent market share, according to IETA's data. 
However, while the number of projects in India is larger than China, the scale is much lower.    
 
Most of the CDM action in India is witnessed in the energy sector, followed by manufacturing 
and chemical sectors.    
 
With the supply of carbon credits from India expected to be in the range of 300 million CERs 
(carbon emission reductions) by 2010, a $3 billion opportunity is awaiting Indian companies. 
Moreover, once countries like the US and Australia (two notable exceptions to the Kyoto 
protocol) join it after 2012, the market for carbon credits is expected to increase considerably.    
 
Says Marcu, "Although significant changes are taking places in the US, Australia and Canada, 
there are still pending issues. We need to ensure the credibility of the market. I would 
characterise the market as resilient and successful and with a clear growth potential."    
 
In a few months from now, island nation Singapore will witness one of the largest carbon 
trading gatherings. Come November, and the city state will witness over 150 countries coming 
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under one umbrella to discuss topics ranging from the upcoming solutions and technologies 
for carbon abatement to new sources of supply and their effect on price, the role of green 
investment schemes and the development of voluntary carbon standards.    
 
Carbon Forum Asia 2007 Trade Fair and Conference will be jointly organised by IETA and 
Koelnmesse. To be hosted by the Sustainable Energy Association of Singapore (SEAS), it will 
provide a platform to bring together the leading experts from the GHG market and local 
industries from Asia.    
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 LP This refers to the front page news item “ Indian Oil plans foray into Bio-crop business” 
(Business Line, July 30). It is heartening to note that work on bio-crops or petro-crops, such 
as production of bio-ethanol from sug arcane and sweet sorghum, and bio-diesel from 
jatropha, have assumed greater importance in India, particularly in Tamil Nadu, Andhra 
Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh and Gujarat.    
 
The time is also thus right for such oil companies as  Indian Oil and Bharath Petroleum to 
explore ways and means to augment the area under non-edible oil plantations such as 
jatropha and pongamia, to increase the production of bio-diesel.    
 
   
 TD In March the Tamil Nadu Agriculture Dept issued a GO No 116 in this regard, where it has 
fixed a target of 20,000 hectares per year and wish to reach 100,000 hectares before 2010.    
 
Fifty per cent subsidy is announced for jatropha seedlings and a number of private players 
have initiated the work of setting up plantations for contract farming activities.    
 
This kind of proactive atmosphere for jatropha growth can be made even more conducive if 
the nationalised banks come forward to help bio-crop contract farmers without any hassles 
and needless paperwork.    
 
A strong direction in this regard from the Finance Minister or the Prime Minister would give 
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such initiatives a welcome push.    
 
Today, we see an inflow of jatropha seeds from Japan and Germany, mainly for oil extraction.    
 
The Tamil Nadu Agricultural University and other private Universities must therefore be 
encouraged to take up intensive research on jatropha so that we can supply right type of 
seeds to the farmers.    
 
TNAU, as well as private research institutes, such as the Enhanced Biotechnology Institute, 
Madurai University and Gandhigram Rural University should be activated with grants from the 
Centre so that the country can achieve its targets for bio-fuel manufacture and ensure energy 
security for future generations.    
 
S. A. Alagarsamy Chennai    
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 LP This refers to the front page news item “ Indian Oil plans foray into Bio-crop business” 
(Business Line, July 30). It is heartening to note that work on bio-crops or petro-crops, such 
as production of bio-ethanol from sug arcane and sweet sorghum, and bio-diesel from 
jatropha, have assumed greater importance in India, particularly in Tamil Nadu, Andhra 
Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh and Gujarat.    
 
The time is also thus right for such oil companies as  Indian Oil and Bharath Petroleum to 
explore ways and means to augment the area under non-edible oil plantations such as 
jatropha and pongamia, to increase the production of bio-diesel.    
 
   
 TD In March the Tamil Nadu Agriculture Dept issued a GO No 116 in this regard, where it has 
fixed a target of 20,000 hectares per year and wish to reach 100,000 hectares before 2010.    
 
Fifty per cent subsidy is announced for jatropha seedlings and a number of private players 
have initiated the work of setting up plantations for contract farming activities.    
 
This kind of proactive atmosphere for jatropha growth can be made even more conducive if 
the nationalised banks come forward to help bio-crop contract farmers without any hassles 
and needless paperwork.    
 
A strong direction in this regard from the Finance Minister or the Prime Minister would give 
such initiatives a welcome push.    
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Today, we see an inflow of jatropha seeds from Japan and Germany, mainly for oil extraction.    
 
The Tamil Nadu Agricultural University and other private Universities must therefore be 
encouraged to take up intensive research on jatropha so that we can supply right type of 
seeds to the farmers.    
 
TNAU, as well as private research institutes, such as the Enhanced Biotechnology Institute, 
Madurai University and Gandhigram Rural University should be activated with grants from the 
Centre so that the country can achieve its targets for bio-fuel manufacture and ensure energy 
security for future generations.    
 
S. A. Alagarsamy Chennai    
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 LP At Tuas, Singapore, a bio-methanisation plant processes up to 800 tons of organic waste per 
day generating an estimated 6 MW of electrical energy per hour, powering over 10,000 
households or equivalent industrial facilities. In Thailand, generators fueled by methane from 
swine manure make electricity and biogas is generated from waste water created at large-
scale farms.    
 
Closer home, in Andhra Pradesh, villagers run their tractors with bio-diesel that they extract 
from Pongamia trees in their village. The Delhi government, too, plans to start a few projects 
in the city that will be entirely based on green norms, including a new hospital in Dwarka and 
Tyagraj Stadium. Why, one now even has CNG crematoriums in India's capital city!    
 
   
 TD What do all these projects have in common?    
 
All these projects have been the direct result of the 1997 Kyoto Protocol, a global initiative to 
reduce emission of greenhouse gases linked to global warming. By developing projects under 
the clean development mechanism (CDM) of the United Nations, organisations spearheading 
such projects earn carbon credits that are sold abroad.    
 
As the global warming threat looms large, Asia, which in the coming years will emerge as one 
of the biggest energy consumers, is gearing up to cash in on the opportunity created by the 
rising levels of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.    
 
With the developing countries in emerging markets such as Asia-Pacific region industrialising 
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at ultra-rapid pace, there are a number of ways to rein in pollution. But are we ready?    
 
"The rapidly growing Asian economies and their increase in energy demand provides a good 
opportunity for Asia to remain a key player for the carbon market," says Andrei Marcu, 
President and Chief Executive Officer, International Emissions Trading Association (IETA).    
 
Wondering, how the Kyoto protocol spells a business opportunity? Commonly referred to as 
carbon trading, it is a system whereby countries or individual companies are given emission 
targets. The protocol under the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change primarily 
assigns mandatory emission limitations for the reduction of GHG emissions to the signatory 
nations.    
 
It is because of Kyoto protocol that countries across Asia are promising sweeping action, from 
cleaning up concrete plants, to sowing new forests that absorb carbon dioxide, to harnessing 
methane from landfills to generate power. And the list is increasing as the threat looms larger 
than ever. The system is helping foster green investments in countries that are home to some 
of the world's biggest polluters.    
 
According to a World Bank study, while the global carbon market tripled in 2006 to $30 billion 
from $10 billion in 2005, carbon emissions trading in Asia reached a volume of $21.5 billion 
from January to September 2006, more than doubling the total volume for 2005.    
 
While the key buyers of carbon include primarily private companies in Europe, the biggest 
seller globally is China. India has 12 per cent market share, according to IETA's data. 
However, while the number of projects in India is larger than China, the scale is much lower.    
 
Most of the CDM action in India is witnessed in the energy sector, followed by manufacturing 
and chemical sectors. With the supply of carbon credits from India expected to be in the range 
of 300 million CERs (carbon emission reductions) by 2010, a $3 billion opportunity is awaiting 
Indian companies.    
 
Moreover, once countries like the US and Australia (two notable exceptions to the Kyoto 
protocol) join it after 2012, the market for carbon credits is expected to increase considerably.    
 
Says Marcu, "Although significant changes are taking places in the US, Australia and Canada, 
there are still pending issues. We need to ensure the credibility of the market. I would 
characterise the market as resilient and successful and with a clear growth potential."    
 
In a few months from now, island nation Singapore will witness one of the largest carbon 
trading gatherings. Come November, and the city state will witness over 150 countries coming 
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under one umbrella to discuss topics ranging from upcoming solutions and technologies for 
carbon abatement to new sources of supply and their effect on price, the role of green 
investment schemes and the development of voluntary carbon standards.    
 
Carbon Forum Asia 2007 Trade Fair and Conference will be jointly organised by IETA and 
Koelnmesse. To be hosted by the Sustainable Energy Association of Singapore (SEAS), it will 
provide a platform to bring together the leading experts from the GHG market and local 
industries from Asia.    
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 LP The Bidar FDA was given Indira Priyadarshini Vriksha Mitra national award Bidar: Active 
involvement of the people has helped the Forest Department and the Forest Development 
Agency (FDA) to replenish nearly 1,000 hectares of forests in Bidar district in three years.    
 
The Government recognised these efforts and selected the Bidar FDA for the Indira 
Priyadarshini Vriksha Mitra national award for the year 2004 which was presented in New 
Delhi last month.    
 
   
 TD The Bidar FDA was constituted in June 2002. It includes members of nearly 25 Village Forest 
Committees (VFC) and district-level officers of agriculture, animal husbandry and other allied 
departments. The Union Government sanctioned Rs. 2.02 crore to the FDA. Of this, the FDA 
spent Rs 1.14 crore over three years and treated over 975 hectares of forest in Bidar, Aurad, 
Basava Kalyan, Humnabad and Bhalki forest ranges.    
 
The participating VFCs benefited in two ways. Each VFC got some funds to take up entry-
point activities such building community halls in the village. Later the VFCs got a share of 
profits accruing from the sale of minor forest produce in its jurisdiction.    
 
The project sites selected were degraded forestlands. Dibbling of seeds in mounds, and 
building of percolation tanks, boulder and rubble checks and small check dams to arrest 
flowing rain water, ensured that more number of saplings were planted.    
 
P.C. Ray, Chief Executive Officer of the FDA said they selected indigenous species of trees 
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such as eucalyptus, jatropha, pongamia, glyricidia, agave .    
 
The community took up activities such as construction of community halls, and renovation of 
temples. Soil and moisture conservation was also taken up in the villages.    
 
The award selection committee has observed that not only has the green cover in the district 
been conserved but it has also increased significantly.    
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 LP Search for green technology leads companies to jatropha cultivation    
 
Call it a blessing from the blue. Companies, big and small, are turning to jatropha cultivation in 
a big way, as the search for 'blue-sky' technologies gather pace.    
 
   
 TD From conglomerates like the Tatas and Reliance to smaller players like Epic Energy, jatropha, 
or bio-diesel, is fast becoming the buzzword. Spurring them and others is the booming 
automobile industry.    
 
Tata Chemicals, the fertiliser and soda ash maker from the Tata group, is readying a set of 
new businesses that they call a "third cluster of offerings based on new technology".    
 
The company, which is steeped in smokestack "old world, old technology businesses," wants 
the new platform to make a clean break from the past, even as it continues to expand its soda 
ash and fertiliser businesses.    
 
Just what are those new technology businesses that the over Rs 4,100 crore  Tata Chemicals 
is entering?    
 
It has set up an innovation centre that has zeroed in on biotechnology and nanotechnology.    
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Tata Chemicals, which also owns soda ash and sodium bi-carbonate manufacturing 
operations in the Netherlands, the UK and Morocco expect the new technologies to throw up 
"interesting and exciting possibilities."    
 
Tata Chemicals is betting on 17 scientists they hired, who include nanotechnologists and 
biotechnologists, molecular and bioengineering experts to work in the Centre. Over time, the 
centre will have 50 scientists.    
 
Tata Chemicals is not alone.  Reliance Industries, Reliance Energy,  Tata Motors,  Suzlon 
Energy and many others like Asian Electronics,  Praj Industries, KS Oils and Epic Energy are 
fast moving towards identifying opportunities in this space.    
 
Tata Chemicals, in their management discussion and analysis, revealed that while their 
scientists explore the blue-sky options, they are also encouraged to look at existing products 
and technologies and seek out new line extensions and processes.    
 
"These are akin to the two ends in the centre of a "bell curve," where domain expertise really 
lies. The innovation centre's focus would be to develop products and processes through the 
application of bio and nano technologies.    
 
The centre will enable the processes to make bio-diesel and bio-ethanol. It will also help 
discover processes to make nano materials, bio-materials and advanced and smart materials. 
It will also endeavour to make alternate sources of energy and water purification.    
 
The company will be setting up its first bio-ethanol plant in Maharashtra, with an investment of 
Rs 50 crore and a capacity of 30 kilo litres per day. It will initially use conventional 
technologies for the bio-fuel plant, but would later leverage on new technologies that come 
out of its R&D facility in Pune.    
 
Epic Energy, a small Mumbai-based company, also plans to cultivate bio-diesel (jatropha) in a 
big way.  Reliance Industries has also kick-started moves to own corporate farms that will 
grow jatropha and pongamia pinna.    
 
Specialising in energy conservation, bio-fuels and solar energy products, Epic's main income 
is from saving energy for its clients through energy- saving equipment. It derives 60% of its 
turnover from this and the rest from the sale of solar products.    
 
Meanwhile, LT Overseas has signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) with Madhya 
Pradesh to plant jatropha on 20,000 hectares of wasteland.    
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The company has also tied up with a European company for its biodiesel programme and 
plans to enter into the processing of jatropha in a couple of years.    
 
K S Oils is also drawing plans to begin jatropha plantation and has applied to the MP 
government to allow it to grow jatropha in an area of about 50,000 hectares.    
 
Analysts aver that jatropha cultivation has spread across the eastern and southern states. 
West Bengal, Manipur, Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh have made a head-start in addition 
to Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat and Maharashtra.    
 
The  Emami Group, the maker of face creams, plans to commence commercial production of 
bio-diesel by the end of this calendar year.    
 
The bio-diesel plant, spread over 25 acres, is the first-of-its-kind in eastern India and will 
require an investment of Rs 150 crore. The plant will have an initial production capacity of 1 
lakh tonnes per annum. De Smet Engineering Private Ltd, a group company of Desmet  
Ballestra, an Italian-Belgian joint enterprise, will provide technical assistance to set up the 
plant.    
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 LP Plantation programme involving villagers taken up in Anantapur ANANTAPUR: The District 
Water Management Authority (DWMA) has taken up a massive plantation programme on pilot 
basis at Topudurthi village in Atmakur mandal with the sole objective of improving forest 
(greenery) cover.    
 
Though plantation as part of its soil-moisture conservation works is not new in watersheds, 
the thrust of the new programme is on improving vegetation.    
 
   
 TD With the involvement of villagers the massive exercise was taken up on a barren hillock near 
the village on the 58th ‘vanamahotsavam’ day on July 9. Project Director of DWMA E.N. 
Srinivasulu stated that they had taken up plantation in about 175 acres on and around the 
hillock ‘Erragonda’ with an estimated cost of Rs. 3 lakhs.    
 
Taken up under Haryali-2 watershed sanctioned to the village, about 9,000 seedlings have 
been planted so far and another 8,000 would be planted soon. Varieties like neem, tamarind, 
pongamia, custard apple, neredu were planted and the natural growth like chigara was not 
disturbed.    
 
It was being expected that the rate of survival would also be higher as tall plants were 
planted.    
 
If successful, such massive plantations would also be taken up in other villages too, Mr. 
Srinivasulu stated.    
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Though the forest cover had been put at about 10 per cent in the district officially, the actual 
green cover could be only about half of it, Minister for Agriculture N. Raghuveera Reddy felt.    
 
Zilla Parishad Chairperson T. Kavitha, who hails from the village, encouraged the villagers to 
involve themselves in improving greenery around them, at least by planting fruit plants in front 
of their houses or in their fields.    
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 LP DAR ES SALAAM, June 16 (Xinhua) -- Tanzania is set to become the first African country to 
join the Global Bio-Energy Partnership (GBEP).    
 
"Tanzania has principally been accepted to join the GBEP with the condition that it agrees to 
adhere to the terms of reference of the global body," said Arcado Ntagazwa, executive 
director of the Kitomondo Plantation Ltd.    
 
   
 TD The executive director was quoted by Saturday's This Day newspaper as saying that bio-
energy farming in Tanzania involves plantation of oil-producting plants such as jatropha, 
neem, moringa and pongamia pinata.    
 
He said that the seeds of these plants would not only provide efficient fuels but also 
environmental-friendly fuels.    
 
The GBEP serves as a global political forum promoting bio- energy and the use of green fuels 
with particular focus on developing countries.    
 
The partnership now includes 10 country members in Britain, Canada, China, France, 
Germany, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Russia, the United States and such international institutions 
as FAO, IEA, UNCTAD, UN/DESA, UNDP, UNEP, UNIDO, UN Foundation, World Council for 
Renewable Energy and European Biomass Industry Association.     
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 LP The Government of Andhra Pradesh aims to plant 3.6 crore pongamia seedlings, covering a 
total area of 1.60 lakh acres during 2007- 2008. Private entrepreneurs are also invited to 
participate in the plantation programme in Chittor, Nalgonda and Prakasam. The Government 
also proposes to draft an exclusive policy and Act to encourage biodiesel plantation in the 
State.     
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 LP Chief Minister Y. S. Rajasekhara Reddy on Wednesday asked the Roads & Buildings 
Department to take up immediate repairs to the Hyderabad-Vijayawada National Highway 9 
following complaints about its condition.    
 
A press release issued by the Chief Minister's Office said Dr. Reddy agreed to take up 
upgradation of the State highways and district roads with the Centre. He would speak to 
Union Minister T. R. Balu and take up the issue with Prime Minister Manmohan Singh.    
 
   
 TD Reviewing the biodiesel plantation programme with Ministers G. Chinna Reddy, S. Vijayarama 
Raju and officials, he disclosed that the Government would formulate a bio-diesel policy and 
act.    
 
The meeting decided to plant 3.6 crore pongamia seedlings during 2007-08.    
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 LP HYDERABAD: The State Government will shortly formulate a biodiesel policy and a 
legislation, Chief Minister YS Rajasekhara Reddy has said.    
 
He was reviewing the status of biodiesel plantation at a meeting here on Wednesday. He was 
informed by officials said that pit-digging was taken up in an area of 1.6 lakh acres and 
plantation taken up in 1.08 lakh acre area under the National Rural Employment Generation 
Scheme in the State.    
 
   
 TD It is decided to plant 3.6 crore pongamia seedlings during 2007-08.    
 
The Rainshawdow Areas Development Department invited expression of interest from 
entrepreneurs for participation in pongamia plantation in Nalgonda, Chittoor and Prakasam 
districts, according to a press release.    
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 LP Hyderabad, June 6 The Andhra Pradesh Government will come out with an exclusive policy 
and Act to encourage biodiesel plantation in the State. Announcing this at a review meeting 
here on Wednesday, the Andhra Pradesh Chief Minister, Dr Y.S. Rajasekhara Reddy, said 
the target for the year was to plant 3.6 crore pongamia seedlings during 2007-08, covering 
about 1.60 lakh acres.    
 
The officials of Rural Development Ministry informed the Chief Minister that the rain shadow 
areas development had called for expression of interest from private entrepreneurs for 
participation in pongamia plantation programme in Chittoor, Nalgonda and Prakasam, a 
Government press release said.    
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 LP Jun 06, 2007 (DJCS via Comtex) --    
 
DOW JONES NEWSWIRES 
    
 
   
 TD India's biofuel industry is still in its infancy stage, and recent government policies for 
promotion of biofuels focus on promoting use of ethanol derived from sugar molasses for 
blending with petrol and production of biodiesel from non-edible oilseeds for blending with 
petro-diesel, according to a U.S. Department of Agriculture attache report posted Tuesday on 
the Foreign Agricultural Services Web site.    
 
The text of the report follows:    
 
BIO-FUELS POLICY OVERVIEW 
 
   Why Bio-fuels? 
    
 
India is the sixth largest and one of the fastest growing energy 
consumers in the world, with a rapidly growing economy, rising 
population and an expanding number of middle-class consumers. Due to 
limited domestic crude oil reserves, India meets about 72 percent of 
its crude oil and petroleum products (diesel, aviation fuel, etc.) 
requirement through imports, which are expected to expand further in 
coming years. In the last three years, India's oil import expenditure 
has nearly doubled due to the escalation in global oil prices.    
 
Given the escalation in global oil prices and continued growth in 
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consumption of petroleum products, the consequent burgeoning 
expenditure on oil imports is of serious concern to the Government of 
India (GOI). The GOI is looking at ways to limit rising oil imports 
by promoting use of bio-fuels. Other factors driving the development 
of bio-fuel as an alternative renewable source of energy in India 
are:    
 
--Efforts towards self reliance, the cornerstone of India's energy 
security strategy    
 
--Adoption of environmental friendly fuels that will help India 
conform to stricter emission norms    
 
--Support farmers by developing an alternative usage for sugarcane 
and byproducts    
 
--Improving rural employment and livelihood opportunities    
 
--Improve utilization of wastelands and other unproductive land for 
cultivation of other bio-fuel feed stocks    
 
Food security is a national priority and therefore India cannot 
afford to use (or promote) either cereal grains for ethanol 
production or edible oil for bio-diesel production as is done in 
other bio-fuel promoting countries (E.U., U.S., etc). India is one of 
the leading importers of vegetable oil in the world as demand 
outstrips domestic production. Furthermore, food grain like wheat, 
corn and coarse cereals production has been relatively stagnant in 
recent years forcing India to import wheat in 2006 after being an 
exporter for several years. Recent rising global prices for cereals 
and vegetable oils have been a major concern for the government, 
which does not want to further aggravate the crisis by promoting the 
use of food commodities for bio-fuels.    
 
India is one of the world's leading producers of sugarcane and sugar, 
and most rectified spirits (alcohol) and ethanol are derived from 
sugar molasses, a byproduct of the sugar industry. Bio-diesel 
production efforts are focused on using non-edible oils from plants 
(Jatropha curcus, Pongamia pinnata and other tree borne oilseeds) and 
animal fats like fish oil. However, the government does not want the 
'new' bio-fuel feedstock crops to compete with food crops for scarce 
agricultural land. Hence, the focus is to encourage the use of 
wastelands and other unproductive land for the cultivation of these 
relatively hardy bio-fuel crops. An estimated 55.3 million hectares 
are considered wastelands/barren lands in India, which could be 
brought into productive use by raising bio-diesel crops. As bio-fuel 
crop production is highly labor intensive, its cultivation would also 
provide additional employment to the vast rural population in India. 
Nevertheless, bio-diesel production from non-edible oilseeds, etc. is 
still in the research and development stage in India.    
 
India's evolving strategy for promoting production and use of bio-
fuel is two pronged:    
 
--Promote the use of ethanol derived from sugar molasses for blending 
with gasoline    
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--Promote the use of non-edible oils for blending with diesel.    
 
Ethanol Policy 
    
 
The commercial production and marketing of ethanol-blended gasoline 
started in January 2003, when the Ministry of Petroleum and Natural 
Gas launched the first phase of the ethanol blended petrol (EBP) 
program that mandated blending of five percent ethanol in gasoline in 
nine states (out of a total of 29) and four union territories (UT) 
(out of a total of 6). The program was implemented only partially as 
ethanol was not consistently made available by the sugar industry to 
the oil companies due to a decline in sugarcane/sugar production. 
Ethanol supplies to the oil companies came to a virtual halt by 
September 2004. The recovery in sugar and molasses production during 
Indian sugar marketing year (MY) 2005/06 (October/September) resulted 
in a renewed interest in the ethanol program. In August 2005, the 
government brokered an agreement between the sugar industry and oil 
marketing companies to enable the purchase of ethanol, and the 
ethanol program restarted in a limited number of designated states 
and union territories.    
 
With a strong resurgence in sugarcane/sugar production in MY 2006/07, 
the GOI announced in September 2006 the second phase of the EBP 
program that mandates five percent blending of ethanol with petrol 
(gasoline) subject to commercial viability in 20 states and eight 
Union territories with effect from November 2006. This would require 
about 550 million liters of ethanol during MY 2006/07, all of which 
has to be sourced domestically. Oil marketing companies floated open 
tenders for ethanol from the domestic producers. Subsequently, bids 
have been finalized and the EBP program has started in about 10 
states. The EBP program was not implemented in other states due to 
high state taxes, excise duties, and levies, which makes the ethanol 
supply for blending commercially unviable. Once the second stage of 
the ethanol program extends to all target states, the government 
plans to launch the third stage wherein the ethanol blend ratio will 
be raised from five percent to ten percent.    
 
Efforts to produce ethanol from other feed stocks like sweet sorghum, 
sugarbeet, sweet potatoes, etc. are at an experimental stage. The 
government also supports research conducted by non-profit 
organizations for identifying sweet sorghum cultivars suitable for 
semi-arid wasteland that can be used for ethanol production. A few 
research organizations have also initiated research for the 
utilization of crop cellulose waste for the production of ethanol.    
 
There are no direct financial assistance or tax incentives for the 
production or marketing of ethanol or ethanol-blended petrol. 
However, the GOI offers subsidized loans (2 percent below market 
rate) from the government-held Sugarcane Development Fund for up to a 
maximum of 40 percent of the project cost to sugar mills for setting 
up an ethanol production unit. Government does provide financial 
support for research and development on ethanol production undertaken 
by public and private sector organizations.    
 
Bio-diesel Policy 
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In April 2003, the GOI launched a National Mission on Bio-diesel that 
identified Jatropha curcus as the most suitable tree-borne oilseed 
for the production of bio-diesel, and focused on promoting 
plantations of Jatropha on wastelands. The GOI's Planning Commission 
set an ambitious target of 11.2 million hectares to be planted with 
Jatropha by 2012, in order to produce sufficient bio-diesel to blend 
at 20 percent with petro-diesel. The Ministry of Rural Development 
was designated as the nodal ministry for the mission that envisages a 
demonstration phase of targeting 400,000 hectares under Jatropha 
planting over a five-year period. The demonstration phase will 
involve identifying suitable Jatropha cultivars, developing nurseries 
and providing subsidized planting material to farmers in various 
agro-climatic regions. Several state governments and official 
entities have been proactive in the adoption of the bio-diesel 
program, but with varying degrees of success. Besides the state 
governments,  Indian Railways has launched an ambitious Jatropha 
plantation project on railway land adjoining the railway tracks. The 
demonstration phase will be followed by a self-sustaining expansion 
of Jatropha cultivation on 11.2 million hectares aimed at achieving 
the planning commission's bio-diesel production 10 percent blending 
target by 2012.    
 
In October 2005, the Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas announced 
a "bio-diesel purchase policy," by which oil companies would purchase 
bio-diesel and blend it with high-speed diesel (HSD) at a five 
percent blending ratio. This would take place in 20 procurement 
centers spread across major producing areas in the country, effective 
January 2006. The bio-diesel will be procured at a pre-determined 
price (reviewed every six months by the ministry), which currently is 
Rs. 26.5 (65 U.S. cents) per liter. Market sources report that the 
cost of production of bio-diesel is 40 to 80 percent higher than this 
purchase price, resulting in no sales of bio-diesel at the centers. 
The government does not provide any direct financial assistance for 
the production of bio-diesel or for investment on plant and necessary 
facilities. Although the central government has exempted bio-diesel 
of the central excise tax, most state governments do not provide any 
excise or sales tax exemptions for bio-diesel or bio-diesel blended 
diesel.    
 
Ministries Involved in the Bio-fuels Sector 
    
 
(MORE TO FOLLOW) Dow Jones Newswires    
 
06-06-07 1817ET    
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 LP Prosperity from non-edible fruit    
 
High tech and development assistance go hand in hand    
 
   
 TD India's economy is growing at a meteoric pace. Oil prices are rising and the demand for fuels 
is increasing steadily. India currently imports about 70% of its crude oil needs, at a cost to the 
country of more than 25 billion dollars. In the medium term India must reduce its reliance on 
fossil fuel imports to ensure that its economic growth is based on a secure energy supply. 
Biodiesel and other CO2-neutral alternatives are produced from renewable sources and do 
not contribute to climate change. The cultivation of the raw materials provides work and 
income for numerous poor farmers, adding to the appeal of these alternatives.    
 
- Against this background, a public-private partnership (PPP) between  Lurgi AG,  Southern 
Online Bio Technologies Ltd. (SBT) and the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Technische 
Zusammenarbeit (GTZ - German Technical Cooperation) has constructed a biodiesel 
production plant in Andhra Pradesh, in south-central India.    
 
The plant, a pilot project, has an annual production capacity of 10,000 tonnes of biodiesel. 
Although minimal in comparison with European facilities, this is an important first step for the 
Indian market.    
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As Dr Horst Kalfa, Managing Director of Lurgi in India, explains: "Before we entered the 
market biodiesel was a talking point in India, but nobody had actually built a production plant. 
Our local licensee for small-scale biodiesel systems has constructed the facility and we are 
now in negotiations with Indian customers for the construction of facilities with capacities up to 
250,000 tonnes a year."    
 
A way out of poverty    
 
Each of the PPP project partners brings its own particular expertise to the scheme - Lurgi its 
competency in plant engineering and construction, GTZ its experience in capacity 
development, and SBT its knowledge of plant operation. These different strengths, at first 
glance so disparate, harmonise perfectly with each other in the case of Andhra Pradesh. A 
biodiesel plant needs raw materials for its operation, and this is where GTZ comes in. 
Working together with small farmers, it develops sustainable production methods, and 
provides training in these methods for farmers within a radius of about 50 kilometres of the 
plant. Armed with this knowledge, the farmers then plant oil fruits on degraded, unused tracts 
of land. Exotic-sounding plants such as Jatropha (bush) and Pongamia (tree) now cover 
formerly absolute desolate areas. The plants bear fruit which is unfit for human or animal 
consumption, but which contains large amounts of inedible tree borne oil.    
 
The shrubs of course cannot thrive without due care. To manage the plantations successfully 
and produce satisfactory yields, considerable knowledge is required: which areas are suitable 
for the shrubs, how should they be watered, cultivated, fertilised? When can the farmers 
expect to reap the benefit of their labour? GTZ, together with the international crop research 
institute Incrisat, addresses these and similar questions, and develops solutions.    
 
Success has not been long in coming:    
 
"Already 80 families are tending the land. An Indian farmer needs to cultivate only two 
hectares effectively with jatropha, in order to lift his family's income above the official Indian 
poverty line," explains Michael Glück, a GTZ expert in India. GTZ not only demonstrates 
efficient methods of cultivation to the farmers, but also guides young people towards 
occupational independence. Young entrepreneurs operate oil mills, in order to extend the 
value chain beyond the harvesting of the oil fruit. Finally, farmers and oil mill owners are 
trained to negotiate fair fruit prices with the plant operators.    
 
The plant concept    
 
Lurgi's Indian partner, Chemical Construction International (CCI), constructed the plant in 
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Andhra Pradesh from the detail engineering stage through to its start-up in autumn last year. 
The plant is structured on a modular concept. A pre-treatment phase prepares the feed for the 
esterification process, the actual extraction of biodiesel. This pre-treatment is of special 
significance. It allows the plant operator to utilise different feedstocks, from fish oil or palm oil 
to jatropha and pongamia oil. This flexibility is of enormous benefit to the operation, because if 
a poor harvest causes a source of raw materials to fail, SBT can simply convert production to 
an alternative source material.The pre-treatment phase produces a feed with defined 
characteristics, regardless of the source material available. After pre-treatment, the feed 
enters the main phase where, in the presence of methanol and a catalyst, it is converted into 
biodiesel. A subsequent wash column removes glycerol and water from the product, expelling 
the diesel at the front end. A reverse flow of water enters the front of the column, washing the 
glycerol and excess methanol out of the product stream. A further column recovers the 
methanol from the water-glycerol mixture, returning it to the transesterification phase for re-
use. Subsequent evaporation in another plant module purifies the crude glycerol for use in the 
pharmaceutical industry. The purified water re-enters the wash column. The circuit is 
complete. Regardless of their dimensions and production capacity, biodiesel plants all have 
the same modular structure. Kalfa affirms: "Thanks to our reference plant it is simple to 
upscale. This convinces our customers."rzp    
 
www.elektronikpraxis.de   
 
- Lurgi Technologies: Biofuels    
 
Indian farmers in Andhra Pradesh are cultivating jatropha and pongamia shrubs on degraded 
land.    
 
With the multifeed plant, operator SBT can process the non-edible Pongamia and Jatropha oil 
in just the same way as other animal fats and vegetable oils.    
 
Pictures: Lurgi    
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 LP From Europe to India, some of the world's largest power companies are claiming or 
dramatically increasing their stake in renewable energy markets.    
 
For instance, renewable energy has been defined as one of five new growth areas at EnBW, 
one of Germany's big four energy companies with a dominant position in the power market.    
 
   
 TD EnBW's, whose other key areas are local energy supply, energy efficiency, gas and the 
Turkish energy market, will set up a subsidiary dedicated to renewable energies, based in 
Stuttgart, "the objective of which is to ensure that the EnBW group reaches the aim 
proclaimed by the EU of generating at least 20% of energy from renewable sources by 2020," 
company executives said.    
 
Chairman Utz Claassen, writing in the company's latest Annual Report on 2006 results, said 
EnBW has decided to promote biomass projects in its home state of Baden-Württemberg that 
dovetail with regional policy. In addition, the company will pursue geothermal projects in a bid 
to be "the main geothermal player in Germany."    
 
Other target markets will include:    
 
hydropower, which is being expanding as part of the company's generation portfolio;    
 
wave energy, in partnership with the state government of Lower Saxony and Voith  Siemens 
to develop a wave power station that would be integrated into a coastal protection program; 
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and    
 
compressed air storage in a demonstration project with the Lower Saxony government for 
storing renewable energy.    
 
In neighboring Switzerland, utility  BKW FMB Energy intends to establish a renewables 
subsidiary to expand its operations in the industry, the Berne-based utility said May 18.    
 
The company said it plans to invest SFr250 million ($204 million) over the next five years to 
"address current challenges related to climate change and energy policy." Investments will go 
to such renewables technologies as small hydroelectric plants, biomass, wind, solar and 
geothermal energy.    
 
BKW has been active in the green power generation sector for 15 years and is the principal 
partner in Switzerland's largest alternative energy production plants, including the Mont Soleil 
solar energy plant, the Juvent wind farm and the Stade de Suisse solar power plant on the 
roof of Wankdorf stadium in Berne. It is also upgrading small hydropower plants and 
constructing new ones and working with operators of agricultural biogas systems.    
 
BKW is looking to expand its Juvent wind park from eight turbines to as many as 30. It 
recently commissioned a study that found 25-30 turbines could be built at the site with a 
maximum height of 160 meters.    
 
The company said it was keen to use that potential quickly and further collaborate with local 
communities, regions and the canton. Juvent, the biggest wind park in Switzerland, would 
need to be expanded on the back of constantly rising demand for Swiss wind power. Juvent is 
located in the Mont Crosin - Mont Soleil area, where a "significant theoretical potential" for 
wind power can be found, said BKW.    
 
In addition, BKW plans to build a wood-fuelled regional heating system in Heimberg-
Steffisburg, in partnership with U. Hauenstein Heizung Lüftung Sanitär and Wenger Holzbau. 
The partners have founded the company REWAG (Regionaler Wärmeverbund Heimberg-
Steffisburg) for joint development of renewable energy with support from canton Bern. The 
energy plant, scheduled to come on line this year, will be constructed n the Töpferweg 
industrial complex in Heimberg-Steffisburg, and Wenger Holzbau will deliver the wood fuel.    
 
Meanwhile,  NTPC Ltd, India's biggest power utility and the sixth largest thermal power 
company in the world, has drawn up a plan to develop 1,000 MW of renewable energy over 
next 10 years.    
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The strategy, which would add to the company's 27,000 MW in coal and natural gas based 
capacity, marks NTPC's foray into the renewable energy market. A senior utility official said 
the renewables target could be increased, depending on how the company's entry into the 
renewable energy field pans out.    
 
The NTPC board has approved the roadmap for renewable energy development, which call 
for attaining:    
 
600 MW in wind energy;    
 
200-300 MW of small hydroelectricity    
 
30-50 MW in geothermal energy; and    
 
the balance of 50-100 from other renewable resources, such as solar energy and biomass.    
 
The company is also looking at biofuels, "and around 4.8 lakh [about 500,000] energy plants, 
including Pongamia and Jatropha, have already been planted. A pilot project for extraction of 
seeds from these bio-diesel plants has also been set up," according to the NTPC Web site. In 
addition, NTPC has three large hydropower plants under construction totaling about 1,900 
MW of capacity. The utility, though, has yet to firm up its business strategy for renewable 
energy. One option NTPC is considering is entering into joint venture arrangements in which it 
would hold majority equity in renewable energy projects.    
 
The utility confronts a major challenge in meeting its wind-energy goal, as land in India with 
strong wind resources has become quite expensive, and developers have already cornered 
many of the best sites.    
 
In response, NTPC has asked the national government to issue rules for offshore wind energy 
generation. India currently has no offshore wind farms.    
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 LP Aims at Rs 1,700-cr target for this fiscal    
 
Hyderabad    
 
   
 TD with interests in infrastructure realty waste management etc. has crossed Rs 1000-crore 
turnover at the end of the financial year 2006-07.    
 
the flagship company of the Group alone has achieved a turnover of Rs 710 crore. A target of 
Rs 1100 crore has been set for the company in 2007-08 according to Mr A. Ayodhya Rami 
Reddy Group Chairman.    
 
With a growth rate of 35-40 per cent in the last few years, the Hyderabad-based company, 
which had a turnover of Rs 650 crore at the end of fiscal 2005-06, is setting its eyes on a 
target of Rs 1,700 crore for the current fiscal.    
 
which specialises in BOT (build operate transfer) projects has more than Rs 400-crore worth 
project orders on hand he told Business Line    
 
The Group is actively considering hiving off Ramky Infra Consulting Pvt Ltd. The company is 
in discussion with both Indian and foreign firms at the moment, Mr Reddy said without giving 
details.    
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the company launched its global operations with offices in Dubai and Singapore to access the 
growing and lucrative markets in West Asia South Asia and China in the long term. It has 
added Ivory Coast with a firm proposal to set up an Integrated Waste Management Project in 
that country. The company has submitted the detailed feasibility report to the Government 
there he said.    
 
The company is also planning to enter into the biofuels area with an eye on production of 
ethanol from wastes. Efforts are on to take up cultivation of crops such as Jatropa and 
Pongamia which have shown promise in the production of bio-diesel.    
 
Since Ramky Enviro Engineers Ltd, a focused Group company, has developed expertise in 
waste management and also in power sector, expanding into renewable energy could be a 
good option, Mr Reddy said.    
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 LP David Bellamy, the naturalist and environmental campaigner, is turning to the London market 
in an attempt to generate profits by preserving areas of biodiversity.  
 
Mr Bellamy is the non-executive chairman of Aurochs, which plans to invest in land capable of 
providing several "green" streams of revenue. The company yesterday announced its 
intention to float on the Plus market early next month.  
 
   
 TD The whole world is now talking about the importance of maintaining biodiverse areas, 
according to Mr Bellamy, who believes a tipping point has been reached that will give such 
areas a market value.  
 
Tim Nevard, chief executive, said the company was the first to recognise that profits can be 
made from biodiverse land. Mr Nevard - a founder director of RPS, the environmental 
consultancy listed on the London Stock Exchange with a market capitalisation of Pounds 
700m - is seeking funds from the market rather than private equity because he wants "the 
man on the Clapham omnibus" to be able to invest in conservation.  
 
The company is planning to raise Pounds 1.2m initially through a placing, followed by 
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admission to Plus. The funds will be used to secure commercial options on land in Australia, 
Indonesia and South Africa and carry out feasibility studies of the planned projects.  
 
Further funds of up to Pounds 10m will then be raised to develop the projects, which are 
expected to generate returns of up to 20 per cent.  
 
A 45,000 hectare area has already been identified in northern Queensland, Australia. The 
company plans to generate revenues by breeding premium quality cattle on sustainable 
grazing land and selling the produce through a fair trade programme; by developing on the 
same land a biofuel plantation using the Pongamia Pinnata tree; by reforming the programme 
of burning off the land so that carbon emissions are dramatically reduced; and by developing 
an eco-tourism programme.  
 
Both men are passionate about the need to preserve biodiversity as an asset base for the 
future. The company takes its name from the Aurochs, an ancestor of European cattle that 
died out in the early 17th century.  
 
Mr Nevard said that if the species had survived it might have been possible to find a gene that 
was resistant to foot and mouth disease. But its extinction means that science has to turn to 
genetic engineering instead of returning to the source. "The genetic value has gone."   
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 LP Rythu chaitanya yatras to be held from May 20     
 
   
 TD YSR will inaugurate yatras in Guntur and Karimnagar 'Rythu sadassus' will be organised from 
June 8 to 12 Rythu chaitanya yatras will be conducted all over the State from May 20 to June 
5 to empower farmers for the khariff with better knowledge of modern farming methods to 
enhance agriculture production and productivity. Progressive farmers, who have each been 
selected from among 250 farmers' families in the State and trained as trainers, will work as 
motivators during the yatras. They will educate the farmers on getting higher yield with 
minimum use of water, fertilizers/pesticides and change crop pattern. Chief Minister Y. S. 
Rajasekhara Reddy will inaugurate the yatras in Guntur and Karimnagar districts on May 20. 
At other places, the Ministers and elected representatives will do this job. The yatras will 
culminate in "rythu sadassus" which will be organised from June 8 to 12 at revenue divisional 
headquarters like fairs with the display of modern tools, live demonstrations, meetings and 
sale of products at stalls, Dr. Reddy said at a video-conference with the Collectors here on 
Tuesday. He said attendance at last year's yatras was thin and hoped that there would be 
overwhelming response this year due to involvement of motivators. Growth rate He stressed 
the need for increasing agriculture growth rate to at least 4 per cent from the present 2.88 per 
cent, reminding the Collectors that over 1.1 crore families depended on this sector. He said 
the growth rate of service sector, in contrast, was 9 to 11 per cent. Bio-fuel crops Dr. Reddy 
asked farmers to take to bio-fuel crops like pongamia and jatropha in a big way using 
marginal lands but cautioned them against replacing the regular crops for the purpose. The 
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country saw food grain shortage in the past two years and if already cultivated lands were to 
be used for bio-fuels, the shortage would become acute.      
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 LP Hyderabad    
 
Biofuels can be a good source for decentralised energy, for example in water pumping, 
running tractors etc., said Mr T.L. Shankar, an energy expert and visiting faculty at the 
Administrative Staff College of India (ASCI), here.    
 
   
 TD While the promise of using jatropha, pongamia etc. for biofuel is immense, the seeds have not 
been tested scientifically for a long-term to give an assurance to farmers. There is a need for 
further study, he told presspersons.    
 
In the background of the big excitement and promise generated on bio-diesel and cultivation 
of these crops, an Expert Group meeting has been planned during May 14 & 15 at ASCI. The 
idea is to get experts with hands-on experience to present their views on the subject, he said.    
 
The meeting would review at what stage is the knowledge on bio-fuels, the implications on 
irrigation & water, food security, advantage to farmers, utility as bio-diesel and blends in 
petrol.    
 
The country plans to achieve 5 per cent diesel blend, which means at least 17 lakh hectares 
of land is required and for 20 per cent blend, 68 lakh hectares land is required.    
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The Expert Group will evaluate the present scenario of vegetable oils availability for human 
consumption and non-edible oils and to explore option to become self reliant in oil.    
 
It would also discuss opportunities to use these non-edible grade vegetable oils to support on-
farm & off-farm agricultural operations, village electrification and options.    
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 LP Icrisat helps them link without threat to food security    
 
Chennai    
 
   
 TD E. Jayamma of Velchal village in Andhra Pradesh's Ranga Reddy district is neither educated 
nor is she from a well-to-do family. A labourer, working in cotton and turmeric fields, she once 
fought hard to keep poverty at bay. Not anymore.    
 
Jayamma is among those few who are behind the country's bio-fuel revolution, which has 
helped her to marry off her daughter and renovate her dilapidated house.    
 
Similar is the case of N. Nagamani of Kothlapur village, who at one time could barely afford 
two square meals a day. Today, she has bought a new motorbike for her son    
 
J. Narasimhalu and J. Chandriah who all struggled 5-6 six years ago have repaid their 
cooperative bank loans taken about 4-5 years ago.    
 
The path to success began in 2005 when they along with other small and causal farm 
labourers, were identified by Icrisat for linking them with the global bio-fuel revolution, which 
has currently taken Andhra Pradesh by storm.    
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"These people are not landlords or ryots with large holdings. All of them are small-scale 
labourers with some of them having only 30-50 cents of barren land," says Dr William Dar, 
Director-General of Icrisat. With a view to raise the living standards and income of these 
farmers, Icrisat linked them with the bio-fuel production without compromising on food 
security, he says.    
 
About 200 farmers were selected from these two villages and asked to form eight groups. 
Experts from Icrisat identified about 140 and 160 hectares of wastelands in Velchal and 
Kothlapur village.    
 
With the District Collector's permission, the eight groups, with technical inputs from ICRISAT, 
started growing jatropha and pongamia.    
 
Plant saplings were procured from women self help groups (SHGs) in Kothapally village, the 
Forest Department and Icrisat nurseries.    
 
Icrisat's innovative research on bio-diesel from pongamia and jatropha crops, is not only 
ensuring energy, livelihood and food security to these dryland farmers, but also reduces the 
use of fossil fuel, which in turn can help in mitigating climate change, according to Dr Suhas 
P. Wani, Principal Scientist and Regional Theme Co-ordinator of Icrisat.    
 
"These crops meet the main needs of the dryland farmers - they do not require much water, 
can withstand stress and are not expensive to cultivate," says Dr Wani.    
 
The institute is working with governments and industry leaders to develop partnerships that 
can result in economic benefit for the marginal farmers of the semi-arid tropics, even while 
retaining the strong economic competitiveness for the industry. "The idea is to develop 
partnerships that link Icrisat's innovative research with farmers and markets. We call this our 
pro-poor biofuels initiative for the dryland farmers where food security is not compromised," 
says Dr Dar.    
 
"With the fuel prices increasing globally there is a demand for ethanol from sweet sorghum 
and bio-diesel from pongamia and jatropha. We believe that this provides a wonderful 
opportunity for dryland farmers to get more money from their farms and wastelands," he said.    
 
This project was mainly intended to develop a sense of ownership among the labourers so 
that they work for the development of government wastelands. The unskilled labourers took 
care of the plants as their own. All the eight groups were given complete rights to harvest the 
jatropha and pongamia trees planted in wastelands, says Dr Wani.    
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So far the groups have collectively saved almost Rs 1 lakh by selling the harvested produce.    
 
Jatropha has brought smiles to all their faces. A smile that rings in positive notes, which will 
be heard for a long time.    
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 LP Karanj and Jatropha are the two plants India is emphasizing on for promoting alternative 
energy sources, as the country launches a nationwide biofuel mission.    
 
A committee of experts was set up by the Federal Planning Commission, which will study and 
suggest measures for the promotion of biofuels' development. In a recent report submitted by 
the committee before the commission, the committee has recommended the government to 
launch a countrywide biofuels mission focusing on encouraging the cultivation of Karanj and 
Jatropha.    
 
   
 TD Chandra Shekar Sahu, Jr. minister for rural development said, "The national mission would 
shortly be launched in two phases".  United Press International (UPI) published this statement 
on April 11, 2007. 'Under the first phase that would be a demonstration phase, Jatropha and 
Karanj plantation would be undertaken in (400,000) hectares of government-owned land", he 
added.    
 
In the 2nd phase of the mission, Jatropha will be cultivated in 11.2 million hectares of govt. as 
well as private land for increasing biodiesel's production, according to the minister. He went 
on to say that the objective of the mission is to attain the goal of 20% blending of biofuels with 
diesel and gasoline.    
 
There's a requirement of 2.6 million tons biodiesel in India in order to achieve its goal of 5% 
blending with fossil fuels. A number of private players in Maharashtra and Tamil Nadu have 
already commenced the plantation of Jatropha under a •contract farming' system.    
 
RNCOS report on "Indian Biofuel Industry" notifies, "Biofuels market in India is largely based 
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on Ethanol - derived from the molasses of sugarcane - and biodiesel that's obtained through 
non edible oil seeds for example pongamia and Jatropha. The primary objectives of the govt. 
for encouraging biofuels industry include environmental factors, plus security and diversity of 
energy supply. This is also working as the key driver for the growth of biofuel industry in 
India."    
 
The report is a must read for analysts, businesses, investors and individuals monitoring the 
developments in the biofuel industry in India. Issues addressed by this report include: market 
forces driving the industry and challenges faced by it, government policies in India favoring 
Biofuels industry, contribution of sugar industry in ethanol production in India, and so on.    
 
About RNCOS E-Services Pvt Ltd.:    
 
RNCOS, incorporated in the year 2002, is an industry research firm. It has a team of industry 
experts who analyze data collected from credible sources. They provide industry insights and 
analysis that helps corporations to take timely and accurate business decision in today's 
globally competitive environment.    
 
For more information visit:   http://www.rncos.com/Report/IM500.htm   Current Industry News:   
http://www.rncos.com/blog   
 
M2 Communications Ltd disclaims all liability for information provided within M2 PressWIRE. 
Data prepared by named party/parties. Further information on M2 PressWIRE can be 
obtained at   http://www.presswire.net   on the world wide web. Inquiries to info@m2.com.    
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 LP NT may grow diesel    
 
ONE HUNDRED million dollars may be invested in growing biodiesel crops in the Territory 
over the next five years if all goes to plan for Energy Crops Australia.    
 
   
 TD The company, which is associated with Darwin biodiesel plant operator Natural Fuels 
Australia, is this week harvesting their first 400ha trial soya bean crop at the Douglas Daly 
River.    
 
Oil from the soya bean crop will help feed Darwin's $48 million biodiesel plant, which currently 
takes imported palm oil from Malaysia and Indonesia.    
 
Biodiesel quality is enhanced by using a percentage of soya bean oil.    
 
The freezing or "waxing" temperature of the diesel can also be controlled by the addition of 
soy oil.    
 
This means it can be dropped by up to 11C -- so it can be used in cold climate areas such as 
Europe in the winter.    
 
Energy Crops Australia chief executive Terry Nichols said the company planned to invest $20 
million in the Northern Territory over the next two years, and was also experimenting with 
Pongamia Pinnata -- the diesel tree.    
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Mr Nichols said the company planned to use Territory-grown crops to feed the world's biggest 
biodiesel plant now under construction in Singapore by Natural Fuels Australia, as well as the 
Darwin plant.    
 
"We have a strategic supply of oil in the NT, so if there's a problem (with imported supply) we 
have enough material to keep the Darwin plant running," Mr Nichols said.    
 
He said the company was in talks with the Central Land Council and the Northern Land 
Council over the possibility of crop plantations.    
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 LP The road to Powerguda, a poor tribal village in the -Adilabad district in the southern Indian 
state of Andhra Pradesh, is not for the faint of heart. It is a -seven-hour drive from Hyderabad, 
the nearest city with an airport, on a dusty two-lane highway so narrow that cars, trucks, 
buses and tractors hauling crops barely avoid collision as they hurtle along.  
 
The occasional road signs, written in the curvy script of Telugu, the regional language, are 
incomprehensible even to most Indians and there are few maps. In one town on the way, 
several people were killed a few years ago in a clash with Naxalites, the Maoist rebels 
plaguing poor rural India. In Powerguda, a mosquito-borne disease has recently killed three 
people  
 
   
 TD Powerguda and its neighbouring settlements are significant, however, because they are 
typical of remote places around the world now receiving money from people who want to 
cancel out their own carbon dioxide emissions by financing projects that reduce greenhouse 
gas outputs. Verifying independently that the money is being spent as advertised is extremely 
-difficult.  
 
According to Emmanuel D'Silva, a former World Bank staffer who has worked in the area for a 
decade, about 100 donors, mainly from the US, the UK and India, have paid villages in the 
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area to plant pongamia, a leafy, medium-sized tree native to India that thrives with little 
maintenance on degraded soil.  
 
The pongamia's large brown seeds yield oil that can be extracted to run -generators and farm 
equipment, or refined to produce bio-diesel.  
 
Mr D'Silva, who says he acts as an unpaid middleman to guide money to these projects, says 
he commissions a consultancy in Hyderabad, Zenith Energy, to verify that the trees are being 
grown.  
 
Mohan Reddy, head of Zenith Energy, says it works for free and has verified large plantations 
in half a dozen villages, counting the trees and measuring their age, height and survival rates.  
 
Mr D'Silva says the plantations are far too small to be certified via the United Nations clean 
development mechanism (CDM). Most of the villages consist of about 30 families, many of the 
inhabitants are illiterate, who earn as little as Dollars 600 a year, mostly from farming.  
 
"Cumbersome CDM procedures and high transaction costs make it difficult for local 
communities to participate . . . I saw the voluntary market as a way out,"says Mr D'Silva.  
 
There is no registered charity for the villages in Adilabad district, suggesting donors are willing 
to take it on trust that their money is going where it is supposed to.  
 
Some donors say that by writing cheques directly to villagers they effectively, -circumvent 
Indian bureaucracy. Satish Kumar, managing director of Southern Online Bio Technologies in 
Hyderabad, met Mr D'Silva through a mutual friend and says he donated money to two 
villages to offset his company's carbon emissions.  
 
He has not visited the two villages, which have no telephones, but Mr Kumar says he has 
seen pictures of the pongamia trees and met village delegates. He says he is unfazed that the 
donations were not made through a registered charity. "I am 100 per cent sure the amount is 
reaching the right people," he says.  
 
Mr D'Silva, now a visiting scientist at the Hyderabad office of International Crops Research 
Institute for Semi-Arid Tropics, helped co-ordinate a World Bank donation in 2003 of 
Rs30,000 (about Dollars 650) to Powerguda in 2003 to offset carbon emissions for 
participants flying to a conference in Washington.  
 
With the money, villagers planted pongamia trees. They also grow seedlings they sell to 
others: 29,000 last year, perhaps 50,000 this.  
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Seated on the packed dirt near the entrance of her house, K. Subhadrabai, Powerguda's 
village leader, adjusts her purple sari and tucks her bare feet beneath her. She says the 
village is better off now than a decade ago, largely because better crop management has 
increased yields. The pongamia trees have yet to mature so the full benefits are still to be 
realised.  
 
She proudly displays, nonetheless, a framed and faded certificate from the World Bank that 
documents the 2003 transaction. It states: "We guarantee purchase of indicated amount of 
verified emission reduction and their retirement for the benefit of the global climate by 
withdrawing them permanently from the market."  
 
Neither she nor any of her fellow villagers can read it.   
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 LP The road to Powerguda, a poor tribal village in the -Adilabad district in the southern Indian 
state of Andhra Pradesh, is not for the faint of heart. It is a -seven-hour drive from Hyderabad, 
the nearest city with an airport, on a dusty two-lane highway so narrow that cars, trucks, 
buses and tractors hauling crops barely avoid collision as they hurtle along.  
 
The occasional road signs, written in the curvy script of Telugu, the regional language, are 
incomprehensible even to most Indians and there are few maps. In one town on the way, 
several people were killed a few years ago in a clash with Naxalites, the Maoist rebels 
plaguing poor rural India. In Powerguda, a mosquito-borne disease has recently killed three 
people  
 
   
 TD Powerguda and its neighbouring settlements are significant, however, because they are 
typical of remote places around the world now receiving money from people who want to 
cancel out their own carbon dioxide emissions by financing projects that reduce greenhouse 
gas outputs. Verifying independently that the money is being spent as advertised is extremely 
-difficult.  
 
According to Emmanuel D'Silva, a former World Bank staffer who has worked in the area for a 
decade, about 100 donors, mainly from the US, the UK and India, have paid villages in the 
area to plant pongamia, a leafy, medium-sized tree native to India that thrives with little 
maintenance on degraded soil.  
 
The pongamia's large brown seeds yield oil that can be extracted to run -generators and farm 
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equipment, or refined to produce bio-diesel.  
 
Mr D'Silva, who says he acts as an unpaid middleman to guide money to these projects, says 
he commissions a consultancy in Hyderabad, Zenith Energy, to verify that the trees are being 
grown.  
 
Mohan Reddy, head of Zenith Energy, says it works for free and has verified large plantations 
in half a dozen villages, counting the trees and measuring their age, height and survival rates.  
 
Mr D'Silva says the plantations are far too small to be certified via the United Nations clean 
development mechanism (CDM). Most of the villages consist of about 30 families, many of the 
inhabitants are illiterate, who earn as little as $600 a year, mostly from farming.  
 
"Cumbersome CDM procedures and high transaction costs make it difficult for local 
communities to participate . . . I saw the voluntary market as a way out,"says Mr D'Silva.  
 
There is no registered charity for the villages in Adilabad district, suggesting donors are willing 
to take it on trust that their money is going where it is supposed to.  
 
Some donors say that by writing cheques directly to villagers they effectively, -circumvent 
Indian bureaucracy. Satish Kumar, managing director of Southern Online Bio Technologies in 
Hyderabad, met Mr D'Silva through a mutual friend and says he donated money to two 
villages to offset his company's carbon emissions.  
 
He has not visited the two villages, which have no telephones, but Mr Kumar says he has 
seen pictures of the pongamia trees and met village delegates. He says he is unfazed that the 
donations were not made through a registered charity. "I am 100 per cent sure the amount is 
reaching the right people," he says.  
 
Mr D'Silva, now a visiting scientist at the Hyderabad office of International Crops Research 
Institute for Semi-Arid Tropics, helped co-ordinate a World Bank donation in 2003 of 
Rs30,000 (about $650) to Powerguda in 2003 to offset carbon emissions for participants flying 
to a conference in Washington.  
 
With the money, villagers planted pongamia trees. They also grow seedlings they sell to 
others: 29,000 last year, perhaps 50,000 this.  
 
Seated on the packed dirt near the entrance of her house, K.?Subhadrabai, Powerguda's 
village leader, adjusts her purple sari and tucks her bare feet beneath her. She says the 
village is better off now than a decade ago, largely because better crop management has 
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increased yields. The pongamia trees have yet to mature so the full benefits are still to be 
realised.  
 
She proudly displays, nonetheless, a framed and faded certificate from the World Bank that 
documents the 2003 transaction. It states: "We guarantee purchase of indicated amount of 
verified emission reduction and their retirement for the benefit of the global climate by 
withdrawing them permanently from the market."  
 
Neither she nor any of her fellow villagers can read it.   
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 LP Powerguda, an Indian village of about 200 tribal people of the Gond minority, has undergone 
dramatic change in recent years. A seven-hour drive from the southern city of Hyderabad, 
mobile phones receive no signal here. Some villagers speak only their tribal dialect and not 
even the regional language of Telugu, let alone Hindi or English.  
 
One a recent afternoon in the post-harvest season, men and women busily cleared brush 
from the fringes the fields with their hands and small sickles. Six years ago Powerguda's crop 
yields from the dry soil were so low that most of the villagers were forced to migrate in search 
of work. Alcoholism plagued the village. Prospects seemed bleak. But with help from 
government and international programmes launched in 2000, agricultural scientists introduced 
new water conservation techniques.  
 
   
 TD A series of watershed measures helped boost crop yields dramatically. As a result of higher 
incomes, Powerguda's thatch huts have been replaced by homes with solid walls, water 
pumps have been installed and very few villagers migrate for work. Cows and chickens 
wander sedately through paths winding among the clusters of houses. Average family 
incomes have more than doubled to Rs 32,910 last year from from Rs. 15,677 in 1999-2000.  
 
Powerguda villagers also began using a local bank for the first time, which allowed them to 
leverage savings and loans. And new businesses are sprouting. Notably, villagers are 
growing a pongamia tree plantation.  
 
Powerguda's fledgling pongamia business received a boost from the World Bank, which gave 
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Rs 30,000 (about $650) to Powerguda in 2003 to offset carbon emissions for participants 
flying to a conference in Washington. Pongamia, a leafy medium-sized tree native to India, is 
gaining prominence because oil can be extracted from its large brown seeds to run 
generators and farm equipment. If refined, it can be made into biodiesel to run vehicles.  
 
Pongamia grows easily in degraded soil and does not need intensive water supply or 
maintenance. The World Bank's gesture put Powerguda in the spotlight as an example of how 
money to offset carbon emissions can benefit people in developing countries.  
 
Indeed, K. Subhadrabai, the village leader, proudly displays a framed certificate from the 
World Bank that documents the 2003 transaction. Seated on the packed dirt near the 
entrance of her house, 40-year-old Ms Subhadrabai adjusts her green sari and tucks her bare 
feet beneath her. She says Powerguda has only received carbon offset funds from the World 
Bank in 2003 and a charitable donation of Rs 33,306 from the Rotary Club of Bombay Sion 
last May. The latter donation was intended for the protection of 5,000 pongamia trees.  
 
The villagers hope that the 10,000 pongamia trees planted on Powerguda farmland will bear 
financial fruit. Nearby, in Powerguda's fields, young waist-high pongamia trees emerge from 
the dusty brown pre-monsoon soil.  
 
A few taller trees spread their green leaves under the scorching sun. Some have begun 
bearing their first clusters of seeds, but because ponagmia trees take six to seven years to 
mature, these trees are still several away from regular yields. For now, the villagers travel to 
forests up to 50km away to gather seeds from wild pongamia trees. They bring back sacks of 
seeds that are crushed with an archaic-looking oil extraction machine housed in a large shed 
in the village. Inter-Tribal Development Authority, a government agency, financed the Rs 
375,000 machine, which is prone to break-downs and has not been used for months.  
 
Villagers are also cultivating thousands of pongamia seedlings in awning-covered nurseries to 
sell to the government and others involved in reforestation and pongamia cultivation. 
Powerguda sold 29,000 saplings last year and expect to sell up to 50,000 this year. But the 
majority of Powerguda's recent progress comes from improved agricultural yield, not carbon 
offsets.  
 
Behind a dusty glass frame, the faded certificate from the World Bank reads: "We guarantee 
purchase of indicated amount of verified emission reduction and their retirement for the 
benefit of the global climate by withdrawing them permanently from the market."   
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 LP 2007 APR 24 - ( NewsRx.com) -- A new study, "Synthesis, characterization, antibacterial and 
corrosion protective properties of epoxies, epoxy-polyols and epoxy-polyurethane coatings 
from linseed and Pongamia glabra seed oils," is now available. According to a study from New 
Delhi, India, "The aim of this paper is to investigate the structures and properties of 
epoxidized linseed and Pongamia glabra oils (LOE/POE), their derived products-epoxy-
polyols (HLOE/HPOE), epoxy-polyurethanes (EU=LOPU/POPU) and EU coatings. Changes 
in epoxy equivalent, iodine value, hydroxyl value and percent saturation of oil backbone in 
due course of epoxidation and hydroxylation reactions, were plotted as a function of time."    
 
   
 TD "Spectral (IR, (1)H NMR and (13)C NMR), physico-chemical and thermal (TGA and DSC) 
analyses of aforementioned resins were performed by standard methods. Physico-mechanical 
and chemical resistance tests reveal that coatings of LOPUs perform better than those of 
POPUs. It was found that properties of oil epoxy-polyurethane coatings are mainly governed 
by: (i) fatty acid composition and nature of starting oils, (ii) extent of epoxidation, (iii) number 
and location of hydroxyls and residual double bonds in the final product and (iv) the presence 
of long dangling chains. PO, HLOE and LOPUs exhibit good antibacterial activity against 
Escherichia coli at very small MIC," wrote E. Sharmin and colleagues, Jamia Millia Islamia, 
Department of Chemistry.    
 
The researchers concluded: "These EU systems can be safely employed unto 220 degrees 
C."    
 
Sharmin and colleagues published their study in International Journal of Biological 
Macromolecules (Synthesis, characterization, antibacterial and corrosion protective properties 
of epoxies, epoxy-polyols and epoxy-polyurethane coatings from linseed and Pongamia 
glabra seed oils. International Journal of Biological Macromolecules, 2007;40(5):407-22).    
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For more information, contact E. Sharmin, Materials Research Laboratory, Dept. of 
Chemistry, Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi 110025, India.    
 
Publisher contact information for the International Journal of Biological Macromolecules is:  
Elsevier Science BV, PO Box 211, 1000 AE Amsterdam, Netherlands.    
 
Keywords: India, New Delhi, Life Sciences.    
 
This article was prepared by Science Letter editors from staff and other reports. Copyright 
2007, Science Letter via NewsRx.com.     
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 LP Engaging India is a weekly online column analysing the issues, trends and forces behind the 
business and politics shaping India and its impact on the world, which appears on FT.com 
India, a dedicated online section on India. Engaging India appears every Thursday morning 
exclusively on FT.com India and is written by Jo Johnson, the Financial Times' South Asia 
bureau chief; Amy Yee, New Delhi correspondent; Joe Leahy, Mumbai correspondent; and 
Farhan Bokhari, Islamabad correspondent.  
 
Far from the dynamic bustle of India's cities, change is also afoot in rural India. Two villages in 
the southern state of Andhra Pradesh illustrate how rural India is making small but significant 
steps to break poverty's grip.  
 
   
 TD Some broad measures have ignited remarkable progress in the two villages including access 
to banking services; better agricultural techniques and water management; empowerment of 
women; and new agribusinesses such as the growing of trees used for biofuel.  
 
The village of Kishtapur, home to about 800 people, is nearly six hours' drive from the 
southern city of Hyderabad. Located in a historically poor district of the state, it is hardly the 
typical picture of 'rising India'.  
 
Packed dirt paths weave through clusters of small houses with tin roofs and outdoor latrines. 
Cows, goats and chickens wander calmly through yards near thatch sheds. In fields at the 
foot of the village, barefoot men, women and children dig drainage ditches by prying soil from 
the earth with a pole and moving the black clods with their hands.  
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By developed country standards, Kishtapur looks poor. Yet while the village is by no means 
rich, the standard of living of its inhabitants has risen steadily.  
 
Average family incomes have increased more than 50 per cent, from Rs32,959 ($716) in 
2002-03 to Rs50,172 ($1,090) in March 2007.  
 
Life in Kishtapur is a world away from India's cities, home to billion-dollar companies and 
robust consumerism. But what unfolds in Kishtapur and thousands of other Indian villages is 
just as much the fabric of India's future.  
 
Manmohan Singh, prime minister, has repeatedly warned that the uneven development of 
urban and rural economies could harm political and social stability. He has urged greater 
investment in agriculture to remedy a brewing farming crisis that stands in sharp contrast to 
the country's booming industrial growth.  
 
"There is a very strong correlation between agrarian prosperity and demand for manufactured 
goods and modern services across the country," said Mr Singh at an agriculture summit in 
New Delhi last year. "The route to sustaining high economy-wide growth rates has to be 
accelerated through agricultural development."  
 
India's annual economic growth exceeds 8 per cent but agricultural growth rates have 
stagnated from 4.7 per cent in the years between 1992-97 to just 1.5 per cent from 2002 to 
2006.  
 
Just a few years ago, Kishtapur was an example of stagnation and disarray. The village was 
plagued by unemployment, alcoholism and infighting. Tired of drunken fights sparked by their 
men, village women formed self-help groups under the guidance of government poverty 
alleviation programmes.  
 
Under this model, groups of about a dozen women collectively make monthly deposits into a 
local co-operative bank. When they have established a record of regular deposits, they are 
eligible for bank loans with annual interest rates far lower than the 60 per cent charged by 
local loan sharks. Together they decide how to spend loans, whether investing in seeds, farm 
tools, cows or a tin roof and rely on one another to repay loans lest the group's record be 
marred.  
 
In the past three years, loans have grown from a few thousand rupees per group to Rs30,000 
last year. Just last month, the bank approved a large loan of Rs3m for all seven self-help 
groups that villagers say will be used to repay all old debts to loan sharks. Keeping in mind 
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that 80 per cent of India's population of 1.1bn lacks access to financial services, Kishtapur's 
banking activities represent a quiet revolution.  
 
As an elected village leader, 30-year-old Chandra Kala makes regular visits to the bank a few 
kilometres away although she is illiterate. This is a dramatic change for a woman so shy she 
used to hide when government workers visited the village.  
 
Over the past few years other big changes have happened. With government aid, the villagers 
built a paved road leading toward the village, as well as a bridge over a gully that floods 
during monsoon season. They have cultivated new sources of income such as worm compost 
that is sold as rich fertilizer to other farmers for Rs3.50 per kilogram.  
 
Most of Kishtapur's residents are illiterate. But now 100 of the 120 children in the village 
attend local schools where just a few years ago school was considered an activity for "rich 
people".  
 
The women's self-help groups have worked so well that the chastened men have formed 
three "gents" self-help groups.  
 
Kishtapur is not the poorest of India's villages. It has had sporadic electricity since the 1980s 
and water pumps are scattered throughout the village. But telltale signs of greater prosperity 
have emerged. The village counts 80 televisions (no wonder India's media industry is 
booming), three satellite dishes, a few three-wheeled auto rickshaws and even a "two-
wheeler" or motorcycle.  
 
Happily, Kishtapur is a village that has risen above the poverty line.  
 
There are no satellite dishes yet in the village of Powerguda, about two hours drive from 
Kishtapur. But this village of about 300 tribal people of the Gond minority has also undergone 
dramatic change. Powerguda's crop yields from the dry soil were so low that most of the 
villagers had taken to migrant work on other farms. Alcoholism too plagued the village.  
 
But under two programmes launched in 2000, agricultural scientists introduced new water 
conservation techniques. The International Fund for Agricultural Development and the Inter-
Tribal Development Authority provided funding. The International Crops Research Institute for 
the Semi-Arid Tropics (ICRISAT) gave technical guidance.  
 
With this support, villagers dug long trenches to channel rain into shallow reservoirs that 
replenish groundwater supply. They built small dams made of stones to stem rain run-off and 
to prevent precious topsoil from being washed away.  
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These seemingly simple watershed measures helped boost crop yields dramatically. Cotton 
yields increased 45 per cent from 1999 to 2002, for instance. Focus was given to crops such 
as soybeans, which were more productive than sorghum and cotton. As a result of better 
water supply, vegetables were grown for the first time in Powerguda.  
 
Powerguda has also availed of self-help groups and bank loans. New businesses are also 
sprouting. Notably, villagers are growing pongamia tree seedlings that the government is 
buying to plant in forests and other villages.  
 
Seed money for the pongamia nursery came from the World Bank in 2003, which gave about 
$650 to Powerguda to offset carbon emissions for participants flying to a conference in 
Washington.  
 
Pongamia, an unassuming medium-sized tree, is gaining prominence because its large brown 
seeds produce oil that can be used to run generators and farm equipment.  
 
Better earnings from crops and income from building watershed structures have helped boost 
average family income to nearly Rs27,821 in 2002-03 from Rs15,677 in 1999-2000.  
 
That doesn't include potential future income from Powerguda's 10,000 pongamia trees that 
are still three to four years from maturity.  
 
As a result, thatch huts have been replaced by homes with solid walls, water pumps have 
been installed and villagers have practically halted seasonal work in other locales.  
 
Both Kishtapur and Powerguda have shown remarkable progress within just a few years. But 
these villages are just a drop in the bucket. Tens of thousands of villages in India lack 
government support and access to banks.  
 
Andhra Pradesh, like many southern states, also benefits from a more progressive outlook in 
contrast to conservative northern states. Half of India's 1m self-help groups are in Andhra 
Pradesh.  
 
These two villages are admittedly stand-outs, but their lessons should not be ignored.  
 
"People are dressed better than they used to be. Health and education has improved," says 
Emmanuel D'Silva, a visiting scientist with ICRISAT. "But there's still a long way to go. There's 
still a huge gap between urban and rural India."   
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HD Southern Online Bio Technologies to begin commercial production of bio-diesel soon.       
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 LP Southern Online Bio Technologies has commenced trial run of its biodiesel plants in Nalgonda 
district in Andhra Pradesh and commercial production is scheduled to begin in Apr-May 2007. 
The plant has a capacity to produce 10,000 tonnes/y of biodiesel. The feed stock ranges from 
oils of jatropha, pongamia, rapeseed, and fish.  Lurgi AG and GTZ, a German agency, are 
partners for the project, which got a grant of Rup 20 M from German authorities.    
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 HD Bhagyanagar Gas launches ethanol-blended petrol       
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 LP Foundation laid for CNG mega station    
 
   
 TD Fuel conscious In the process of playing role of an anchor developer in creating an oil and 
gas hub in the State. To lay a network of pipelines to reach out gas supplies to domestic 
consumers. The effort is to convert about three lakh vehicles into CNG usage within five 
years. Hyderabad Bhagyanagar Gas Ltd, a joint venture of HPCL and GAIL, on Thursday 
launched ethanol-blended petrol and laid the foundation stone for CNG mega station near 
here. After announcing these two initiatives, the Chairman and Managing Director of HPCL, 
Mr Arun Balakrishnan, said that HPCL was in the process of playing the role of an anchor 
developer in creating an oil and gas hub in the State. The Chairman and Managing Director of 
GAIL, Mr U.B. Chowbay, said that Bhagayanagar Gas is seeking to lay a network of pipelines 
to reach out gas supplies to domestic consumers. As a part of the drive to provide clean fuels, 
the effort is to convert about three lakh vehicles into CNG usage within five years and touch 
two crore domestic users. Referring to gas supplies in the State, the GAIL CMD said that 
about 1,000 MW of power plants in the State are now run by gas, and about 1,200 MW is not 
being utilised to inadequate supplies. Once the oil is generated from the KG basin, they would 
be able to supply. "We are in the process of creating a pipeline of about 840 km and would be 
able to offer many cities along the path with piped gas," he said. Referring to the advantages 
that clean fuels bring, the Union Minister for Petroleum, Mr. Murli Deora, said "changes 
brought about in Delhi have had a significant impact. We plan to take up similar initiatives 
across the country offering CNG for vehicles." The Union Secretary of Petroleum, Mr M.S. 
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Srinivasan, said that Brazil and India, two of the major sugarcane producing countries could 
extensively use ethanol-blended fuels. The Government has plans to cover 20 million homes 
with piped gas within three years. The Chief Minister, Dr Y.S. Rajasekhara Reddy, said the 
State had laid thrust on irrigation and was encouraging Pongemia cultivation, that could help 
boost bio-diesel production. As a part of the State's drive to promote Pongamia cultivation, 
efforts are on to offer seeds at subsidised rates. This was being linked up to the National 
Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme.     
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 LP Southern Online Bio Technologies has established a bio-diesel production unit in Nalgonda 
district of Andhra Pradesh.The unit will have an annual production capacity of 10,000 tonnes. 
The company has acquired technology from Lurgi Life Sciences of Germany to manufacture 
bio-diesel from various types of oils such as jatropha oil, pongamia oil, rape seed oil, tallow 
and fish oil.     
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 LP CLEAR government policy to encourage investment is crucial to create a buoyant biofuels 
industry, according to an award-winning grain farmer and researcher.    
 
Caroline Brown, a South Australian grain grower and Nuffield Australia farming scholar, said 
Australia was lagging behind Europe, the US, Japan and India because government was not 
giving enough leadership on biofuels.    
 
   
 TD Renewable energy based on agricultural products could play a big role in energy supply, she 
said in a research paper sponsored by the Grains Research and Development Corporation.    
 
Ms Brown said Europe aimed to have biofuels constitute one-quarter of the European Union's 
transport fuels by 2030.    
 
She said the Bush Administration aimed to replace 75 per cent of oil imports with renewables 
by 2025. It aimed at 7.5 billion litres of biofuel by 2012, backed by tax incentives.    
 
In Australia, the Government had a non-mandatory target of 350 million litres of biofuel by 
2010 - less than 0.01 per cent of transport fuel.    
 
Ms Brown said the Indian Government was supporting a project to plant 25 million hectares of 
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arid wasteland to oil-producing crops such as pongamia and jatropha.    
 
"The aim of this project is to provide 20 per cent oil sufficiency," she said.    
 
Ms Brown said that to create a viable biofuels industry in Australia, first-generation feedstocks 
based on traditional crops were just a stepping stone.    
 
The biofuel future lay with "second generation" technologies such as biomass to liquid (BTL) 
and cellulosic ethanol.    
 
Biomass comes from purpose-grown crops, agricultural waste and wood byproducts that can 
be gasified and changed into liquid fuel (diesel) into fuel using chemical or enzymatic 
processes (ethanol).    
 
The European Union Commission had estimated that for every 1 per cent proportion of 
biofuels in total fossil fuel consumption, between 45,000 and 75,000 jobs would be created in 
rural areas, she said.    
 
Australian agriculture could gain from a renewable fuel industry, she said. Benefits included:    
 
· Competition for land would drive up the price of traditional commodities such as wheat.    
 
· Opportunity for new crop production (biomass) giving greater diversity in agronomy and farm 
income.    
 
· The chance to take part in carbon trading.    
 
· Production of crops to replace petroleum-based chemicals.    
 
· New markets for materials now considered waste products that cost money to treat.    
 
· Extra income from biomass for energy production.    
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 LP Mumbai, Apr 2 (PTI) Phoenix Mills today said the company will be merged with Ashok Ruia 
Enterprises Pvt Ltd (AREPL) with effect from April 1, for which it has received consent of the 
board. As per the scheme of merger, every five shares in AREPL will be exchanged with eight 
shares in Phoenix Mills, the latter informed the BSE.    
 
The share capital of Phoenix Mills comprises of over 1.22 crore equity shares while that of 
AREPL includes 50 lakh shares.    
 
   
 TD The merger scheme would be subject to requisite approval of shareholders, lenders, creditors 
and the Bombay High Court, the company added.    
 
**** Geodesic to issue 3 lakh shares to Chandamama * Software solutions company 
Geodesic Information Systems will make a preferential issue of 3.13 lakh equity shares to 
Chandamama India Ltd in consideration of 94 per cent stakes in the latter.    
 
Last month Geodesic acquired 94 per cent stakes in Chandamama India. The consideration 
was decided to be paid partly in cash and issue of 3.17 lakh equity shares of Rs 2 each at Rs 
265 per share.    
 
HLL gets shareholders' nod for transfer of marine undertaking * FMCG major Hindustan Lever 
today said it has received shareholders' approval for transfer of its marine undertaking, 
engaged in the business of manufacturing and sale of marine products for exports. In 
February, the Board of Directors had approved the proposal entailing transfer of the 
undertaking at Aroor in Kerala as a slump sale to a suitable party or to one or more of its 
subsidiaries.    
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**** Ranjangaon Industries to amalgamate with Videocon * Consumer electronics maker  
Videocon Appliances today said it will amalgamate with Ranjangaon Industries Pvt Ltd.    
 
In a filing to the Bombay Stock Exchange, Videocon said its Board of Directors has accorded 
consent for the proposed amalgamation of the company with Ranjangaon Industries Pvt Ltd.    
 
The amalgamation will be subject to necessary regulatory approvals, the company added.    
 
Ranjangaon Industries Pvt Ltd was formerly known as Matsushita Washing Machine India Pvt 
Ltd.    
 
Delhi HC gives nod to HCL Infosystems' restructuring * HCL Infosystems today said it has 
received Delhi High Court's approval for the proposed reconstruction of the company. In a 
filing to the BSE, HCL Infosystems said the Delhi High Court has sanctioned the proposed 
demerger of its networking business into Microcomp Ltd.    
 
The court has also approved the proposed amalgamation of office automation and 
telecommunication business of HCL Infinet Ltd into HCL Infosystems with effect from April 1, 
2006.    
 
HCL Infinet Ltd stands dissolved without winding up, the company added.    
 
HCL Infinet Ltd is a wholly-owned subsidiary of HCL Infosystems and Microcomp Ltd is a 
wholly-owned subsidiary of HCL Infinet Ltd.    
 
**** EPIC Energy to allot 29 lakh shares upon warrants conversion * EPIC Energy will allot 29 
lakh equity shares in conversion of warrants issued on preferential basis.    
 
The company informed the BSE its Board of Directors has approved the allotment of equity 
shares at their meeting held on March 31.    
 
After the allotment, the paid up capital of the company will increase to around Rs 6.71 crore.    
 
Morepen Labs allots 2.4 cr shares, 5.3 cr warrants *  Morepen Laboratories today said it will 
issue over 2.44 crore equity shares and 5.36 crore warrants to promoters, new investors and 
financial institutions. The issue will be subject to shareholders' approval. Their approval will be 
sought by convening an Extra Ordinary General Meeting, the company informed the BSE.    
 
**** Aban Offshore raises Rs 61 cr via pvt placement * Global drilling service provider Aban 
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Offshore today said it has raised Rs 61 crore through private placement of preference shares 
to banks, including Yes Bank, Vijaya bank and  UCO Bank. 
 
The company informed the BSE that it has allotted 50 lakh shares each to Yes Bank and  
Vijaya Bank while Indian Bank received one crore shares.    
 
Indus Ind Bank was allotted three crore shares while  UCO Bank received one crore shares, it 
added.    
 
Aban Offshore also allotted 10 lakh shares to Rajesh Gupta.    
 
The preference shares carry 9 per cent dividend and are redeemable at the end of five years 
with a call option at the end of third year from the date of allotment, it added.    
 
Heritage Foods starts retail ops in Bangalore *  Heritage Foods India has commenced retail 
operations in Bangalore by opening up three retail stores on March 30. **** Ankur Drugs to 
issue 10.55 lakh shares to Mauritius based co * Ankur Drugs & Pharma will issue 10.55 lakh 
equity shares on conversion of 4,000 FCCBs of 1,000 dollars each to Grants Investment of 
Mauritius.    
 
The company's board has also decided that CMD Purnandu Jain or Executive Director Girraj 
Vijayvargiva has been authorized to carry out all the matters related to the allotment of 
shares, Ankur Drugs informed the BSE.    
 
**** Kerala Ayurveda to allot 25 lakh shares to Mauritius firm * Kerala Ayurveda will allot 
around 24.97 lakh shares to Mauritius based Katra Holdings upon conversion of equal 
numbers of warrants issued.    
 
The allotment committee has approved the issue of said equity shares of Rs 10 each at Rs 
32.85 per share to Katra Holdings, Kerala Ayurveda informed the BSE.    
 
Besides the committee has also approved the issue of shares against warrants, which is as 
per the terms and conditions under the Scheme of Amalgamation and Arrangement between 
the company and Katra Healthcare, it said.    
 
**** Parsvnath Developers to construct hotel at Shirdi * Real estate player Parsvnath 
Developers is going to build a three-star hotel at Shirdi for Rs 20 crore.    
 
The hotel, which would be close to Shirdi temple, is being built over a total area of 50,000 
square feet, Parsvnath Developers informed the BSE.    
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The hotel is expected to be operational in two years.    
 
Sumeet Industries to raise Rs 93 cr * Sumeet Industries today said it will raise Rs 93 crore 
through allotment of shares and securities to fund its expansion plans.    
 
The company has planned to go for backward integration in addition to expansion of 
production capacity, Sumeet Industries informed the BSE.    
 
It will raise Rs 90 crore through the issue of shares to the public and Rs 2.75 crore through 
preferential allotment of 2.50 lakh equity shares to Bennett and Colman Ltd, owner of Times 
of India.    
 
The company will also allot 6.67 lakh equity shares to Vishwas Infrastructure.    
 
Post-issue, the authorised share capital of the company will increase to Rs 50 crore from Rs 
25 crore.    
 
Tata Projects to acquire majority stake in Artson Engg *  Tata Projects will acquire majority 
stake in Artson Engineering. Artson Engineering has finalised arrangements with  Tata 
Projects for the sale of stake, which will be subject to approval from Board of Industrial and 
Financial Reconstruction (BIFR).    
 
The Draft Rehabilitation Scheme (DRS) is under finalisation and will be submitted to BIFR 
shortly, Artson Engineering informed the BSE today.    
 
Secured lenders such as banks and financial institutions have also agreed to substantial 
concessions in the DRS, it added.    
 
**** NTPC commissions 500 MW unit in Kahalgaon *  National Thermal Power Corp Ltd today 
said it has successfully test synchronised a 500 MW unit of Kahalgaon Super Thermal Power 
Project in Bihar.    
 
With the commissioning of this unit, installed capacity of Kahalgaon Super Thermal Power 
Project is increased to 1,340 MW while total installed capacity of the company has reached 
27,404 MW, NTPC informed the BSE.    
 
**** Rana Sugars to trade carbon credits * Rana Sugars today announced it has become 
eligible for carbon credits after registering with United Nations Framework Convention on 
Climate Change (UNFCCC) with retrospective effect from 2003.    
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This would raise the net profit for 2006-07 by Rs 10 crore, the company informed the BSE.    
 
Rana Sugars anticipates with the opening of its two new sugar units, Carbon Credits (CERs) 
would generate an additional net profit of Rs 5 crore per annum.    
 
IKF Technologies to raise USD 11 mn via GDR issue *  IKF Technologies has received its 
Board's approval to raise 11 million dollars (Rs 48 crore) through GDR issue. The Board of 
Directors at a meeting held on March 30 approved and authorised the GDR issue,  IKF 
Technologies informed the BSE.    
 
The company also added that the Board has approved the nomination of Ernst Fischer as 
Director and CEO of IKF Telecom Inc.    
 
****  Abbott India promoters buy-back 8 lakh shares in open offer * Promoters of 
pharmaceutical company  Abbott India have bought back around 8.07 lakh shares at Rs 650 
per share in an open offer.    
 
Consequent to the said buyback of share, promoters' shareholding stands increased to 65.14 
per cent from 61.70 per cent earlier,  Abbott India told the BSE.    
 
**** CBoP allots 32 lakh shares upon conversion of warrants *  Centurion Bank of Punjab has 
allotted 32 lakh equity shares worth Rs 1.28 crore on conversion of warrants.    
 
The said warrants were issued as per terms of the Scheme of Arrangement amongst  Bank 
Muscat SAOG, Centurion Bank and its shareholders, CBoP informed the BSE.    
 
**** Sarda Plywood starts commercial prodn at Rajkot unit *  Sarda Plywood Industries today 
informed the BSE that its plywood making factory at Rajkot has started commercial 
production.    
 
Godawari Power commissions sponge iron mfg unit *  Godawari Power and Ispat Ltd today 
said it has commissioned a 2.60 lakh tonnes per annum manufacturing facility at Siltara 
Industrial Complex. The unit has started production from March 31.    
 
In a filing to BSE, company said that with the commissioning and commencement of the 
facility the total installed capacity of the company now stands at 4.95 MT per annum.    
 
Godawari Power is also working on increasing its generation capacity from 28 MW to 53 MW 
in power, from 2.5 lakh MTs to 4 lakh MTs in steel and from 60,000 to 1.2 MTs per annum in 
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wire drawing.    
 
All the expansion projects of the company are in process and are expected to commence by 
the end of this month, it added.    
 
**** Pioneer to allot 13.33 lakh shares, 1.7 lakh warrants * Pioneer Embroideries has decided 
to allot 13.3 lakh equity shares of Rs 10 each to the shareholders of Royal Embroideries, 
pursuant amalgamation of Royal Embroideries and Grant Apparel with the company.    
 
In a communique to BSE, the company said it will also allot 1.70 lakh shares to Pioneer E-
Com Fashions in conversion of warrants held by the latter.    
 
Southern Online Bio Tech sets up bio-diesel prodn unit * Southern Online Bio Technologies 
today said it has established a Biodiesel production unit with an annual production capacity of 
10,000 tonnes in Nalgonda district of Andhra Pradesh. The company told the BSE that in 
October 2005 it had entered into an agreement with Germany-based Lurgi Lift Sciences for 
purchase technology to manufacture biodiesel from various kinds of oils like jatropha oil, 
pongamia oil, rape seed oil, tallow, fish oil etc.    
 
**** GE Shipping sells crude carrier *  Great Eastern Shipping Company (GE Shipping) today 
said it has sold a crude carrier, reducing the fleet to 44 vessels.    
 
The 1992-built ship, 'Jag Laadki', having a capacity of 1.45 lakh Dead Weight Tonnes was 
contracted to be sold in February, GE Shipping informed the BSE.    
 
The company however did not disclose the sale price and the buyer of the carrier.    
 
With the delivery of "Jag Laadki", the company's fleet of 44 vessels comprises 33 tankers and 
11 drybulk carriers, aggregating 3.12 million dwt.    
 
Mukesh Steels not to go ahead with pref issue * Mukesh Steels has decided to go for right 
issue for its existing shareholders in the ratio of 2:1 - two equity shares for every one share 
held by the existing shareholder of the company. In a board meeting held on March 31, the 
Board reconsidered and disapproved a preferential allotment of 20 lakh preferential equity 
shares/warrants convertible into equity, Mukesh Steels informed the BSE.    
 
It has also decided to call an Extra Ordinary General Meeting on May 7.    
 
****  Bajaj Auto, associates consolidate stake in Bajaj Hindusthan * Rahul Bajaj controlled  
Bajaj Auto has consolidated its stake in sugar company Bajaj Hindusthan to 39.87 per cent by 
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picking up an additional 2.16 per cent or 30.60 lakh shares through open market transactions.    
 
According to information available on the Bombay Stock Exchange,  Bajaj Auto along with 
associates acquired the shares during February 14 to March 21 period.    
 
**** IFCI completes NSE stake sale documentation * IFCI today said it has completed the 
formalities and other necessary documentation related to the NSE stake sale on March 31.    
 
The company, which held 12.44 per cent equity shares of National Stock Exchange, agreed to 
sell 31.50 lakh equity shares (constituting 7 per cent holding) to four institutional investors -- 
Goldman Sachs, NYSE, General Atlantic and Soft Bank on January 10.    
 
IFCI had sold the 7 per cent stake in NSE for 160 million dollars.    
 
Sasken Comm rechristens Finnish subsi as Sasken Finland Oy *  Sasken Communication 
Technologies announced that the name of its subsidiary in Finland would be changed from 
Botnia Hightech Oy to Sasken Finland Oy from April 2. The company had completed the 
process of acquiring Botnia Hightech Oy, Finland on August 31, 2006.    
 
Sasken Finland Oy also includes subsidiaries Botnia Hardware Oy and lonific Oy, which are 
being merged with Botnia Hightech Oy, Sasken Communication informed the BSE.    
 
Sasken Finland, having main operations in Finland with additional operations in Sweden, 
Denmark and Germany, is an important supplier of hardware, software, mechanical design 
and testing services to leading mobile handset vendors in Europe.    
 
**** Gati allots 9.85 lakh shares to promoter on warrant conv *  Gati Ltd today said it has 
alloted 9,85,000 equity shares to promoter group firm Mahendra Investment Advisors upon 
conversion of warrants.    
 
The equity shares have been allotted out of a total 25 lakh convertible warrants allotted to 
Mahendra Investment Advisors at Rs 84.60 per warrant under preferential basis, Gati 
informed the BSE.    
 
****  BAG Films to raise Rs 26.15 crore via pref issue *  BAG Films will raise Rs 26.15 crore 
through a preferential issue to Kolkata-based High Growth Distributors.    
 
Shareholders of the company have authorised the board to issue up to 1,30,78,000 
preferential shares at Rs 20 per share,  BAG Films informed the BSE.    
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The allotment is subject to necessary approvals and provisions, it added.    
 
BPL to transfer circuit board biz * BPL today said it will transfer its Printed Circuit Board (PCB) 
business for a period of 60 months, to a proposed Joint Venture company.    
 
The board of directors has approved the transfer of the unit and the lease of certain specified 
plant, machinery and all civil works connected with the PCB business for a period of 60 
months, subject to necessary approvals, the company informed the Bombay Stock Exchange.    
 
Investment in the equity share capital of the proposed Joint Venture, subject to the approval 
of shareholders and regulatory authorities was also approved by the board.    
 
The company would issue up to 15 lakh equity shares on preferential issue basis to Electro 
Investment Pvt Ltd, it added.    
 
Besides, approval of the shareholders would be sought through postal ballot for the above 
proposals.    
 
**** Godrej Ind to invest Rs 4 cr in two firms *  Godrej Industries today said it has received 
shareholders nod for investment of Rs 4 crore in two firms.    
 
The shareholders through postal ballot approved the investment in securities or through any 
other way of Rs 2 crore each in HyCa Technologies Pvt Ltd and CBay Infotech Ventures, the 
company informed the Bombay Stock Exchange.    
 
**** UBS Securities picks up 2.5 lakh shares of  India Infoline * Foreign fund  UBS Securities 
Asia Ltd today picked up 2.50 lakh equity shares for Rs 8.74 crore.    
 
UBS Securities today acquired 2,50,000 equity shares at a price of Rs 349.69 in a bulk deal at 
the Bombay Stock Exchange.    
 
ICICI Bank top brass get ESOS * Country's largest private lender ICICI Bank has alloted over 
10 lakh stock options to the top brass of the bank.    
 
The bank in a disclosure to the Bombay Stock Exchange said it has alloted 4.90 lakh stock 
options to Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer K V Kamath, 4.10 lakh to Kalpana 
Morparia (Joint Managing Director) and 1.02 lakh to Chanda Kochhar ICICI Bank's Deputy 
Managing Director under the Employee Stock Option Scheme.    
 
The transaction took place on March 28, as per filing.    
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In a separate filing the bank said it has also allotted 1,25,953 equity shares of face value of 
Rs 10 each on March 22 under the Employees Stock Option Scheme, 2000.    
 
****  Navin Fluorine CDM project registered with UNFCCC *  Navin Fluorine International Ltd 
today said its CDM Project has been registered by the CDM Executive Board of United 
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), for generating 2.8 million 
tonnes of Carbon dioxide CO2 (e) per annum.    
 
The company had initiated its Clean Development Mechanism Project to reduce green house 
gas emissions by over two million tonnes of CO2 (e) per annum by introducing abatement 
technology provided by Ineos Fluor Ltd, UK.    
 
After undergoing the process of approval of Government of India and the validation of the 
Project Design Document (PDD) by DNV, the designated operating entity, the PDD was 
submitted to the CDM Executive Board for their approval, it added.    
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 LP Mumbai, Apr 2 (PTI) Leading pump maker Kirloskar Brothers has bagged a 10.48 million 
dollar order (nearly Rs 46 crore) from the National Water Commission of Jamaica for supply 
of centrifugal pump sets.    
 
The order also includes supply of allied accessories and equipment for water supply for the 
Jamaica Water System Rehabilitation and Extension Project, Kirloskar Brothers informed the 
BSE.    
 
   
 TD The contract requires Kirloskar Brothers to deliver goods on board a vessel designated by 
National Water Commission of Jamaica as per the FOB (Free On Board) contract, it added.    
 
**** Sun Pharma allots equity shares against conversion of FCCBs * Sun Pharmaceutical 
Industries has allotted over 8.64 lakh shares upon exercise of the option for converting 14,005 
Foreign Currency Convertible Bonds of US 1000 dollars each into equity shares.    
 
The company's Committee of Directors (Allotment) at its meeting held on March 31 has 
allotted the equity shares of Rs 5 each of the company at a premium of Rs 724.30 per share 
for the zero coupon FCCB-holders, Sun Pharma informed the BSE.    
 
Consequently, the paid up equity share capital of the company has increased 19.34 crore 
equity shares of Rs 5 each as of date, from around 19.25 crore shares, it added.    
 
**** Nagarjuna Power Corp ceases to be subsi of Nagarjuna Fert * Nagarjuna Fertilizers & 
Chemicals has informed the BSE Nagarjuna Power Corporation Ltd (NPCL), a company 
involved with the setting-up of the 1,015 MW power plant at Mangalore in Karnataka, has 
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ceased to be a subsidiary of the company with immediate effect.    
 
HLL gets shareholders' nod for transfer of marine undertaking * FMCG major Hindustan Lever 
today said it has received shareholders' approval for transfer of its marine undertaking, 
engaged in the business of manufacturing and sale of marine products for exports. In 
February, the Board of Directors had approved the proposal entailing transfer of the 
undertaking at Aroor in Kerala as a slump sale to a suitable party or to one or more of its 
subsidiaries.    
 
**** Ranjangaon Industries to amalgamate with Videocon * Consumer electronics maker 
Videocon Appliances today said it will amalgamate with Ranjangaon Industries Pvt Ltd.    
 
In a filing to the Bombay Stock Exchange, Videocon said its Board of Directors has accorded 
consent for the proposed amalgamation of the company with Ranjangaon Industries Pvt Ltd.    
 
The amalgamation will be subject to necessary regulatory approvals, the company added.    
 
Ranjangaon Industries Pvt Ltd was formerly known as Matsushita Washing Machine India Pvt 
Ltd.    
 
Delhi HC gives nod to HCL Infosystems' restructuring * HCL Infosystems today said it has 
received Delhi High Court's approval for the proposed reconstruction of the company. In a 
filing to the BSE, HCL Infosystems said the Delhi High Court has sanctioned the proposed 
demerger of its networking business into Microcomp Ltd.    
 
The court has also approved the proposed amalgamation of office automation and 
telecommunication business of HCL Infinet Ltd into HCL Infosystems with effect from April 1, 
2006.    
 
HCL Infinet Ltd stands dissolved without winding up, the company added.    
 
HCL Infinet Ltd is a wholly-owned subsidiary of HCL Infosystems and Microcomp Ltd is a 
wholly-owned subsidiary of HCL Infinet Ltd.    
 
**** EPIC Energy to allot 29 lakh shares upon warrants conversion * EPIC Energy will allot 29 
lakh equity shares in conversion of warrants issued on preferential basis.    
 
The company informed the BSE its Board of Directors has approved the allotment of equity 
shares at their meeting held on March 31.    
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After the allotment, the paid up capital of the company will increase to around Rs 6.71 crore.    
 
Morepen Labs allots 2.4 cr shares, 5.3 cr warrants * Morepen Laboratories today said it will 
issue over 2.44 crore equity shares and 5.36 crore warrants to promoters, new investors and 
financial institutions. The issue will be subject to shareholders' approval. Their approval will be 
sought by convening an Extra Ordinary General Meeting, the company informed the BSE.    
 
**** Aban Offshore raises Rs 61 cr via pvt placement * Global drilling service provider Aban 
Offshore today said it has raised Rs 61 crore through private placement of preference shares 
to banks, including Yes Bank, Vijaya bank and UCO Bank.    
 
The company informed the BSE that it has allotted 50 lakh shares each to Yes Bank and 
Vijaya Bank while Indian Bank received one crore shares.    
 
Indus Ind Bank was allotted three crore shares while UCO Bank received one crore shares, it 
added.    
 
Aban Offshore also allotted 10 lakh shares to Rajesh Gupta.    
 
The preference shares carry 9 per cent dividend and are redeemable at the end of five years 
with a call option at the end of third year from the date of allotment, it added.    
 
Heritage Foods starts retail ops in Bangalore * Heritage Foods India has commenced retail 
operations in Bangalore by opening up three retail stores on March 30. **** Ankur Drugs to 
issue 10.55 lakh shares to Mauritius based co * Ankur Drugs & Pharma will issue 10.55 lakh 
equity shares on conversion of 4,000 FCCBs of 1,000 dollars each to Grants Investment of 
Mauritius.    
 
The company's board has also decided that CMD Purnandu Jain or Executive Director Girraj 
Vijayvargiva has been authorized to carry out all the matters related to the allotment of 
shares, Ankur Drugs informed the BSE.    
 
**** Kerala Ayurveda to allot 25 lakh shares to Mauritius firm * Kerala Ayurveda will allot 
around 24.97 lakh shares to Mauritius based Katra Holdings upon conversion of equal 
numbers of warrants issued.    
 
The allotment committee has approved the issue of said equity shares of Rs 10 each at Rs 
32.85 per share to Katra Holdings, Kerala Ayurveda informed the BSE.    
 
Besides the committee has also approved the issue of shares against warrants, which is as 
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per the terms and conditions under the Scheme of Amalgamation and Arrangement between 
the company and Katra Healthcare, it said.    
 
**** Parsvnath Developers to construct hotel at Shirdi * Real estate player Parsvnath 
Developers is going to build a three-star hotel at Shirdi for Rs 20 crore.    
 
The hotel, which would be close to Shirdi temple, is being built over a total area of 50,000 
square feet, Parsvnath Developers informed the BSE.    
 
The hotel is expected to be operational in two years.    
 
Sumeet Industries to raise Rs 93 cr * Sumeet Industries today said it will raise Rs 93 crore 
through allotment of shares and securities to fund its expansion plans.    
 
The company has planned to go for backward integration in addition to expansion of 
production capacity, Sumeet Industries informed the BSE.    
 
It will raise Rs 90 crore through the issue of shares to the public and Rs 2.75 crore through 
preferential allotment of 2.50 lakh equity shares to Bennett and Colman Ltd, owner of Times 
of India.    
 
The company will also allot 6.67 lakh equity shares to Vishwas Infrastructure.    
 
Post-issue, the authorised share capital of the company will increase to Rs 50 crore from Rs 
25 crore.    
 
Tata Projects to acquire majority stake in Artson Engg * Tata Projects will acquire majority 
stake in Artson Engineering. Artson Engineering has finalised arrangements with Tata 
Projects for the sale of stake, which will be subject to approval from Board of Industrial and 
Financial Reconstruction (BIFR).    
 
The Draft Rehabilitation Scheme (DRS) is under finalisation and will be submitted to BIFR 
shortly, Artson Engineering informed the BSE today.    
 
Secured lenders such as banks and financial institutions have also agreed to substantial 
concessions in the DRS, it added.    
 
**** NTPC commissions 500 MW unit in Kahalgaon * National Thermal Power Corp Ltd today 
said it has successfully test synchronised a 500 MW unit of Kahalgaon Super Thermal Power 
Project in Bihar.    
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With the commissioning of this unit, installed capacity of Kahalgaon Super Thermal Power 
Project is increased to 1,340 MW while total installed capacity of the company has reached 
27,404 MW, NTPC informed the BSE.    
 
**** Rana Sugars to trade carbon credits * Rana Sugars today announced it has become 
eligible for carbon credits after registering with United Nations Framework Convention on 
Climate Change (UNFCCC) with retrospective effect from 2003.    
 
This would raise the net profit for 2006-07 by Rs 10 crore, the company informed the BSE.    
 
Rana Sugars anticipates with the opening of its two new sugar units, Carbon Credits (CERs) 
would generate an additional net profit of Rs 5 crore per annum.    
 
IKF Technologies to raise USD 11 mn via GDR issue * IKF Technologies has received its 
Board's approval to raise 11 million dollars (Rs 48 crore) through GDR issue. The Board of 
Directors at a meeting held on March 30 approved and authorised the GDR issue, IKF 
Technologies informed the BSE.    
 
The company also added that the Board has approved the nomination of Ernst Fischer as 
Director and CEO of IKF Telecom Inc.    
 
**** Abbott India promoters buy-back 8 lakh shares in open offer * Promoters of 
pharmaceutical company Abbott India have bought back around 8.07 lakh shares at Rs 650 
per share in an open offer.    
 
Consequent to the said buyback of share, promoters' shareholding stands increased to 65.14 
per cent from 61.70 per cent earlier, Abbott India told the BSE.    
 
**** CBoP allots 32 lakh shares upon conversion of warrants * Centurion Bank of Punjab has 
allotted 32 lakh equity shares worth Rs 1.28 crore on conversion of warrants.    
 
The said warrants were issued as per terms of the Scheme of Arrangement amongst Bank 
Muscat SAOG, Centurion Bank and its shareholders, CBoP informed the BSE.    
 
**** Sarda Plywood starts commercial prodn at Rajkot unit * Sarda Plywood Industries today 
informed the BSE that its plywood making factory at Rajkot has started commercial 
production.    
 
Godawari Power commissions sponge iron mfg unit * Godawari Power and Ispat Ltd today 
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said it has commissioned a 2.60 lakh tonnes per annum manufacturing facility at Siltara 
Industrial Complex. The unit has started production from March 31.    
 
In a filing to BSE, company said that with the commissioning and commencement of the 
facility the total installed capacity of the company now stands at 4.95 MT per annum.    
 
Godawari Power is also working on increasing its generation capacity from 28 MW to 53 MW 
in power, from 2.5 lakh MTs to 4 lakh MTs in steel and from 60,000 to 1.2 MTs per annum in 
wire drawing.    
 
All the expansion projects of the company are in process and are expected to commence by 
the end of this month, it added.    
 
**** Pioneer to allot 13.33 lakh shares, 1.7 lakh warrants * Pioneer Embroideries has decided 
to allot 13.3 lakh equity shares of Rs 10 each to the shareholders of Royal Embroideries, 
pursuant amalgamation of Royal Embroideries and Grant Apparel with the company.    
 
In a communique to BSE, the company said it will also allot 1.70 lakh shares to Pioneer E-
Com Fashions in conversion of warrants held by the latter.    
 
Southern Online Bio Tech sets up bio-diesel prodn unit * Southern Online Bio Technologies 
today said it has established a Biodiesel production unit with an annual production capacity of 
10,000 tonnes in Nalgonda district of Andhra Pradesh. The company told the BSE that in 
October 2005 it had entered into an agreement with Germany-based Lurgi Lift Sciences for 
purchase technology to manufacture biodiesel from various kinds of oils like jatropha oil, 
pongamia oil, rape seed oil, tallow, fish oil etc.    
 
**** GE Shipping sells crude carrier * Great Eastern Shipping Company (GE Shipping) today 
said it has sold a crude carrier, reducing the fleet to 44 vessels.    
 
The 1992-built ship, 'Jag Laadki', having a capacity of 1.45 lakh Dead Weight Tonnes was 
contracted to be sold in February, GE Shipping informed the BSE.    
 
The company however did not disclose the sale price and the buyer of the carrier.    
 
With the delivery of "Jag Laadki", the company's fleet of 44 vessels comprises 33 tankers and 
11 drybulk carriers, aggregating 3.12 million dwt.    
 
Mukesh Steels not to go ahead with pref issue * Mukesh Steels has decided to go for right 
issue for its existing shareholders in the ratio of 2:1 - two equity shares for every one share 
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held by the existing shareholder of the company. In a board meeting held on March 31, the 
Board reconsidered and disapproved a preferential allotment of 20 lakh preferential equity 
shares/warrants convertible into equity, Mukesh Steels informed the BSE.    
 
It has also decided to call an Extra Ordinary General Meeting on May 7.    
 
**** Bajaj Auto, associates consolidate stake in Bajaj Hindusthan * Rahul Bajaj controlled 
Bajaj Auto has consolidated its stake in sugar company Bajaj Hindusthan to 39.87 per cent by 
picking up an additional 2.16 per cent or 30.60 lakh shares through open market transactions.    
 
According to information available on the Bombay Stock Exchange, Bajaj Auto along with 
associates acquired the shares during February 14 to March 21 period.    
 
**** IFCI completes NSE stake sale documentation * IFCI today said it has completed the 
formalities and other necessary documentation related to the NSE stake sale on March 31.    
 
The company, which held 12.44 per cent equity shares of National Stock Exchange, agreed to 
sell 31.50 lakh equity shares (constituting 7 per cent holding) to four institutional investors -- 
Goldman Sachs, NYSE, General Atlantic and Soft Bank on January 10.    
 
IFCI had sold the 7 per cent stake in NSE for 160 million dollars.    
 
Sasken Comm rechristens Finnish subsi as Sasken Finland Oy * Sasken Communication 
Technologies announced that the name of its subsidiary in Finland would be changed from 
Botnia Hightech Oy to Sasken Finland Oy from April 2. The company had completed the 
process of acquiring Botnia Hightech Oy, Finland on August 31, 2006.    
 
Sasken Finland Oy also includes subsidiaries Botnia Hardware Oy and lonific Oy, which are 
being merged with Botnia Hightech Oy, Sasken Communication informed the BSE.    
 
Sasken Finland, having main operations in Finland with additional operations in Sweden, 
Denmark and Germany, is an important supplier of hardware, software, mechanical design 
and testing services to leading mobile handset vendors in Europe.    
 
**** Gati allots 9.85 lakh shares to promoter on warrant conv * Gati Ltd today said it has 
alloted 9,85,000 equity shares to promoter group firm Mahendra Investment Advisors upon 
conversion of warrants.    
 
The equity shares have been allotted out of a total 25 lakh convertible warrants allotted to 
Mahendra Investment Advisors at Rs 84.60 per warrant under preferential basis, Gati 
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informed the BSE.    
 
**** BAG Films to raise Rs 26.15 crore via pref issue * BAG Films will raise Rs 26.15 crore 
through a preferential issue to Kolkata-based High Growth Distributors.    
 
Shareholders of the company have authorised the board to issue up to 1,30,78,000 
preferential shares at Rs 20 per share, BAG Films informed the BSE.    
 
The allotment is subject to necessary approvals and provisions, it added.    
 
BPL to transfer circuit board biz * BPL today said it will transfer its Printed Circuit Board (PCB) 
business for a period of 60 months, to a proposed Joint Venture company.    
 
The board of directors has approved the transfer of the unit and the lease of certain specified 
plant, machinery and all civil works connected with the PCB business for a period of 60 
months, subject to necessary approvals, the company informed the Bombay Stock Exchange.    
 
Investment in the equity share capital of the proposed Joint Venture, subject to the approval 
of shareholders and regulatory authorities was also approved by the board.    
 
The company would issue up to 15 lakh equity shares on preferential issue basis to Electro 
Investment Pvt Ltd, it added.    
 
Besides, approval of the shareholders would be sought through postal ballot for the above 
proposals.    
 
**** Godrej Ind to invest Rs 4 cr in two firms * Godrej Industries today said it has received 
shareholders nod for investment of Rs 4 crore in two firms.    
 
The shareholders through postal ballot approved the investment in securities or through any 
other way of Rs 2 crore each in HyCa Technologies Pvt Ltd and CBay Infotech Ventures, the 
company informed the Bombay Stock Exchange.    
 
**** UBS Securities picks up 2.5 lakh shares of India Infoline * Foreign fund UBS Securities 
Asia Ltd today picked up 2.50 lakh equity shares for Rs 8.74 crore.    
 
UBS Securities today acquired 2,50,000 equity shares at a price of Rs 349.69 in a bulk deal at 
the Bombay Stock Exchange.    
 
ICICI Bank top brass get ESOS * Country's largest private lender ICICI Bank has alloted over 
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10 lakh stock options to the top brass of the bank.    
 
The bank in a disclosure to the Bombay Stock Exchange said it has alloted 4.90 lakh stock 
options to Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer K V Kamath, 4.10 lakh to Kalpana 
Morparia (Joint Managing Director) and 1.02 lakh to Chanda Kochhar ICICI Bank's Deputy 
Managing Director under the Employee Stock Option Scheme.    
 
The transaction took place on March 28, as per filing.    
 
In a separate filing the bank said it has also allotted 1,25,953 equity shares of face value of 
Rs 10 each on March 22 under the Employees Stock Option Scheme, 2000.    
 
**** Navin Fluorine CDM project registered with UNFCCC * Navin Fluorine International Ltd 
today said its CDM Project has been registered by the CDM Executive Board of United 
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), for generating 2.8 million 
tonnes of Carbon dioxide CO2 (e) per annum.    
 
The company had initiated its Clean Development Mechanism Project to reduce green house 
gas emissions by over two million tonnes of CO2 (e) per annum by introducing abatement 
technology provided by Ineos Fluor Ltd, UK.    
 
After undergoing the process of approval of Government of India and the validation of the 
Project Design Document (PDD) by DNV, the designated operating entity, the PDD was 
submitted to the CDM Executive Board for their approval, it added.    
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 LP NEW DELHI: While the National Policy on Biofuels is waiting in the wings, there is another 
proposal to promote green fuel. The ministry of rural development has sought the approval of 
the Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA) for a national mission on bio-diesel to 
promote cultivation of jatropha and other plants from which bio-diesel can be produced.    
 
The rural development ministry submitted its proposal to CCEA early this month for the 
demonstration phase of the national mission, according to official sources. The National 
Policy on Biofuels - proposed by the ministry of new and renewable energy - was expected to 
get CCEA nod in the first week of this month, but has been referred to a group of ministers. 
The proposed policy provides for incentives for the biofuel and bio-diesel industry and lays 
down standards for doping regular fuel with biofuel.    
 
   
 TD The National Mission on Bio-diesel was given in-principle approval by the Planning 
Commission in 2005. The mission, which aims at creating national infrastructure for 
plantations and processing of the fuel, is proposed to be implemented in two phases. The first 
phase will involve a demonstration stage for plantation of jatropha and pongamia on five lakh 
hectares of waste land. Of this, four lakh hectares would be exclusively for jatropha. The first 
phase also includes associated research activities for establishing commercial viability of the 
fuel.    
 
While the plantations will be implemented by the states on the basis of 100% central 
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assistance, R&D will be coordinated by the ministry of rural development.    
 
Phase two will involve self-sustaining expansion of the bio-diesel programme to 11.2 lakh 
hectares for production of enough bio-diesel to achieve 20% blending with petroleum-diesel. 
The ministry has askedfor a budgetary allocation of Rs 1,304 crore for implementing the two 
phases over five years. The mission will also address issues of downward linkages such as 
seed collection, oil extraction, refinancing and trans-esterfication.    
 
The Committee for Development of Biofuels, which was set up in July 2002, had in its report 
of April 2003 recommended launching a national mission on bio-diesel. Thereafter, a DPR 
prepared by Teri was submitted to the Plan panel for in-principle approval.    
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 LP Hyderabad    
 
ICRISAT (International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics), in association 
with the Hyderabad-based Rusni Distilleries, is contemplating agreements with private 
companies in Africa to form `sweet sorghum for ethanol' consortia in the continent.    
 
   
 TD The institute is presently exploring opportunities for forming such consortia in Uganda, 
Nigeria, Mozambique and South Africa. It had already tied up with five private companies in 
the Philippines to form a consortium, which aimed at promoting the pro-poor fuel.    
 
The institute has helped Rusni in setting up an ethanol production (from sweet sorghum) 
facility with a capacity of 40 kilo litres a day.    
 
According to Dr William Dar, Director General of the institute, this was part of the institute's 
initiative on "pro-poor bio fuels", which helped improve energy and livelihood opportunities. He 
said the institute would further develop and strengthen partnerships between the public and 
private organisations to promote these fuels. "With the fuel prices increasing globally there is 
a demand for ethanol from sweet sorghum and bio diesel from pongamia and jatropha. We 
feel that it gives a good opportunity for dry land farmers to get more income from their farms 
and wastelands," he said in a press release. In partnership with GTH (German development 
cooperation organisation), the institute teamed up with Southern Online Biotechnologies to set 
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up a bio diesel plant in Nalgonda with a capacity of 40 kilo litres a day.     
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 LP Indo-Asian News Service Hyderabad, March 15 -- An international crop research institute 
near here has announced plans to introduce cultivation of sweet sorghum in a big way - a rich 
source of ethanol biofuel - that will not only contribute to the livelihood of poor and marginal 
dry-land farmers but also provide them food security.    
 
The International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics (ICRISAT) said its 
research on ethanol for biofuel from sweet sorghum and biodiesel from pongamia and 
jatropha crops, is ensuring energy, livelihood and food security to the dry-land farmers.    
 
   
 TD In addition, it is also reducing the use of fossil fuel, which in turn can help in mitigating climate 
change, the institute claimed in a statement Wednesday.    
 
"These crops meet the main needs of the dry-land farmers - they do not require much water, 
can withstand stress and are not expensive to cultivate," said ICRISAT media officer S. 
Gopikrishna Warrier.    
 
ICRISAT scientists have bred sorghum varieties and hybrids in partnership with national 
agricultural research partners that yield higher amount of sugar-rich juice.    
 
Conventionally, ethanol is produced from sugarcane. Sweet sorghum scores over sugarcane 
in that it is a crop of the dry-lands, and thus its cultivation can benefit the poor and marginal 
farmers of these areas, the institute said.    
 
Even though the ethanol yield per unit weight of feedstock is lower for sweet sorghum, the 
much lower production cost for this crop more than compensates for this loss, and sweet 
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sorghum has a competitive cost advantage.    
 
It costs $0.29 (Rs.12.79) to produce one litre of ethanol from sweet sorghum, while it costs 
$0.33 (Rs.14.55) to produce ethanol from sugarcane.    
 
"Sweet sorghum's benefit is three-fold," said Dr Belum V.S. Reddy, ICRISAT's principal 
sorghum breeder. "It provides the dry-land farmer with grain, fodder for the cattle and an 
additional source of income through bio-ethanol. Sweet sorghum requires only one seventh of 
the water that is used up by sugarcane".    
 
Sweet sorghum has advantage over other biofuel crops in that it yields grain as well as 
ethanol. Rather than replacing land grown to food, the cultivation can stimulate increased 
yield of grain and stalk, and also fodder from bagasse.    
 
The institute is working with governments and industry leaders to develop what it called 
"partnerships that can result in economic benefit for the poor and marginal farmers of the 
semi-arid tropics, even while retaining the strong economic competitiveness for the industry".    
 
"We call this our pro-poor biofuels initiative for the dryland farmers where food security is not 
compromised," said ICRISAT director general Dr William Dar.    
 
He added: "With the fuel prices increasing globally there is a demand for ethanol from sweet 
sorghum and biodiesel from pongamia and jatropha. We believe that this provides a 
wonderful opportunity for dryland farmers to get more money from their farms and 
wastelands."    
 
Normal grain sorghum is already grown on 11.7 million hectares in dryland Asia and 23.4 
m.ha in Africa. Sweet sorghum can fit into this area, and provide an additional income to 
farmers, say the scientists.    
 
"From an acre of sweet sorghum we can get a minimum of 15 tons of cane," farmer Rami 
Reddy who has planted sweet sorghum was quoted saying. "Rusni distilleries buys this from 
us at Rs.500 per ton. So a farmers makes a good income from his sweet sorghum field, which 
is in addition to the 200 to 400 kg of grain that he harvests."    
 
ICRISAT said it had linked the lab, industry, farmer and the market through the public-private 
partnership initiative of its Agri-Business Incubator. The research to develop improved 
varieties was linked with the technology package that entrepreneur A.R. Palaniswamy, 
managing director of Rusni Distilleries, has developed.    
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"By partnering with ICRISAT through its Agri-Business Incubator, our distillery at Mohammed 
Shahpur village (Medak district of Andhra Pradesh) has become the world's first plant to 
commercially produce ethanol from sweet sorghum," claimed Palaniswamy. "We have linked 
with farmers, to whom we are supplying seeds of sweet sorghum varieties, and buying back 
their produce."    
 
Ethanol can be blended with petrol (gasoline) to save the use of fossil fuels, which cause 
greenhouse gas emissions resulting in climate change. According to the Federation of Indian 
Chambers of Commerce and Industry, India can save nearly 80 million litres of petrol annually 
if it is blended with alcohol by 10 percent.    
 
Ethanol is considered a clean-burning fuel with a high octane rating. In addition to the Rusni 
project in India, ICRISAT has signed agreements with five private companies in the 
Philippines to form a sweet sorghum for ethanol consortium.    
 
According to calculations made by Rusni Distilleries, a 40 kiloliter-per-day ethanol from sweet 
sorghum plant in India can benefit 5,000 farmers and provide 40,000 man-days of labour per 
year.    
 
By planting sweet sorghum instead of grain sorghum, dry-land farmers can get an additional 
income of $40 (Rs.1,763) per hectare per crop, it is claimed.    
 
Published by HT Syndication with permission from Indo-Asian News Service.    
 
HTS ir 070315-419453    
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 LP Landscaping is big business today and there are many options for a return to Nature    
 
Landscape designers now hear this inevitable request: a multimedia presentation with hi-tech 
3D and CAD images of the proposed landscape, unlike the down-to-earth pencil sketches 
which did the rounds earlier.    
 
   
 TD "Landscape architects no longer need just green thumbs, but also IT gloves, among other 
things", says Navneeth Raghavan, one of the growing and busy tribe of landscape architects.    
 
With most cities going glassy and hi-tech, and the nerves of its citizens getting high strung, 
there seems to be a great need to get back to soothing Nature.    
 
Options    
 
Landscaping is big business today, and it is not all about just plants either. No longer can one 
ask for just a `garden'. There are options such as rockeries, pebble patches, gazebos and zen 
gardens. "The emphasis is now on design, integrated with architecture. People are now 
embracing more modern concepts like `minimalism', with a more urban edge", says 
landscape architect, Zhayynn James.    
 
People are also willing to spend on landscaping. Ten years ago, landscaping usually was the 
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first casualty when it came to project cost overruns. But today fund allotment is made to 
landscaping at the initial stages itself.    
 
Most often, designs are frozen and work on landscaping such as road development and 
correcting on-site level differences all happen in tandem with the construction work, says 
landscape architect K. Raghuraman.    
 
"As a thumb rule, clients now spend approximately 10 per cent of the total cost of the project 
towards landscaping. This is because clients are aware of the value of having a professionally 
designed landscape, as it adds property value, apart from the obvious enjoyment one derives 
from the landscape", puts in Zhayynn.    
 
Hot favourite    
 
The cost, of course, varies, depending on the design: soft landscape (plants), or hardscape 
(paved court, etc.), waterscape (mirror pool, fountain, cascade, etc.), structures such as 
pergolas, gazebos, etc. As Navneeth puts it, waterscapes _ be it cascades, water curtains or 
fountains _ are particularly popular, and seem to have found favour because they bring down 
not just the temperature in the area, but also the stress levels. The 1HP motor that can power 
a five feet water cascade has found many takers. There is also a demand for expensive, 
imported plants. "For instance, Washingtonia, a shrub with dark green leaves that can cost up 
to Rs. 3,000, is a hot favourite today," says Navneeth.    
 
A host of landscape accessories are available now, including the `Versicell' sub-soil drainage 
systems that are used in `terrace' scapes to drain the soil quickly and effectively, the `Turf 
Pave' which is used to create a stable driveable area, imported artificial turf (lawns), geo-
textile sheets, water proofing sealants, etc. "Such materials have revolutionised the landscape 
sector by bringing in more technology to design, as well as providing effective aesthetic and 
functional solutions," says Zhayynn.    
 
Terrain    
 
The terrain becomes more inviting, with the availability of easy-to-fix structures such as the 
imported Stern's pools from Australia, which cost half that of concrete pools and can be 
erected in just three days! You can also opt for eco-friendly material such as `Raindrops', a 
hydrogel that is used to save up to 50 per cent of water in landscape irrigation.    
 
"It is a non-toxic, bio-degradable, potassium-based granular material that is mixed into the soil 
and can last for up to five years in the soil," says Zhayynn.    
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Likewise, technology is now available to filter, re-circulate and recycle water without wasting 
it.    
 
Return to the roots    
 
At the same time, the return-to-the roots syndrome has sprouted in the landscaping sector 
too.    
 
"The types of plants now in vogue are indigenous native species which consume less water, 
are maintenance free, immune to pests and disease and have a cultural and emotional link 
with the place. For e.g. - Azadirachta indica (neem), Bauhinia purpurea, Cassia sp., Cordia 
sebestna, Pongamia glabra (Ponga) etc," says Raghuraman.    
 
"There are many eco-friendly landscaping materials available in the market such as bio 
pesticides, bio manure etc. which help in the mature growth of plant material, without adding 
to the toxicity of the soil due to chemical run-off. The most cost-effective ones are the neem 
cake manure, vermicompost, chicken manure etc," he adds.    
 
Local flavour    
 
Even amidst the foreign winds that are blowing over our landscapes in the middle of pebble 
patches, rockeries, and Zen gardens, people are also asking for uniquely Indian aspects like 
terracotta bird baths and stone slabs for the traditional rice offerings to crows, adds Navneeth. 
The landscaping sector has seen tremendous growth over the past couple of years, perhaps 
spurred by the landscapes sported by IT parks, business parks, etc. Earlier, even if a unit had 
a large campus, only areas immediately adjoining the building would be landscaped. But of 
late, landscaping is not concentrated in pockets but covers the entire area. In the current 
situation where facilities cover large areas, landscaped areas also double as connecting 
spaces, says Raghuraman.    
 
His forecast: "The percentage growth of the landscaping industry in India is shooting up in a 
steady curve. I foresee a phenomenal growth from 200 per cent to 500 per cent in the year 
2007."    
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 LP Landscaping is big business today and there are many options for a return to nature.    
 
Landscape designers now hear this inevitable request: a multimedia presentation with hi-tech 
3D and CAD images of the proposed landscape, unlike the down-to-earth pencil sketches 
which did the rounds earlier.    
 
   
 TD "Landscape architects no longer need just green thumbs, but also IT gloves, among other 
things", says Navneeth Raghavan, one of the growing and busy tribe of landscape architects.    
 
With most cities going glassy and hi-tech, and the nerves of its citizens getting high strung, 
there seems to be a great need to get back to soothing nature.    
 
Landscaping is big business today, and it is not all about just plants either. No longer can one 
ask for just a `garden'. There are options such as rockeries, pebble patches, gazebos and zen 
gardens. "The emphasis is now on design, integrated with architecture. People are now 
embracing more modern concepts like `minimalism', with a more urban edge", says 
landscape architect, Zhayynn James.    
 
People are also willing to spend on landscaping. Ten years ago, landscaping usually was the 
first casualty when it came to project cost overruns. But today fund allotment is made to 
landscaping at the initial stages itself.    
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Most often, designs are frozen and work on landscaping such as road development and 
correcting on-site level differences all happen in tandem with the construction work, says 
landscape architect K. Raghuraman.    
 
"As a thumb rule, clients now spend approximately 10 per cent of the total cost of the project 
towards landscaping. This is because clients are aware of the value of having a professionally 
designed landscape, as it adds property value, apart from the obvious enjoyment one derives 
from the landscape", puts in Zhayynn.    
 
Hot favourite    
 
The cost, of course, varies, depending on the design: soft landscape (plants), or hardscape 
(paved court, etc.), waterscape (mirror pool, fountain, cascade, etc.), structures such as 
pergolas, gazebos, etc.    
 
As Navneeth puts it, waterscapes _ be it cascades, water curtains or fountains _ are 
particularly popular, and seem to have found favour because they bring down not just the 
temperature in the area, but also the stress levels. The 1HP motor that can power a five feet 
water cascade has found many takers. There is also a demand for expensive, imported 
plants. "For instance, Washingtonia, a shrub with dark green leaves that can cost up to Rs. 
3,000, is a hot favourite today," says Navneeth.    
 
Material revolution    
 
A host of landscape accessories are available now, including the `Versicell' sub-soil drainage 
systems that are used in `terrace' scapes to drain the soil quickly and effectively, the `Turf 
Pave' which is used to create a stable driveable area, imported artificial turf (lawns), geo-
textile sheets, water proofing sealants, etc.    
 
"Such materials have revolutionised the landscape industry by bringing more technology to 
design, as well as providing effective aesthetic and functional solutions", says Zhayynn.    
 
The terrain becomes more inviting, with the availability of easy-to-fix structures such as the 
imported Stern's pools from Australia, which cost half that of concrete pools and can be 
erected in just three days!    
 
You can also opt for eco-friendly material such as `Raindrops', a hydrogel that is used to save 
up to 50 per cent of water in landscape irrigation. "It is a non-toxic, bio-degradable, 
potassium-based granular material that is mixed into the soil and can last for up to five years 
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in the soil", says Zhayynn.    
 
Likewise, technology is now available to filter, re-circulate and recycle water without wasting 
it.    
 
Return to the roots    
 
At the same time, the return-to-the roots syndrome has sprouted in the landscaping industry 
too. "The types of plants now in vogue are indigenous native species which consume less 
water, are maintenance free, immune to pests and disease and have a cultural and emotional 
link with the place. For e.g. - Azadirachta indica (neem), Bauhinia purpurea, Cassia sp., 
Cordia sebestna, Pongamia glabra (Ponga) etc.", says Raghuraman.    
 
"There are many eco-friendly landscaping materials available in the market such as bio 
pesticides, bio manure etc. which help in the mature growth of plant material, without adding 
to the toxicity of the soil due to chemical run-off.    
 
The most cost-effective ones are the neem cake manure, vermi compost, chicken manure 
etc... ", he adds.    
 
Local flavour    
 
Even amidst the foreign winds that are blowing over our landscapes in the middle of pebble 
patches, rockeries, and Zen gardens, people are also asking for uniquely Indian aspects like 
terracotta bird baths and stone slabs for the traditional rice offerings to crows, adds Navneeth.    
 
The landscaping industry has seen tremendous growth over the past couple of years, perhaps 
spurred by the landscapes sported by IT parks, business parks, etc. Earlier, even if a unit had 
a large campus, only areas immediately adjoining the building would be landscaped.    
 
But of late, landscaping is not concentrated in pockets but covers the entire area.    
 
In the current situation where facilities cover large areas, landscaped areas also double as 
connecting spaces, says Raghuraman.    
 
His forecast: "The percentage growth of the landscaping industry in India is shooting up in a 
steady curve. I foresee a phenomenal growth from 200 per cent to 500 per cent in the year 
2007".    
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 LP Landscape designers now hear this inevitable request: a multimedia presentation with hi-tech 
3D and CAD images of the proposed landscape, unlike the down-to-earth pencil sketches 
which did the rounds earlier.    
 
Landscape architects no longer need just green thumbs, but also IT gloves, among other 
things    
 
   
 TD With most cities going glassy and hi-tech, and the nerves of its citizens getting high strung, 
there seems to be a great need to get back to soothing nature.    
 
Landscaping is big business today, and it is not all about just plants either. No longer can one 
ask for just a `garden'. There are options such as rockeries, pebble patches, gazebos and zen 
gardens. The emphasis is now on design, integrated with architecture. People are now 
embracing more modern concepts like `minimalism', with a more urban edge.    
 
People are also willing to spend on landscaping. Ten years ago, landscaping usually was the 
first casualty when it came to project cost overruns. But today fund allotment is made to 
landscaping at the initial stages itself.    
 
Most often, designs are frozen and work on landscaping such as road development and 
correcting on-site level differences all happen in tandem with the construction work.    
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As a thumb rule, clients now spend approximately 10 per cent of the total cost of the project 
towards landscaping. This is because clients are aware of the value of having a professionally 
designed landscape, as it adds property value, apart from the obvious enjoyment one derives 
from the landscape.    
 
Hot favourite    
 
The cost, of course, varies, depending on the design: soft landscape (plants), or hardscape 
(paved court, etc.), waterscape (mirror pool, fountain, cascade, etc.), structures such as 
pergolas, gazebos, etc.    
 
Waterscapes - be it cascades, water curtains or fountains - are particularly popular, and seem 
to have found favour because they bring down not just the temperature in the area, but also 
the stress levels. The 1HP motor that can power a five feet water cascade has found many 
takers. There is also a demand for expensive, imported plants.    
 
Material revolution    
 
A host of landscape accessories are available now, including the `Versicell' sub-soil drainage 
systems that are used in `terrace' scapes to drain the soil quickly and effectively, the `Turf 
Pave' which is used to create a stable driveable area, imported artificial turf (lawns), geo-
textile sheets, water proofing sealants, etc.    
 
Such materials have revolutionised the landscape industry by bringing more technology to 
design, as well as providing effective aesthetic and functional solutions.    
 
You can also opt for eco-friendly material such as `Raindrops', a hydrogel that is used to save 
up to 50 per cent of water in landscape irrigation. It is a non-toxic, bio-degradable, potassium-
based granular material that is mixed into the soil and can last for up to five years in the soil.    
 
Likewise, technology is now available to filter, re-circulate and recycle water without wasting 
it.    
 
Return to the roots    
 
At the same time, the return-to-the roots syndrome has sprouted in the landscaping industry 
too. The types of plants now in vogue are indigenous native species which consume less 
water, are maintenance free, immune to pests and disease and have a cultural and emotional 
link with the place. For e.g. - Azadirachta indica (neem), Bauhinia purpurea, Cassia sp., 
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Cordia sebestna, Pongamia glabra (Ponga) etc.    
 
There are many eco-friendly landscaping materials available in the market such as bio 
pesticides, bio manure etc. which help in the mature growth of plant material, without adding 
to the toxicity of the soil due to chemical run-off.    
 
The most cost-effective ones are the neem cake manure, vermi compost, chicken manure etc.    
 
But of late, landscaping is not concentrated in pockets but covers the entire area. The 
percentage growth of the landscaping industry in India is shooting up in a steady curve. I 
foresee a phenomenal growth from 200 per cent to 500 per cent in the 2007.    
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 LP TERRITORY research is investigating the potential of several crops as bio-fuel, Primary 
Industry Minister Chris Natt said yesterday.    
 
The crops are soybeans, sunflowers, cassava, African oil palm, pongamia and coconuts. 
Cassava has shown the best results.    
 
   
 TD The study is being carried out at the Katherine Research Station.    
 
"Bio-fuel could significantly reduce transportation-related greenhouse gas emissions," Mr Natt 
said.    
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 LP THE sound of sprouting Guinea grass, fiendishly amplified, might have drowned the roar of 
Aplins Weir last week.   
 
While the backwash receded from heavy rain earlier this month, legions of the exotic grasses 
which ecologists classify as weeds bolted up and down the banks of Ross River.   
 
   
 TD The volunteers who maintain the Ross River Bush Garden, upstream from Aplins Weir in 
Mundingburra, face an epic afternoon of weeding when they meet for their monthly working 
bee on Saturday March 17, at 2pm.   
 
Ross River revegetation expert Leigh O'Neil says they accept this as an inevitable wet season 
chore.   
 
An ecologist, Ms O'Neil leads 30 volunteers in nine riverbank groups as revegetation co-
ordinator, Coastal Dry Tropics Landcare Inc (CDTLI).   
 
"With the Wet, everything is forming flowers and seeding beautifully," she said last week.   
 
"I love the rain, but we have had to put groups on hold because 80 per cent of sites have 
been under water.   
 
"For the next month, everyone will be weeding their little hearts out.   
 
"Guinea grass is great in the Wet -- it's better exercise than a punching bag."   
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But she says they will clear the tall-growing grass selectively, not in an open slather, for the 
sake of riverbank fauna and to prevent erosion.   
 
"With large areas of guinea grass it is good to remove patches and establish these smaller 
areas with good grasses that do the same job," she said.   
 
"If you remove it all at once you can leave an area open for erosion, take away animals' 
homes and food and leave the area susceptible to other weeds.   
 
"Guinea grass is still a very invasive weed that needs to be eradicated eventually as it 
smothers other native plants."   
 
Wendy Willcox, who has lived near the river in Mundigburra for 30 years, plans to take part in 
the next Bush Garden working bee.   
 
She has toiled in the garden as a volunteer since its establishment in 1994 by a group known 
as the Tropical Urban Production and Landcare Group, now Coastal Dry Tropics Landcare 
Inc, with more of a focus on rehabilitation and revegetation with natives than on growing bush 
tucker.   
 
"Basically it began with a fruit garden -- that's why it's called a bush garden," Mrs Willcox said 
last week.   
 
"Children from the Thompson St Special School helped when it was first started.   
 
"There were heaps of volunteers and an amazing amount of interest in the area -- about 40 
people attended the first open day.   
 
"When we rebuilt it we decided it was necessary to plant natives endemic to the areas."   
 
Mrs Willcox said most of the Bush Garden had thrived since the Wet began. She rated this 
season as the best in six or seven years.   
 
The few volunteers left in the group, joined by Pimlico State High School students, had 
planted 50 or 60 new seedlings last August in an area once set aside for an amphitheatre.   
 
They had bucketed-in water to sustain these Casuarinas, Pongamias and other riverbank 
species, and most had lasted to thrive in the Wet.   
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Mrs Willcox sees the Bush Garden as educational, with its 34 numbered species in an 
interpretation trail.   
 
"I've always had an interest in it," she said.   
 
"I've always worked here and kept an eye on it.   
 
"I think people are appreciating it -- we need parklands, but we also need wilderness areas.   
 
Meanwhile Ms O'Neil plans to relaunch the Annandale-based Marabou Drive revegetation 
group, in limbo at present because of a shortage of volunteers and a dispute with bike riders 
over setting aside no-go zones to protect new plantings.   
 
She thinks home gardeners can learn about native plants by visiting any of the Ross River 
revegetation areas.   
 
"Everyone thinks of local natives being big trees, but when we revegetate we try to get all 
layers of plants, the under-storey as well as the big trees," she said.   
 
"If you come to the Bush Garden every month, each time you will find at least three new 
things flowering."   
 
The latest plantings beside the channel near Marabou Drive include Pandanus palms, 
Pongamia, Weeping Paperbark (Melaleuca leucadendra) and Leichhardt Tree (Nauclea 
orientalis).   
 
"We planted them closer to the water's edge (on the channel) because they love to get their 
feet wet," she said.   
 
"The Leichhardts are absolutely loving it."   
 
THE Bush Garden group volunteers meet monthly, on the third Saturday, at 2pm. Access off 
Thompson St, Mundingburra. Wear long-sleeved shirts and long trousers.   
 
For more information on Landcare activities call 4721 4322, or mobile 0428 428 542.   
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 LP People can bring seed to purchasing centres and collect MSP    
 
   
 TD MSP fixed for kernel is Rs. 10 per kg. The seeds yield 30 to 35 p.c. oil when crushed The 
State Government will now procure kanuga or pongamia kernel or seed under minimum 
support price (MSP) operations from March this year. This first of its kind activity in the 
country will see the APOILFED and District Cooperative Marketing Society (DCMS) jointly 
purchasing pongamia through designated centres, which are to be opened shortly. D. Srinivas 
Rao, APOILFED Field Officer in Adilabad said the MSP fixed for the kernel is Rs. 10 per kg 
against the prevailing open market price of Rs. 6 per kg. Adilabad district has a pongamia 
seed production potential of over 20,000 quintals during the March to May season from the 
70,000 fruit bearing trees. Free saplings "The Government has extended certain concessions 
for farmers who wish to take up pongamia plantation. It will provide seedlings and saplings 
free of cost besides making provisions for pits to be dug under the Andhra Pradesh Rural 
Employment Guarantee Scheme," revealed K. Malla Reddy, Assistant Business Manager, 
DCMS, Adilabad. Explaining the point Mr. Srinivas Rao said during the three month season all 
that interested persons have to do is collect the fallen pongamia seeds with shell, break it 
open and bring the kernel to the purchase centres. "A person can easily collect about 10 kg of 
kernel from trees which line the road and those that come up in waste lands. This will ensure 
that the person get Rs. 100 per day for his labour," he added. Other uses The seeds yield 30 
to 35 per cent oil when crushed. This oil is used not only as bio-diesel but in soap industry 
and for cleaning leather. The current market price of this oil is about Rs. 30 per litre. The 65 
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per cent residue in the shape of oil cake is used as manure and is sold at Rs. 7 per kg. These 
statistics imply that the Government may not lose on procuring the seed at the MSP. Besides, 
the activity of bio-diesel plantation gets the needed thrust.     
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 LP Thiruvananthapuram    
 
Kerala is a peripheral player in the biofuel market that is on the boil within the country and 
abroad. The reason is not far to seek: there's not much wasteland available to grow the 
Jatropha curcas an unadulterated biodiesel success story emerging from elsewhere in the 
country.    
 
   
 TD Pongamia pinnata a tree bearing non-edible `straight vegetable oil' and growing widely in the 
State can do much more than hold a candle to jatropha. Or ask Mr K. Madhusoodanan of the 
Society of Energy Engineers and Managers (SEEM).    
 
Pongamia pinnata beats jatropha hollow on two counts at least: one, being a tree, it will 
support the afforestation cause in no small measure. Widely planted along the roadsides in 
the State, the tree has displayed promising growth rates in the local climatic conditions.    
 
growing the tree in the degraded forest lands unutilised tribal lands and along forest 
boundaries could be a winnable strategy for tribal upliftment and empowerment through 
practices that are socio-economically and environmentally sustainable. The State has about 
92300 hectares of wasteland of which 38400 hectares are underutilised degraded and notified 
forestland.    
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the Centre has allowed only non-edible oil for biodiesel feedstock since the demand for edible 
vegetable oil exceeds supply. Ungu fits the bill on this count too as does jatropha.    
 
There is potential to cultivate this as a mixed crop along with other forest plantation crops and 
all along the forest boundaries to act as an effective barrier against encroachment, especially 
in vulnerable areas. This can be taken up in forest villages under the `Food for Work' 
programme, for instance, with rights to collect the seeds given to these communities. The 
Government should set up seed collection and biodiesel processing facilities in these areas.    
 
The lower fruit yields have put limitations on the use of Ungu as a potential tree bearing oil. 
But this could be overcome through proper selection. Seeds as well as stem cuttings can be 
used for raising plantations.    
 
Yield potential It starts bearing during the fourth to seventh year. A single tree is said to yield 
9-90 kg of seeds, indicating a yield potential of 900-9,000 kg seed/ha (assuming 100 
trees/ha). This means one could target two tonnes of oil and five tonnes of firewood on 
renewable basis, assuming an oil yield of 25 per cent from the seeds. Growing Ungu on the 
38,400 hectares of degraded forestland would yield about 76,800 tonnes of oil a year. This 
would approximately be five per cent of the diesel consumption in the State, valued at around 
Rs 200 crore. Jatropha caught in the slick According to Mr K. Madhusoodanan of the Society 
of Energy Engineers and Managers, one of the main problems in getting the biodiesel 
programme rolling is the difficulty linked to initiating large-scale cultivation. Farmers do not yet 
consider it as remunerative enough. For instance, sugarcane plantations yield 70 t/ha and 
fetch Rs 70,000/ha at a sugarcane price of Rs 1,000/t. In comparison, if the jatropha farmer 
gets Rs 5,000 per tonne of oilseeds and if the yield is 3.75 t/ha, his income is only Rs 18,750 
per hectare. The other main issue is the lack of seed collection and oil extraction 
infrastructure. In the absence of these, it will be difficult to persuade entrepreneurs to install 
transesterification plants. Finally, there is the problem of glycerol utilisation. The by-product 
glycerol is about 12 per cent of the biodiesel produced and is of about 88 per cent purity. If 
alternative means are not quickly found for utilising glycerol, then its price will plummet due to 
excess supply.     
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 LP Hyderabad    
 
The Andhra Pradesh Government has decided to continue the cloud seeding experiment 
continuously for the next five years from 2007-08. For this purpose, the JNTU, Hyderabad has 
been named as the monitoring agency.    
 
   
 TD The Chief Minister Dr Y.S. Rajasekhara Reddy reviewing the status of implementation of 
various activities taken up by the Government under Rain Shadow Area Development and 
Micro Irrigation programme, directed the officials to call for global bidding for carrying out the 
cloud seeding and start the programme from June 1, 2007.    
 
He also directed the officials of Finance Department to allocate a sum of Rs 25 crore per year 
from the ensuing budget onwards for this purpose.    
 
Reviewing the AP Micro Irrigation Programme and bio-diesel programme, the Chief Minister 
said orders have been issued to raise the minimum support price (MSP) of Pongamia seed 
from Rs 6 a kg to Rs 10 so as to encourage farmers to take up bio-diesel plantation 
programme in the wastelands and marginal lands and to provide employment opportunities in 
the rural and tribal areas of the State.    
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SE 2    
 HD RP told to look into other biofuel plant source - The Philippines should look into a study 
funded by the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) on the use of a 
potential biodiesel plant called "pongamia" that may perhaps be suitably planted in the 
country and bring about an abundant, nature-friendly, and job-giving biofuel resource.    
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 LA English    
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 LP In a USAID project called "Developing Community-Based Water-Energy Services and 
Markets: A Pilot Project," the USAID sought participation of women at a village level in 
planting and extracting oil from pongamia, a leguminous tree which has numerous other 
socio-economic benefits.   
 
As the pilot project has been done in a dry area in India together with the International Crops 
Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics (ICRISAT), the plant may be similarly extensively 
planted in the Philippines where there are numerous, non-irrigated or rainfed marginal lands 
totalling to some two million hectares.   
 
   
 TD The women employed by the USAID-ICRISAT study has been able to sell carbon credits to 
the World Bank from which sale the participants in Adialabd District funded the establishment 
of nursery for pongamia and jatropha. The oil mill of Powerguda village, which has become an 
environmental pioneer through pongamia, has an oil extraction capacity of 50 kilos of seed 
(per hour).   
 
"The energy plantations are providing oil to pump groundwater in Kistapur village. Surplus oil 
is sold in the market. The money (Rs30,000) from World Bank was invested in expanding the 
pongamia nursery (with 20,000 sapling-capacity). This has given the people a sense of pride 
in the village and put Powerguda on the map of the world," reported Suhas P. Wani of 
ICRISAT.   
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Pongamia biodiesel requires very little or no modification of engine when blended with diesel 
up to 20 percent. Its use results in substantial reduction of un-burnt hydrocarbons by 30 
percent, carbon monoxide by 20 percent and particulate matters by 25 percent.   
 
"It has almost no sulphur. Besides, it has nearly 10 percent in-built oxygen, which facilitates 
combustion and also favorable Cetane number,51. The lower limit for the Cetane number is 
46 for good combustion," he said.   
 
Its ability to adapt to any difficult condition, along with its medicinal significance, is impressive.   
 
"The natural distribution is along coasts and riverbanks in lands and native to the Asian 
subcontinent. It is also cultivated along roadsides, canal banks and open farm lands. It is a 
preferred species for controlling soil erosion and binding sand dunes because of its dense 
network of lateral roots. Its root, bark, leaves, sap, and flower also have medicinal properties 
and traditionally used as medicinal plants," said Wani.   
 
Pongamia oilcake contains nitrogen, 4.28 percent; phosphorus, 0.4 percent; potassium, 0.74 
percent; magnesium, 0.17 percent; zinc, 59 PPM; iron, 1,000 PPM; copper, 22 PPM; 
manganese, 74 PPM; boron, 19 PPM; and sulfur, 1,894 PPM.   
 
Pongamia begins to yield fruits and beans from fourth to seventh year of planting with seed 
yield varying from 10 to 250 kilos per trees. Its seeds contain 30 to 40 percent oil. A medium-
sized evergreen tree with a spreading crown and a short bole, pongamia is also planted for 
shade or as an ornamental tree and has nitrogen-fixing property that makes it a soil-erosion 
control and reforestation plant in degraded lands.   
 
Pongamia’s non-edible oil known as "karanja oil" whose properties is very similar to 
conventional diesel. Yet its emission properties are cleaner, having no polyaromatic 
compounds and has reduced toxic smoke and soot emissions.   
 
Aside from foreign exchange savings potential, rural employment is a top consideration in 
planting pongamia in a country like India that is world’s sixth largest energy consumer at 3.5 
percent of total or particularly 50 million metric tons for diesel.   
 
"Indigenous production of pongamia oil could save several million dollars. Plantations could 
generate employment for landless people, tribal communities, and small farmers especially 
women self-help groups in rural areas," said Wani.   
 
India which is now in the forefront of developing alternative renewable energy source to 
replace finite fossil fuel is now developing pongamia biofuel for large-scale commercial 
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planting(some 13.4 million hectares) through policies of the Ministry of Rural Development, 
Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry of Environment and Forests.   
 
For ethanol or the gasoline blend, India has also put up the world’s first sweet sorghum 
ethanol plant.   
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SE 2    
 HD RP told to look into other biofuel plant source - The Philippines should look into a study 
funded by the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) on the use of a 
potential biodiesel plant called "pongamia" that may perhaps be suitably planted in the 
country and bring about an abundant, nature-friendly, and job-giving biofuel resource.    
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 LP In a USAID project called "Developing Community-Based Water-Energy Services and 
Markets: A Pilot Project," the USAID sought participation of women at a village level in 
planting and extracting oil from pongamia, a leguminous tree which has numerous other 
socio-economic benefits.   
 
As the pilot project has been done in a dry area in India together with the International Crops 
Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics (ICRISAT), the plant may be similarly extensively 
planted in the Philippines where there are numerous, non-irrigated or rainfed marginal lands 
totalling to some two million hectares.   
 
   
 TD The women employed by the USAID-ICRISAT study has been able to sell carbon credits to 
the World Bank from which sale the participants in Adialabd District funded the establishment 
of nursery for pongamia and jatropha. The oil mill of Powerguda village, which has become an 
environmental pioneer through pongamia, has an oil extraction capacity of 50 kilos of seed 
(per hour).   
 
"The energy plantations are providing oil to pump groundwater in Kistapur village. Surplus oil 
is sold in the market. The money (Rs30,000) from World Bank was invested in expanding the 
pongamia nursery (with 20,000 sapling-capacity). This has given the people a sense of pride 
in the village and put Powerguda on the map of the world," reported Suhas P. Wani of 
ICRISAT.   
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Pongamia biodiesel requires very little or no modification of engine when blended with diesel 
up to 20 percent. Its use results in substantial reduction of un-burnt hydrocarbons by 30 
percent, carbon monoxide by 20 percent and particulate matters by 25 percent.   
 
"It has almost no sulphur. Besides, it has nearly 10 percent in-built oxygen, which facilitates 
combustion and also favorable Cetane number,51. The lower limit for the Cetane number is 
46 for good combustion," he said.   
 
Its ability to adapt to any difficult condition, along with its medicinal significance, is impressive.   
 
"The natural distribution is along coasts and riverbanks in lands and native to the Asian 
subcontinent. It is also cultivated along roadsides, canal banks and open farm lands. It is a 
preferred species for controlling soil erosion and binding sand dunes because of its dense 
network of lateral roots. Its root, bark, leaves, sap, and flower also have medicinal properties 
and traditionally used as medicinal plants," said Wani.   
 
Pongamia oilcake contains nitrogen, 4.28 percent; phosphorus, 0.4 percent; potassium, 0.74 
percent; magnesium, 0.17 percent; zinc, 59 PPM; iron, 1,000 PPM; copper, 22 PPM; 
manganese, 74 PPM; boron, 19 PPM; and sulfur, 1,894 PPM.   
 
Pongamia begins to yield fruits and beans from fourth to seventh year of planting with seed 
yield varying from 10 to 250 kilos per trees. Its seeds contain 30 to 40 percent oil. A medium-
sized evergreen tree with a spreading crown and a short bole, pongamia is also planted for 
shade or as an ornamental tree and has nitrogen-fixing property that makes it a soil-erosion 
control and reforestation plant in degraded lands.   
 
Pongamia’s non-edible oil known as "karanja oil" whose properties is very similar to 
conventional diesel. Yet its emission properties are cleaner, having no polyaromatic 
compounds and has reduced toxic smoke and soot emissions.   
 
Aside from foreign exchange savings potential, rural employment is a top consideration in 
planting pongamia in a country like India that is world’s sixth largest energy consumer at 3.5 
percent of total or particularly 50 million metric tons for diesel.   
 
"Indigenous production of pongamia oil could save several million dollars. Plantations could 
generate employment for landless people, tribal communities, and small farmers especially 
women self-help groups in rural areas," said Wani.   
 
India which is now in the forefront of developing alternative renewable energy source to 
replace finite fossil fuel is now developing pongamia biofuel for large-scale commercial 
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planting(some 13.4 million hectares) through policies of the Ministry of Rural Development, 
Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry of Environment and Forests.   
 
For ethanol or the gasoline blend, India has also put up the world’s first sweet sorghum 
ethanol plant.   
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 LP FARMER'S NOTEBOOK   
 
The technique does not involve usual agricultural practices   
 
   
 TD Spiralling input prices, unsure market and mounting debts have forced the farmers to think of 
viable alternatives and organic farming has emerged as the best solution.   
 
Basic inputs   
 
Compared to chemical farming, organic farming is within the control of the farmer as all the 
basic inputs such as cattle and dung are available in the farm itself, according to Mr. M. 
Sethuraman, a progressive organic farmer in Kidathalaimedu village in Mayiladuthurai taluka 
of Nagapattinam district in Tamil Nadu.   
 
Farmers must be free to cultivate and market their produce without any hurdles. "This is 
possible only in organic cultivation and cannot be expected in chemical cultivation as several 
factors such as the price of the produce and fertilizer cost are decided by the government and 
not by the farmer," he noted.   
 
Planting details   
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Mr. Sethuraman is presently growing about four guava varieties in his one-acre field. The 
seedlings were planted at a spacing of 15x15x15 feet distance in triangular planting 
technique.   
 
The fruits are harvested twice a year. The first harvest is done usually during March-April and 
the second during August-September.   
 
From an acre, about 12-15 tonnes of fruits are harvested in a year. Giving details on his 
guava cultivation, Mr. Sethuraman said, "The method I am practising is called `do nothing' 
technique.   
 
"I do not follow the usual recommendations which chemical farmers do for raising their crops 
such as spraying pesticides, split fertilizer application and foliar spray."   
 
"The field was ploughed well by applying 2-3 tonnes of vermicompost and the seedlings were 
planted. In addition I had released a lot of earthworms into the soil."   
 
Rain harvesters   
 
Earthworms, apart from enriching the soil, also serve as effective rain harvesters. The soil 
becomes porous because of their constant burrowing and water is able to seep freely into the 
soil and increase the water table.   
 
Many small farmers are apprehensive about switching to organic farming, according to him.   
 
"They feel it is a risky experiment and can suit only big farmers. But they fail to understand 
that they can get the same or a better harvest without spending much on chemical pesticides 
and fertilizers," he said.   
 
All they have to do is prepare organic pesticides, fertilizers and growth promoters from plants 
and other material available in their own farm.   
 
They need not depend on chemical fertilizers and pesticides and get caught in debts, he 
elaborated.   
 
He has been using an organic growth promoter called Amirthakaraisal as a spray for his 
guava crops. It can be prepared by mixing about 5-10 kg of fresh cow dung, 8-10 litres of 
cows' urine, 1 kg of jaggery and 90-100 litres of water in a cement tank and helps in getting 
good yield.   
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Reducing costs   
 
According to him, farmers cannot do much to change government policy that determines 
output prices, trade tariffs, social security and subsidies which are beyond their control, but 
they can try to reduce cultivation costs by practising organic cultivation.   
 
For controlling pest attacks and infestations in his guava orchard, Mr. Sethuraman has been 
using bio pest repellent prepared from leaves of nochi, pongamia and calotropis.   
 
Rural employement   
 
These plants are the potential source of pesticides, because animals do not eat them as they 
have an inherent toxicity in them," he explained.   
 
He employs about five people during the harvesting season to pluck the fruits. Manual 
harvesting offers a good scope for rural employment for people in the villages, according to 
him.   
 
"I face no problem in marketing the fruits. Being organic the demand is good and I have 
buyers at my doorstep to take the produce.   
 
By adopting the do nothing approach in a year I am able to get a net income of Rs. 60,000 to 
Rs. 65,000, he said. For more information, readers can contact Mr. M. Sethuraman at 
Kidathalaimedu, Kali post, Mayiladuthurai 609 811, Tamil Nadu, Phone: 04364-236467.    
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 LP The oil and gas conservation fortnight has been observed in the country from January 15. The 
Public Eye takes a look at efforts being made by public transport providers in Karnataka to 
save fuel.    
 
While the Karnataka State Road Transport Corporation (KSRTC) has taken steps to save 
fuel, the Bangalore Metropolitan Transport Corporation (BMTC) and South Western Railways 
are yet to catch up.    
 
   
 TD The KSRTC runs 5,100 buses, consumes 12 crore litres of diesel a year and incurs an 
expenditure of about Rs. 400 crore.    
 
It has taken the lead in conserving oil by experimenting with various alternatives — blending 
diesel with biofuels such as honge, palm, sunflower, groundnut, coconut and sesame.    
 
Honge oil experiment    
 
In August 2004, KSRTC put two buses from the Doddaballapur depot on a blend of biofuel 
(mixing 10 per cent of honge oil with diesel) and found that the performance of the buses was 
on par with other vehicles running on the same route.    
 
It also found that engines and fuel injection pumps of these buses did not face operational 
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difficulties.    
 
On the other hand, the mileage of these buses increased from 5.1 kmpl to 5.12 kmpl.    
 
Honge oil costs Rs. 28 a litre as against Rs. 36.39 for diesel.    
 
The smoke density was also reduced by 27.5 per cent.    
 
After the success of the pilot project, the corporation decided to run all buses of 
Doddaballapur depot on diesel blended with honge oil from September 2005.    
 
Savings    
 
The cumulative savings upon using honge oil for all the 71 buses is about Rs. 10 lakh a year. 
KSRTC is now planning to use 10 per cent of biofuels (honge - Pongamia Pinnata / jatropa - 
Jatrophann) at depots located in the taluk headquarters where steady supply of biofuels can 
be ensured.    
 
Tenders called    
 
KSRTC has 28 such depots operating 2,240 buses. It requires more than 50 lakh litres of 
biofuel every year. The KSRTC has called tenders for the supply of the oil for the remaining 
depots in the State.    
 
The corporation is likely to save Rs. 6 crore if it can use 10 per cent honge oil in all its depots.    
 
It is planning to experiment with ethanol on 130 buses shortly.    
 
The KSRTC model is likely to be replicated in other sister corporations across the State, 
according to KSRTC officials.    
 
Though the plans show promise, the difficulty is that hardly anyone in the State grows Honge 
or Jatropa plants on a large scale. Doddaballapur depot gets 600 litres of honge oil per day 
from suppliers appointed through tenders.    
 
They in turn procure the oil from villagers.    
 
Use of ethanol    
 
As the KSRTC is worried that the price of honge oil may go up, it is increasingly looking at 
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ethanol as an alternative.    
 
Ethanol is a clear colourless liquid produced from plants such as sugarcane, corn, etc., 
separated from molasses.    
 
When used in buses, it has the potential to bring down the demand for automobile fuel and 
offers a cushion against global oil-price hikes. It will also save foreign exchange.    
 
Licences    
 
To harness this potential, 20 depots of the KSRTC have obtained licences to procure 60 lakh 
litres of ethanol from November 2006 to June this year.    
 
Currently, KSRTC buys ethanol at Rs. 23 a litre. In the Bangalore Kempe Gowda bus depot, 
three lakh litres of ethanol is being used. The KSRTC plans to replicate this in five more 
depots.    
 
Ethanol is estimated to reduce suspended particulate matter in the air by 22,729 tonnes a 
year when all buses use blended fuel.    
 
Nitrus oxide emission is likely to come down from 8.5 mg/m3 (microgram per cubic metre) to 
1.8 mg/m3; carbon monoxide from 23 mg/m3 to 12 mg/m3, smoke density from 70 mg/m3 to 
50 mg/m3.    
 
The advantages of blending diesel with ethanol are that it does not require modifications to 
the engine, it is biodegradable and improves lubricity of engines up to 40 per cent.    
 
The South Western Railway has planted three lakh jatropa saplings along its rail network and 
is planning to plant seven lakh more.    
 
The plants require at least two years for harvest. The railways would use jathropa blended 
diesel only thereafter.    
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 LP The power deficient state of Andhra Pradesh in south-east India has drawn up its own 
biofuels policy designed to help bridge a 1200-megawatt supply shortfall, writes Amanda 
Battersby from Powerguda.   
 
Power outages here are an everyday occurrence - Upstream witnessed seven in less than 12 
hours in one Hyderabad hotel on 11 January alone - and those that can afford to rely on back-
up generators much of the time.   
 
   
 TD The drive to implement biofuels production is illustrated by a project in Powerguda in Adilabad 
district, six hours by road from Hyderabad and not on the map.   
 
A womens' rights group has signed a deal with the World Bank-financed District Poverty 
Initiative Project to grow seedlings of the native pongamia pinnata tree and use the seeds to 
make biodiesel.   
 
The World Bank proposed the project to offset the estimated 147 tonnes of carbon dioxide 
emissions, equal to 51 tonnes of pongamia oil, that were generated by attendees to a 2003 
climate change conference in Washington, DC. The villagers 'agreed' to sell their carbon 
credits for a 10-year term directly to the World Bank and they were also paid $645.   
 
This looks a good deal on paper. However, the villagers do not understand the carbon credit 
mechanism or the benefits that the project will bring to the carbon traders, releasers and 
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agencies involved, according to some observers.   
 
The apparent lack of discussion with participants is typical of many carbon-saving projects 
around the world, according to the report 'Offsets   
 
the Fossil Economy's New Area of Conflict'.   
 
It points out that the design documents for four biomass projects in Andhra Pradesh were 
identical, each even having the same spelling mistakes and repeating word-for-word the same 
alleged favourable comments by the village head.   
 
Pongamia is being planted on a large scale in Adilabad district as new uses for the tree are 
being discovered. Approximately 25% of the seeds' oil is extracted while the remnants can be 
used to substitute chemical fertilisers.   
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 LP The ethanol-doped petrol and plant-based bio-diesel programme seems to have run into a 
bad patch even before it got going in any real sense. The recent slide in international crude 
prices has adversely affected the economics of using some of these green fuels. The worst 
affected is the economic viability of bio-diesel, derived from plants like Jatropha (Ratanjyot), 
Pongamia (Karanj) and others, as their production costs work out to be higher than the 
current prices of diesel. This is not to take away from the genuine need to search for 
alternatives to non-renewable and environment-unfriendly fossil fuels, especially in an 
economy that has poor endowments when it comes to fossil fuels, but the available options 
need to be evaluated with care and assessed for their financial viability. It goes without saying 
that blending petrol with ethanol, priced between Rs 21.50 and Rs 23 per kilolitre, was amply 
justified when crude prices hovered above $60 a barrel. But that is no longer the case.    
 
   
 TD  As a result, the oil-marketing companies are now jittery about participating in the mandatory 
bio-fuel admixing programme_and who can blame them!    
 
On the supply side, too, the situation is different for ethanol and bio-diesel producers. While 
the sugar industry, where heavy investments have been made in putting substantial ethanol 
production capacity in place, may not find it difficult to find alternative buyers for their produce 
because of varied industrial uses and the substantial demand for alcohol, the real problem 
would be for the bio-diesel companies, whose output could go abegging. This scenario calls 
for a fresh look at the country's bio-fuel policy. While the emphasis on ethanol production as 
part of the sugar industry's by-product initiatives may not be misplaced, the enthusiasm for 
raising bio-fuel plantations is debatable. In fact, sugarcane cultivation for the sole purpose of 
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ethanol production, as has been suggested by some, is not a sound proposition under Indian 
conditions, though it may be all right for Brazil, which is the world's leading bio-fuel-consuming 
country. Unlike Brazil, India has neither abundant agricultural land nor a climate tailor-made 
for the cost-effective and ecologically safe production of a water-guzzling crop like sugarcane. 
Even in Brazil, ethanol admixing has to be directly or tacitly subsidised when the prices of 
crude oil are low. Where Jatropha and other bio-fuel plantations are concerned, these would 
necessarily be competing with other food and commercial crops for land, water and cash and 
kind inputs.    
 
What may not have been realised when the drumbeats began on the subject a year or so ago, 
is that not enough research effort has gone into evolving low-cost technologies for the 
cultivation and oil extraction from these plants. The move to introduce Jatropha in Haryana 
flopped as the young seedlings could not withstand the state's severe winter. This apart, one 
of the studies sponsored by the Planning Commission is reported to have cautioned that 
large-scale Jatropha plantations could encroach on animal habitats and lead to drinking water 
scarcity. Pongamia, too, poses the risk of overwhelming other vegetation in agro-forestry 
because it tends to spread laterally to adjoining areas. Besides, there are concerns about the 
disposal of the by-products of plant-based bio-fuel production as many of these may not have 
other applications or commercial demand. Therefore, it may be advisable for the government 
to revisit such issues and consider the totality of the situation before committing huge 
investments in bio-fuel plantations on millions of hectares.    
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 LP NEW DELHI: Falling crude oil has taken the bottom off the green fuel market. Now that diesel 
has become more Rs 6 per litre cheaper than biodiesel, there is next to no chance of 
consumers switching to any green fuel. For investors in biodiesel factories, this huge gap in 
retail prices can only mean one thing: an even longer stretch than expected before they can 
start raking it in.   
 
The old break-even calculations of biodiesel companies are being re-written after crude oil 
dropped to $50/barrel-levels. In Maharashtra, for example, pumps are currently selling diesel 
for Rs 35.70/l. This may even be brought down further if international oil prices remain 
bearish. In comparison, biodiesel is available for Rs 41/l ex-factory plus taxes. "With such a 
stark difference, we have no option but to shut down production for now," said a managing 
director of a biodiesel company in Maharashtra.   
 
   
 TD For biodiesel manufacturers, there are two options right now: one, keep capacity idle till crude 
oil prices spiral again; or two, reduce the cost of producing biodiesel so that it can compete 
better with diesel.   
 
The biggest cost for biodiesel manufacturers is raw material. At present, farmers are selling 
jatropha and pongamia for Rs 12,000 per tonne because of low total volumes. With a 
processing cost of Rs 1000 per tonne, manufacturers then get 70% deoiled cake and 30% oil 
from each tonne of raw material. The deoiled cake fetches around Rs 1400 per tonne in the 
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market.   
 
With this conversion ration, oil costs the company Rs 38.66 a kg. They spend another Rs 5 
converting it into biodiesel. In other words, the biodiesel is priced at Rs 43 a litre at factory 
gate. State taxes are extra.   
 
The only way companies can compete in the new scenario is by ensuring that either the cost 
of jatropha is reduced to less than Rs 10,000 per tonne or the conversion cost of Rs 5 is 
chopped substantially. While the more efficient units can easily achieve the latter, jatropha 
can only become cheaper if more farmers grow it. However, given the three-year lag period 
before the saplings bear fruit, small farmers on marginal lands simply don't have the deep 
pockets necessary to survive this period.   
 
Keeping these problems in view, a section of the biodiesel industry has been lobbying hard for 
permission to use palm oil imported at concessional duty as feedstock. However, that may not 
be the right way forward. Diverting an expensive food into fuel may impact 1.1 billion cooking 
oil consumers in India.   
 
More importantly, because cooking oils are so expensive, there is a genuine likelihood of 
palm oil imported for fuel to be diverted to the food market. Already the government has been 
troubled by instances of edible oil being imported in the guise of non-edible oil. Actual inflow 
of palm oil would completely distort the market in favour of a few unscrupulous players.   
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 LP NEW DELHI: Falling crude oil has taken the bottom off the green fuel market. Now that diesel 
has become more Rs 6 per litre cheaper than biodiesel, there is next to no chance of 
consumers switching to any green fuel. For investors in biodiesel factories, this huge gap in 
retail prices can only mean one thing: an even longer stretch than expected before they can 
start raking it in.   
 
The old break-even calculations of biodiesel companies are being re-written after crude oil 
dropped to $50/barrel-levels. In Maharashtra, for example, pumps are currently selling diesel 
for Rs 35.70/l. This may even be brought down further if international oil prices remain 
bearish. In comparison, biodiesel is available for Rs 41/l ex-factory plus taxes. "With such a 
stark difference, we have no option but to shut down production for now," said a managing 
director of a biodiesel company in Maharashtra.   
 
   
 TD For biodiesel manufacturers, there are two options right now: one, keep capacity idle till crude 
oil prices spiral again; or two, reduce the cost of producing biodiesel so that it can compete 
better with diesel.   
 
The biggest cost for biodiesel manufacturers is raw material. At present, farmers are selling 
jatropha and pongamia for Rs 12,000 per tonne because of low total volumes. With a 
processing cost of Rs 1000 per tonne, manufacturers then get 70% deoiled cake and 30% oil 
from each tonne of raw material. The deoiled cake fetches around Rs 1400 per tonne in the 
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market.   
 
With this conversion ration, oil costs the company Rs 38.66 a kg. They spend another Rs 5 
converting it into biodiesel. In other words, the biodiesel is priced at Rs 43 a litre at factory 
gate. State taxes are extra.   
 
The only way companies can compete in the new scenario is by ensuring that either the cost 
of jatropha is reduced to less than Rs 10,000 per tonne or the conversion cost of Rs 5 is 
chopped substantially. While the more efficient units can easily achieve the latter, jatropha 
can only become cheaper if more farmers grow it. However, given the three-year lag period 
before the saplings bear fruit, small farmers on marginal lands simply don't have the deep 
pockets necessary to survive this period.   
 
Keeping these problems in view, a section of the biodiesel industry has been lobbying hard for 
permission to use palm oil imported at concessional duty as feedstock. However, that may not 
be the right way forward. Diverting an expensive food into fuel may impact 1.1 billion cooking 
oil consumers in India.   
 
More importantly, because cooking oils are so expensive, there is a genuine likelihood of 
palm oil imported for fuel to be diverted to the food market. Already the government has been 
troubled by instances of edible oil being imported in the guise of non-edible oil. Actual inflow 
of palm oil would completely distort the market in favour of a few unscrupulous players.   
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 LP Lack of bio-diesel production cited as reason   
 
The remote tribal village of Jodukarai in Urigam forest range, which received electricity for the 
first time after Independence two years ago, has again plunged into darkness thanks to lack 
of production of bio-diesel.   
 
   
 TD Highly-placed sources in the forest department said the bio-diesel unit at Gopachandiram on 
the NH-7 was lying idle owing to lack of production of bio-diesel.   
 
Jodukarai was among the four tribal villages selected in Tamil Nadu under the Village Energy 
Security Project funded by the Ministry of Non-conventional Energy Sources. Being a remote 
village, electricity supply through main grid was difficult and uneconomical. As a result, bio-
diesel extracted from Pongam seeds at Gopachandiram was used to meet the energy 
requirements of the 41 tribal families.   
 
The use of Pongam seeds for electricity production was already experimented by the Hosur 
forest division in Beemankattu tribal village near Krishnagiri. Started two years ago, the 
project was considered to be a pioneer in the State. But subsequently the production of bio-
diesel was suspended for reasons best known to officials.   
 
The sources in the forest department said in the absence of sustained production, the 
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success of this pilot project remained a million dollar question. The project would remain a 
non-starter unless it was persistently pursued with the objective of using non-conventional 
energy sources. It was estimated that over one million Pongamia trees were in Krishnagiri 
district alone.   
 
With abundant forest wealth, the project should be started afresh. Unless it was proved as a 
viable model, expansion of the project would not be possible, they added.   
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 LP  在全球环保问题日益严重的 21 世纪，一个时尚品牌可能没有办法拯 救地球，但是却可以影





提升人们对于这些重要议题的关心。   
 
   
 TD Product RED   
 
企业推出新品   
 
为疾病募款   
 
■参与者：时尚品牌   
 
Emporio Armani、Converse   
 
去年起，除了台湾，全球也刮起一场红衫风潮，不过却是为了慈善 。由摇滚天团 U2 主唱波诺
(Bono)及 DATA 组织主席巴比席瑞佛(BobbyS hriver)倡议的 Product RED 活动，跳脱一般举办
义唱或爱心晚宴募款 的老梗，而是联合企业推出新品，为对抗爱滋、肺结核与疟疾的全球 基金
(The Global Fund)募款。   
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时尚大师亚曼尼就响应活动，特别设计以红为主色的 Emporio Arm ani capsule 系列，上市服
饰、眼镜、腕表及香水，宛若诞生一个新 副牌，并将商品营利 40％捐助基金；Converse 也推
出 Chuck TaylorA ll Star 等多款 Product RED 新鞋，加上 Gap、American Express、Mo 
torola 及 Apple 都推出专属商品，使得整个慈善活动曝光更广也更持 久。   
 
MIA   
 
引进燃料树   
 
提供迦纳就业机会   
 
■推动者：传奇设计师 Ozwald Boateng   
 
奥斯华柏棠(Ozwald Boateng)是时尚界传奇，他是非洲迦纳移民英 国的第二代，却因为男装用
色大胆、窄身剪裁，不受肤色影响，打入 伦敦著名的裁缝街 Savile Row 开店，并获得基诺李
维、威尔史密斯等 一干男明星喜爱，最著名作品是杰米福克斯夺得奥斯卡最佳男主角的 紫色条
纹西装，因为表现优异，03 年起还被纪梵希网罗为男装设计师 。   
 
当他功成名就后，念兹在兹的却是如何改善家乡人民的生活水平， 他说：「除了寄钱，我们还
有义务去帮助他们获得更好的生活。」于 是他与友人成立 Made in Africa(MIA)组织，但做的事
却与服装本业 无关，他们替迦纳引进一种可望成为未来燃料的 Pongamia 树，供当地 民众栽种
，柏棠说，这活动创造就业机会，产出商品又环保，这才是 他想要做的回馈。   
 
Global Warming 警告全球暖化异象   
 








影响下，我们的 生活还是一样美好。」有趣的是，为广告操刀的是名摄影师泰瑞理查 森(Terry 
Richardson)，他是 Sisley 及 Diesel 一系列写实裸露广告的 滥觞，这次突然转性拍环保灵感的
作品，呈现难得的清新。   
 
Animal Rights   
 
关切动物权 拒绝皮草   
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Chloe 服装总监到 成立个人品牌始终如一，她甚至因为好友玛丹娜穿了皮草而和她翻脸 。    
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 SE 魅力周报    
 HD 时尚总算有「良心」 在全球环保问题日益严重的 21 世纪，一个时尚品牌可能没有办法拯救地
球，但是却可以影响人们去省思这个议题。 
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 LP  时尚名牌常给人自私高傲的印象，造成社会气氛奢靡拜金、为求稀 有材质不择手段……，简
单说，就是与现实脱节，遑论要它们回馈社 会。但并非所有品牌都这么「无良」，有的设计师
长期投注非洲落后 条件的改善、有的关心地球暖化，有的则宣示不用皮毛，藉由本身的 知名度
，提升人们对于这些重要议题的关心。   
 
Product RED   
 
   
 TD 企业推出新品 为疾病募款   
 
■参与者：时尚品牌 Emporio Armani、Converse   
 
去年起，除了台湾，全球也刮起一场红衫风潮，不过却是为了慈善 。由摇滚天团 U2 主唱波诺
(Bono)及 DATA 组织主席巴比席瑞佛(BobbyS hriver)倡议的 Product RED 活动，跳脱一般举办
义唱或爱心晚宴募款 的老梗，而是联合企业推出新品，为对抗爱滋、肺结核与疟疾的全球 基金
(The Global Fund)募款。   
 
时尚大师亚曼尼就响应活动，特别设计以红为主色的 Emporio Arm ani capsule 系列，上市服
饰、眼镜、腕表及香水，宛若诞生一个新 副牌，并将商品营利 40％捐助基金；Converse 也推
出 Chuck TaylorA ll Star 等多款 Product RED 新鞋，加上 Gap、American Express、Mo 
torola 及 Apple 都推出专属商品，使得整个慈善活动曝光更广也更持 久。   
 
MIA   
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引进燃料树 提供迦纳就业机会   
 
■推动者：传奇设计师 Ozwald Boateng   
 
奥斯华柏棠(Ozwald Boateng)是时尚界传奇，他是非洲迦纳移民英 国的第二代，却因为男装用
色大胆、窄身剪裁，不受肤色影响，打入 伦敦著名的裁缝街 Savile Row 开店，并获得基诺李
维、威尔史密斯等 一干男明星喜爱，最著名作品是杰米福克斯夺得奥斯卡最佳男主角的 紫色条
纹西装，因为表现优异，03 年起还被纪梵希网罗为男装设计师 。   
 
当他功成名就后，念兹在兹的却是如何改善家乡人民的生活水平， 他说：「除了寄钱，我们还
有义务去帮助他们获得更好的生活。」于 是他与友人成立 Made in Africa(MIA)组织，但做的事
却与服装本业 无关，他们替迦纳引进一种可望成为未来燃料的 Pongamia 树，供当地 民众栽种
，柏棠说，这活动创造就业机会，产出商品又环保，这才是 他想要做的回馈。   
 
Global Warming 警告全球暖化异象   
 








影响下，我们的 生活还是一样美好。」有趣的是，为广告操刀的是名摄影师泰瑞理查 森(Terry 
Richardson)，他是 Sisley 及 Diesel 一系列写实裸露广告的 滥觞，这次突然转性拍环保灵感的
作品，呈现难得的清新。   
 
Animal Rights   
 
关切动物权 拒绝皮草   
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 LP  在全球環保問題日益嚴重的 21 世紀，一個時尚品牌可能沒有辦法拯 救地球，但是卻可以影





提升人們對於這些重要議題的關心。   
 
   
 TD Product RED   
 
企業推出新品   
 
為疾病募款   
 
■參與者：時尚品牌   
 
Emporio Armani、Converse   
 
去年起，除了台灣，全球也颳起一場紅衫風潮，不過卻是為了慈善 。由搖滾天團 U2 主唱波諾
(Bono)及 DATA 組織主席巴比席瑞佛(BobbyS hriver)倡議的 Product RED 活動，跳脫一般舉辦
義唱或愛心晚宴募款 的老梗，而是聯合企業推出新品，為對抗愛滋、肺結核與瘧疾的全球 基金
(The Global Fund)募款。   
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時尚大師亞曼尼就響應活動，特別設計以紅為主色的 Emporio Arm ani capsule 系列，上市服
飾、眼鏡、腕錶及香水，宛若誕生一個新 副牌，並將商品營利 40％捐助基金；Converse 也推
出 Chuck TaylorA ll Star 等多款 Product RED 新鞋，加上 Gap、American Express、Mo 
torola 及 Apple 都推出專屬商品，使得整個慈善活動曝光更廣也更持 久。   
 
MIA   
 
引進燃料樹   
 
提供迦納就業機會   
 
■推動者：傳奇設計師 Ozwald Boateng   
 
奧斯華柏棠(Ozwald Boateng)是時尚界傳奇，他是非洲迦納移民英 國的第二代，卻因為男裝用
色大膽、窄身剪裁，不受膚色影響，打入 倫敦著名的裁縫街 Savile Row 開店，並獲得基諾李
維、威爾史密斯等 一干男明星喜愛，最著名作品是傑米福克斯奪得奧斯卡最佳男主角的 紫色條
紋西裝，因為表現優異，03 年起還被紀梵希網羅為男裝設計師 。   
 
當他功成名就後，念茲在茲的卻是如何改善家鄉人民的生活水平， 他說：「除了寄錢，我們還
有義務去幫助他們獲得更好的生活。」於 是他與友人成立 Made in Africa(MIA)組織，但做的事
卻與服裝本業 無關，他們替迦納引進一種可望成為未來燃料的 Pongamia 樹，供當地 民眾栽種
，柏棠說，這活動創造就業機會，產出商品又環保，這才是 他想要做的回饋。   
 
Global Warming 警告全球暖化異象   
 








影響下，我們的 生活還是一樣美好。」有趣的是，為廣告操刀的是名攝影師泰瑞理查 森(Terry 
Richardson)，他是 Sisley 及 Diesel 一系列寫實裸露廣告的 濫觴，這次突然轉性拍環保靈感的
作品，呈現難得的清新。   
 
Animal Rights   
 
關切動物權 拒絕皮草   
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 SE 魅力周報    
 HD 時尚總算有「良心」 在全球環保問題日益嚴重的 21 世紀，一個時尚品牌可能沒有辦法拯救地
球，但是卻可以影響人們去省思這個議題。 
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 LP  時尚名牌常給人自私高傲的印象，造成社會氣氛奢靡拜金、為求稀 有材質不擇手段……，簡
單說，就是與現實脫節，遑論要它們回饋社 會。但並非所有品牌都這麼「無良」，有的設計師
長期投注非洲落後 條件的改善、有的關心地球暖化，有的則宣示不用皮毛，藉由本身的 知名度
，提升人們對於這些重要議題的關心。   
 
Product RED   
 
   
 TD 企業推出新品 為疾病募款   
 
■參與者：時尚品牌 Emporio Armani、Converse   
 
去年起，除了台灣，全球也颳起一場紅衫風潮，不過卻是為了慈善 。由搖滾天團 U2 主唱波諾
(Bono)及 DATA 組織主席巴比席瑞佛(BobbyS hriver)倡議的 Product RED 活動，跳脫一般舉辦
義唱或愛心晚宴募款 的老梗，而是聯合企業推出新品，為對抗愛滋、肺結核與瘧疾的全球 基金
(The Global Fund)募款。   
 
時尚大師亞曼尼就響應活動，特別設計以紅為主色的 Emporio Arm ani capsule 系列，上市服
飾、眼鏡、腕錶及香水，宛若誕生一個新 副牌，並將商品營利 40％捐助基金；Converse 也推
出 Chuck TaylorA ll Star 等多款 Product RED 新鞋，加上 Gap、American Express、Mo 
torola 及 Apple 都推出專屬商品，使得整個慈善活動曝光更廣也更持 久。   
 
MIA   
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引進燃料樹 提供迦納就業機會   
 
■推動者：傳奇設計師 Ozwald Boateng   
 
奧斯華柏棠(Ozwald Boateng)是時尚界傳奇，他是非洲迦納移民英 國的第二代，卻因為男裝用
色大膽、窄身剪裁，不受膚色影響，打入 倫敦著名的裁縫街 Savile Row 開店，並獲得基諾李
維、威爾史密斯等 一干男明星喜愛，最著名作品是傑米福克斯奪得奧斯卡最佳男主角的 紫色條
紋西裝，因為表現優異，03 年起還被紀梵希網羅為男裝設計師 。   
 
當他功成名就後，念茲在茲的卻是如何改善家鄉人民的生活水平， 他說：「除了寄錢，我們還
有義務去幫助他們獲得更好的生活。」於 是他與友人成立 Made in Africa(MIA)組織，但做的事
卻與服裝本業 無關，他們替迦納引進一種可望成為未來燃料的 Pongamia 樹，供當地 民眾栽種
，柏棠說，這活動創造就業機會，產出商品又環保，這才是 他想要做的回饋。   
 
Global Warming 警告全球暖化異象   
 








影響下，我們的 生活還是一樣美好。」有趣的是，為廣告操刀的是名攝影師泰瑞理查 森(Terry 
Richardson)，他是 Sisley 及 Diesel 一系列寫實裸露廣告的 濫觴，這次突然轉性拍環保靈感的
作品，呈現難得的清新。   
 
Animal Rights   
 
關切動物權 拒絕皮草   
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Chloe 服裝總監到 成立個人品牌始終如一，她甚至因為好友瑪丹娜穿了皮草而和她翻臉 。    
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 LP 10 lakh hectares of wasteland to be brought under the cultivation    
 
   
 TD 13.5 lakh hectares of arid, semi-arid land lying under-utilised Most of this is located in 
drought-prone areas of north Karnataka The Government has prepared a master plan to bring 
under-utilised and unutilised plots of land under cultivation of plants providing bio-fuel. It is 
estimated that around 13.5 lakh hectares of arid and semi-arid land are lying unutilised or 
under-utilised owing to several reasons. Most of this expanse of land is located in the steppe 
of drought-prone areas of north Karnataka. Jatropha, maize, jowar, neem, and pongamia 
have been identified as plants that provide a good amount of bio-fuel. Official sources told 
The Hindu here on Sunday that the technical know- how and expertise in the cultivation of the 
bio-fuel plants were available in the University of Agricultural Science in Bangalore and 
Dharwad. Much research had been done in this field and the Government need not invest 
anything more on research and development activities, they said. On an average, cultivation 
of bio-fuel plants provide around 160 mandays a year and a net income ranging Rs. 5,000 to 
Rs. 9,000 a hectare. The Government proposes to bring under bio-fuel plant cultivation about 
10 lakh hectares of wasteland in the State, particularly in North Karnataka districts and the 
"southern scarcity zone." The Government has also prepared a plan to establish bio-fuel 
extraction and processing units for those who take up bio fuel plant cultivation. Hassan, 
Bijapur, Bidar, Tumkur, Kolar, Chitradurga, Koppal and Raichur have been identified as 
centres for establishing bio-fuel processing units. Sources said the Government would soon 
introduce a programme for encouraging farmers in the cultivation of bio fuel plants.     
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 LP ADILABAD: It is in the back of the beyond, located in the thick of forest. About 50 km from 
Kagaznagar, the town in Adilabad district that is known for the Sirpur Paper Mill located 
nearby, Ravanapalli would qualify to be a really backward hamlet. But are the people 
backward? The following narrative will tell its own tale.    
 
When the electricity department, in characteristic babu fashion, decided that it was technically 
infeasible to transmit electricity through forest land and supply it to Ravanapalli, the tribal 
villagers-12 Gond and eight Bare families-decided to fight the darkness on their own.    
 
   
 TD Suman Bai is a young and shy woman, 22 years of age. When asked to narrate her journey 
from darkness to light, she says, "I don't know sir." A little cajoling and Suman Bai takes off. 
Instead of saying it in words, she moves close to a 7.5 KV Kirloskar generator installed in a 
shed-like hut, holds its handle in her small hands and gives it a few energetic spins. The 
machine is switched on. With it about 40 electric bulbs in homes, in the school hall and on 
street poles, come alive.    
 
The story of Ravanapalli is of grit and courage. Two years ago, with assistance from the forest 
department, the villagers began generating their own electricity from oil extracted from 
Pongamia seeds and lighting the hamlet for at least two hours every night.    
 
The villagers have been part of a Vana Samarakshana Samithi (VSS) since 1998 protecting 
flora and fauna in about 575 acres of forest assigned to them. Noticing the frustration among 
the locals owing to lack of electricity, divisional forest officer Nagnath suggested that they 
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could have their own captive power generation. But for this they would have to work harder to 
grow Pongamia trees and collect their seeds. For starters, Nagnath also showed the villagers 
how electricity could be made through bio-diesel.    
 
Now for the last two years, the villagers, one from each family, go to the forest daily and 
collect the seeds. Four quintals of seeds when taken to Asifabad, a few km from the village, 
and crushed in a mill, yields one quintal of oil sufficient for running the machine for about two 
and half hours daily for 50 days. Now the villagers have stocks that can last for about a year.    
 
The seed collection has not only led to an experiment that is required to be expanded and 
tested further in a fossil fuel starved country like India but also opened avenues for further 
experiments of a different kind. The oilseed cake, a spin-off from the struggle to generate 
power through Pongamia oil is being used as organic fertiliser on the advice of agricultural 
experts. Last year 1500 kg of oil cake was obtained from 2000 kg of seeds.    
 
Each family that has about 2 to 3 acre of agriculture land received 75 kg of oil cake. The 
villagers used oil cake instead of chemical fertiliser for their cotton crop. The result was a 
welcome 50 to 100 per cent increase in crop.    
 
The quality of cotton is also said to be finer. "The net outcome is that they have not only 
saved on the purchase of fertiliser from the market but have also reaped better crop," explains 
DFO C P Vinod Kumar.    
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 LP Race to find alternatives to fossil fuels is hotting up    
 
   
 TD Thailand tops with 17 per cent of fuel consumption being from alternative sources Workshop 
on biofuels begins in Bangalore The race to find alternatives to fossil fuels and reduce 
dependence on petrol and diesel is hotting up, and India is ahead of others in the region. 
However, Thailand tops in renewable energy with 17 per cent of the fuel consumption being 
drawn from alternative sources, while India is looking at reaching a 10 per cent target by 
2010. These details were shared by Amit Kumar, programme manager, energy and 
environment, Winrock International India, at a regional workshop, "Pro BIOS: Biofuels for 
sustainable development in Karnataka" here on Wednesday. Thailand is exploring the use of 
cassava (from which tapioca is made), as a source of ethanol instead of molasses, and in a 
bid to shift from edible oils as a source of biofuel, it has taken jatropha seeds from India, 
according to Mr. Kumar. Elsewhere, Bangladesh's new national energy policy has decided to 
levy a cess of two takas on petrol to discourage its consumption. It is also going ahead with 
exploration of its vast reserves of CNG and LNG, something that India is keen to import. As 
land is at a premium in Bangladesh, growing jatropha or pongamia is not an option. Sri Lanka 
has a road map to achieve 20 per cent share of biofuels of the fuel consumption by 2020, and 
is exploring the use of surplus coconut oil as a source. Winrock has joined hands with various 
government agencies, and the British High Commission, in an experiment to electrify a village 
in Chattisgarh entirely on biofuel. The idea is to grow jatropha or other non-edible oil species 
on the edge of farmlands, and buy them from farmers to produce oil. Village energy 
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committees would be set up to manage the project once its efficacy is proven. In India, there 
are many initiatives to promote biofuels, and a biofuels policy was adopted in 2002 wherein oil 
companies would purchase biodiesel from producers at Rs. 25 per litre. The industry is 
gearing up to meet the biodiesel demand in the country for a five per cent blend with diesel.     
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 LP The race to find alternatives to fossil fuels and reduce dependence on petrol and diesel is 
hotting up, and India is ahead of others in the region. However, Thailand tops in renewable 
energy with 17 per cent of the fuel consumption being drawn from alternative sources, while 
India is looking at reaching a 10 per cent target by 2010.    
 
These details were shared by Amit Kumar, programme manager, energy and environment, 
Winrock International India, at a regional workshop, "Pro BIOS: Biofuels for sustainable 
development in Karnataka" here on Wednesday.    
 
   
 TD Thailand is exploring the use of cassava (from which tapioca is made), as a source of ethanol 
instead of molasses, and in a bid to shift from edible oils as a source of biofuel, it has taken 
jatropha seeds from India, according to Mr. Kumar.    
 
Elsewhere, Bangladesh's new national energy policy has decided to levy a cess of two takas 
on petrol to discourage its consumption. It is also going ahead with exploration of its vast 
reserves of CNG and LNG, something that India is keen to import.    
 
Sri Lanka has a road map to achieve 20 per cent share of biofuels of the fuel consumption by 
2020, and is exploring the use of surplus coconut oil as a source.    
 
Winrock has joined hands with various government agencies, and the British High 
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Commission, in an experiment to electrify a village in Chattisgarh entirely on biofuel.    
 
In India, there are many initiatives to promote biofuels, and a biofuels policy was adopted in 
2002 wherein oil companies would purchase biodiesel from producers at Rs. 25 per litre.    
 
The industry is gearing up to meet the biodiesel demand in the country for a five per cent 
blend with diesel.    
 
Since November 1, the use of blended fuel has become mandatory, A.K. Goel, Director, 
Petroleum Conservation Research Association, has said.    
 
Mr. Goel has said that the National Mission on Biofuels is in place, and the Rural 
Development Ministry has been made the nodal agency to identify non-forest wastelands 
where plantations of jatropha and pongamia can be grown.    
 
In the State, 7.8 lakh hectares of wastelands is available for greening by growing biofuel 
plants.    
 
Agriculture Minister Bandeppa Kashempur, who inaugurated the workshop, said the State had 
been a pioneer in biofuels, and this time, Rs. 20 crore had been earmarked in the Budget for 
biofuel development.    
 
Additional Director of Agriculture K.V. Sarvesh said the Agriculture Department had set up two 
model biofuel farms in Kithaganahalli (Bangalore) and Kadajji (Davangere) research and 
development activities were being accelerated, particularly after the Government sanctioned 
Rs. 37 crore for a biofuel park in Hassan district.    
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 LP Spartan reclaimed 1km strip on island is given 'natural and wild' look   
 
TAKE a bare reclaimed beach, throw in 1,000 swaying coconut trees, clever landscaping 
work, and nine months later, Lazarus Island has that lush, tropical look.   
 
   
 TD Once only a rocky, hilly outcrop, reclamation work had resulted in the creation of a beach. The 
beach's subsequent makeover by local firm Nature Landscapes was so impressive that it won 
a gold award for excellence this month.   
 
Seven other projects and one nursery also won gold awards from the Landscape Industry 
Association, which will give out the awards next year.   
 
The concept for Lazarus Island was not just to 'green' its 1km reclaimed beach - the 
landscaping had to simulate a natural environment.   
 
It had to look 'natural and wild', said Nature Landscapes' senior project manager, Mr Gordon 
Lam.   
 
So, vast amounts of soil - enough to fill 5,000 lorries and measuring two storeys high when 
piled up - were brought in by barges.   
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Nature Landscapes bought an entire coconut plantation in Malaysia and trucked and shipped 
about 1,000 trees over to the island.   
 
Even then, about 50 of the coconut trees had to be replanted because they were initially too 
evenly spaced apart. It was a tedious process, requiring about an hour for each tree.   
 
Other hardy trees, shrubs and grass like the pongamia pinnata, lallang, cow grass and carpet 
grass were added to complete the natural look.   
 
The company then found it needed about 36 cubic metres of water every day to keep the 
plants growing, but there was no running water on Lazarus. The contractor excavated a 400-
sq-m-wide pond to collect rainwater and tapped ground water from a natural well there.   
 
Workers were stationed on the island around the clock because the barges carrying plant 
material could dock only at high tide.   
 
When the barges came, the workers had only a two- to three-hour window to unload all the 
material before the tide receded again.   
 
The hard work paid off, and the beach on Lazarus now looks 'natural and wild'.   
 
The crew had other visual feasts too: wildlife like sea eagles, dolphins, monitor lizards and 
snakes were spotted.   
 
The workers also caught fresh fish like mullet and red snapper for their meals.   
 
Nature Landscapes' award-winning nine-month project is part of $60 million worth of 
reclamation and infrastructure work on the southern islands of Pulau Seringat, Kias, St John's, 
Lazarus, Kusu and Sisters' islands.   
 
This is the second year that the Landscape Industry Association is giving out awards.   
 
The other winning projects this year included landscape maintenance work for Water Place 
Condominium by Island Landscape & Nursery; and maintenance of the Singapore Polytechnic 
Stadium's soccer pitch by Turf & Irrigation Services.   
 
Mr Lam, who has been a landscaper for three years, said Lazarus Island was his favourite 
project.   
 
'When it was going to rain, you were surrounded by clouds of black. You felt the power of the 
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universe,' he said.   
 
tanhy@sph.com.sg   
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 LP 6000 acres in Kurnool allocated    
 
   
 TD Pongamia is pest-resistant with 7 years gestation period Ryots not keen to cultivate Pongamia 
a wild plant : The Government appears to have decided to promote Pongamia as bio-fuel 
plant in place of jatropha, considering the problems associated with the cultivation of the 
latter. In Kurnool district, the administration has planned to cover 30,000 acres so far, but only 
6,000 acres was brought under bio-fuel plants. Farmers are doubtful about the prospects of a 
new crop. Last year, the Forest department and District Water Management Agency (DWMA) 
grew jatropha saplings in a big way in the nurseries but there were few takers. After drawing 
comparisons between pongamia and jatropha, the Government decided to promote 
pongamia, which was resistant to pest and best suited for local habitat. However, the plant 
has a long gestation of seven years before it gives the initial yield. On the other hand, jatropha 
starts giving seed in the third year itself. However, jatropha is susceptible to `guddling' pest. 
Pongamia gives a yield of 20 to 40 quintals of seed per acre while jatropha's yield is restricted 
to 12 quintals per acre. But it is a big dilemma whether farmers would offer their valuable 
lands for cultivation of pongamia, which is considered a wild plant . According to experts, bio-
fuel should be recognised as a plantation crop to attract investment from industry .     
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 LP FARMERS'S NOTEBOOK   
 
The quantity of this crop cultivated in the country is still negligible   
 
   
 TD PATCHOULI IS an aromatic crop, which is mainly cultivated for its oil used in the manufacture 
of perfumes, cosmetics, medicines, beverages and in bakery.   
 
The crop, which is a native of Philippines, is now commercially cultivated in China, Brazil, 
Malaysia and West Indies.   
 
In India, Patchouli cultivation is almost non-existent and about 100 tonnes of Patchouli oil is 
still being imported at a cost of about rupees nine crore annually. The oil is priced at Rs. 1,200 
per kg in the market.   
 
Researchers at the Central Institute of Medicinal and Aromatic crops (CIMAPS) in Lucknow 
have developed a high yielding Patchouli variety called Samarth.   
 
Rooted cuttings   
 
This variety is usually propagated by rooted cuttings grown in a nursery. Cuttings are taken 
from healthy plants.   
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Terminal stem cuttings of 10-12 cm length with 3-4 nodes are generally preferred.   
 
All the leaves except 3-4 leaves are removed. The basal end of the cuttings is dipped in a 
rooting hormone and then planted in the nursery beds.   
 
A nursery area of about 200 sq metre is sufficient for raising plants required for one hectare, 
according to the scientists.   
 
The nursery is generally raised during the monsoon. Transplanting the cuttings can be done 
all through the year except during peak summer, winter and during heavy rains. The cuttings 
take 30-35 days for rooting and can then be transplanted to the main field.   
 
About 1 kg of carbofuran, 5-10 tonnes of farmyard manure and 0.5 tonnes of neem cake are 
applied to the main field and ploughed well.   
 
Raised beds   
 
Raised beds of 75 x 45cm are prepared and the rooted cuttings are planted on the raised 
beds with a spacing of 50x50cm in straight lines.   
 
Irrigation is done immediately after planting the cuttings. About 40,000 cuttings are required 
for planting in one hectare. Fertilizer application depends on the soil fertility. Patchouli crop 
requires high doses of urea and potassium.   
 
About 100 kg of diammonium phosphate (DAP) and muriate of potash (MOP) should be 
applied to the main field and ploughed well.   
 
About 150 kg of urea should be applied in 2 split doses. The first dose is to be applied 
immediately after planting the cuttings and the second dose one month after the first 
application, explained the scientists.   
 
The crop should be kept weed-free and weeding should be done as and when required. 
Irrigation must be done for 3-4 days for the first 15-20 days after planting in the field and later 
done at 8-15 days' interval. Water logging should be avoided.   
 
The variety is found susceptible to root knot, root wilt and root rot infestations.   
 
About 1 kg of carbofuran and 1 tonne of pongamia mixed with the nursery soil and in the main 
field before planting are found effective in the control of root knot, root rot and wilt infestations, 
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according to the scientists.   
 
Spraying 0.5 per cent dimethoate or malathion at fortnightly intervals is found effective in the 
control of leaf eating caterpillars, leaf webber and leaf roller pests.   
 
Harvesting time   
 
The crop can be harvested 5 months after planting. The right time for harvesting the leaves is 
when the leaves turn pale green or slightly brown in colour.Subsequent harvests can be done 
once every three months. Once planted, this variety can be maintained for 2-3 years.   
 
Patchouli can also be grown as an intercrop. The cost of cultivation in one hectare is about 
Rs. 35,000 and farmers can expect a net return of about Rs. 60,000 during the first year.   
 
For more information readers can contact: The Director, Central Institute of Medicinal and 
Aromatic Plants (CIMAP), Kukrail Picnic Spot Road, Lucknow-226 015, phone: 0522-
2359625, email: director@cimap.res.in   
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 LP Farmers being encouraged to grow it    
 
   
 TD Pongamia has been identified as a bio-fuel alternative The oil can be blended with diesel, 
used to generate electricity Pongamia pinnata (Honge in Kannada), a bio-fuel alternative, has 
brightened the lives of farmers in drought-prone Dharmapuri district in Tamil Nadu and 
Adilabad district in Andhra Pradesh. The Union Government has identified Pongamia, like 
Jatropha, as a bio-fuel. The National Afforestation and Eco-Development Board of the Union 
Ministry of Forests and Environment has launched a drive to motivate farmers and Joint 
Forest Management Committees to grow Pongamia trees in drought-prone areas in the 
country. V. Bhaskar, coordinator of the Regional Centre of the National Afforestation and Eco-
Development Board, told The Hindu that Pongamia plantations covered an area of 4,336 
hectares in Dharmapuri district and about 539 hectares in Adilabad district. The planting of 
Pongamia in Dharmapuri district has resulted in the establishment of Pongamia oil-extracting 
units at Hosur and Dharmapuri. Pongamia oil is used in generators to produce electricity. 
Even the oil-extracting units use Pongamia oil for their power requirements. Dr. Bhaskar said 
the Hosur Forest Division has been testing Pongamia-based bio-fuel in departmental vehicles 
for the past two years, and the results had been very positive. One of the vehicles being run 
on filtered Pongamia oil blended with diesel in a 50:50 ratio. He said a Pongamia seed-
crushing unit had been set up at Beemanakattu, a tiny tribal hamlet in the Hosur Forest 
Division, which has 25 households. The oil from the unit is being used to generate power for 
the entire hamlet and also to pump drinking water.     
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 LP P P Bhojvaid   
 
Senior Fellow   
 
   
 TD TERI   
 
The President of India has envisaged that the nation should get out of the 'energy security' 
mode and aim at 'energy independence' to achieve growth and sustainable development. 
Biofuels, which comprise of bio-diesel and ethanol, attain special significance to achieve the 
'energy independence' for India by 2030.   
 
A biofuel programme should be practical and flexible and create an enabling policy 
environment to attract large number of farmers, traders, and processor units to it. Therefore, 
economic incentives of tax credits and tax exemption would have to be essentially linked to 
the primary objective of hedging environmental pollution risks, with regards to which biofuels 
have come to prominence.   
 
While ethanol production in vogue is primarily from molasses and, does not require new 
infrastructure, additional capacities have to be added to achieve 5% blend. But bio-diesel 
requires the creation of large plantation (11 million hectare), and capacities for collection of 
seed, oil expelling and transesterification. Further, returns to entrepreneurs are not expected 
before 7-8 years. Therefore, tax benefits can act as catalysts to motivate all the stakeholders 
along the complete value chain "from seed to wheel" of bio-diesel production.   
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One may argue that current bio-diesel production in India is negligible. Therefore, absence of 
tax credits and exemption would not matter much. But, in long-term perspective, to harvest 
the benefits envisaged in the biofuel mission document, it becomes imperative for the 
government to support the sector by providing incentives.   
 
Alternatively, the government can follow a phased approach, with incentives and credits in the 
initial establishment phase, zero tax in the growth phase, and finally a tax regime to account 
for distortions (if created because of tax credits, zero tax in the establishment and growth 
phase) once the sector has stabilised.   
 
We should learn from Brazil, where the initiative faced a lot of opposition from the revenue 
department initially. However, the government supported the effort and Brazil is now a world 
leader.   
 
The industry needs full tax holiday   
 
Abhijeet Shirke   
 
MD, Shirke Biohealthcare   
 
Soaring international crude oil prices and India's dependence on fossil fuel, the reserves of 
which are shrinking continuously, has led to the bio-diesel industry getting major attention. 
Since the Indian economy will be majorly impacted by policies pertaining to the bio-diesel 
industry, a rethinking on tax structure in this crucial industry is urgently required.   
 
Bio-diesel is a product which has the capacity to revolutionise the Indian economy, which is 
based on the agricultural sector. Bio-diesel means transesterification of bio-oil, either edible or 
non-edible derived from various oil seeds, fatty acids, animal fats, etc. It is one of the product 
which allows farmers to have a substantial stake in the Indian economy.   
 
In India, a lot of barren land is available where oil seed crops like jatropha, pongamia, castor, 
casava can be cultivated. These crops require less water as compared to other crops. 
Cultivation of oil seed crops in the country will be like holding oil reservoirs. Therefore, the 
government must promote the use of biofuels along with conventional fuels in some 
remarkable ratios like B20 & B50.   
 
Use of biofuel will help to reduce pollution, global warming and stabilise the economy. 
Promotion of bio-diesel will also provide the required boost to other byproduct industries 
resulting in employment generation. In the current scenario, the product cost includes sale 
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tax, excise duty, VAT and octoroi resulting in a tax liability of around 30-35%. To promote the 
bio-diesel industry a complete tax holiday is required. This means that no tax should be 
imposed on the entire value chain, starting from the raw material to the finished product. This 
will ensure the delivery of the product to the customer at reduced cost.   
 
The US has declared tax holiday for the biofuel industry. Others are following suit. Complete 
tax holiday will allow the industry to grow on a large scale and motivate farmers to cultivate 
barren land. India too needs the biofuel industry, in particular bio-diesels, to grow substantially 
which will ensure energy security. For that, tax exemptions and benefits must be extended to 
the industry.   
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 LP A couple from Rangapur who ran into debt for daughter's wedding is now relieved with Rs.140 
wage a day    
 
Performing the marriage of a grown-up daughter should normally be a happy occasion for 
parents. But for the resource-poor subsistence farmer of semi- arid region, it is a gargantuan 
task often landing his family in debts.    
 
   
 TD Narayana and his wife Anjamma of this village were no different. They ran into a huge debt of 
Rs. 60,000 after they married off their daughter last year. Owning four acres where they 
raised maize, they barely managed to survive. They had no clue of how to pay back the loan 
taken from a local money lender at a high rate of interest until they heard of a new scheme 
that would ensure them guaranteed employment and fair wages.    
 
Narayana and his wife now form part of 12- member group that is busy digging up a farm 
pond under the National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (NREGA). "It brought us some 
solace as we are assured of up to Rs. 140 wage a day", he told visiting media persons.    
 
Though belatedly (eight months after the programme has been launched nationally), farm 
labourers of Basireddypalli village and Rangapur tanda have started getting work. For dryland 
small and marginal farmers dependent on rains for raising crops, getting work all round the 
year is a tough task.    
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Five types    
 
Five types of works are being taken up in these three villages -- farm ponds, mini percolation 
tanks, bunding and planting of pongamia and horticulture crops. A majority of the works have 
gone to SCs, STs and BCs but the total number of days so far worked out to 16.    
 
The sarpanch's family set a fine example by giving away one acre required for the farm pond.    
 
Mallaiah, brother-in-law of the sarpanch explained, "it meant wages for so many of our 
villagers besides benefiting farmers in the vicinity through recharging of ground water. I too 
would gain as now I can go in for extra crop". Though most of them say it was gram sabha 
that decided the works, as specified in the NREGA, it was obvious that the prompting came 
from the local officials.    
 
When it comes to wages in these and surrounding villages of Parigi mandal there is wide 
variation.    
 
At one extreme, if one hardly got the minimum wage of Rs. 80 at the other end there were 
instances of farm labourers getting up to Rs.250 a day. Varala Samuel, Mandal Parishad 
Development Officer, explained that the wage depended on duration of work put in on a given 
day and the type of soil.    
 
A notable feature was the use of computers for tracking the work and payment of wages 
through post offices.    
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 LP Nov 21, 2006 (DJCS via Comtex) --   
 
DOW JONES NEWSWIRES 
   
 
   
 TD Biofuel production and consumption in India is still at a "nascent stage," however the 
government recently initiated policy measures to encourage the use of ethanol (for blending 
with gasoline) and biofuels from non-edible oils (for blending with diesel), according to a U.S. 
Department of Agriculture attache report posted Tuesday on the Foreign Agricultural Services 
Web site.   
 
SECTION I: BIO-FUELS DOMESTIC POLICY ENVIRONMENT 
 
Policies Supporting Production and Use of Bio-Fuels 
   
 
The government of India recently initiated policies to encourage bio-
fuel production and usage, with the foci on promoting the use of 
ethanol for blending with gasoline, and the use of bio-fuels derived 
from non-edible oils for blending with diesel. The bio-fuel policies 
are driven by the need to lower India's dependence on imports of 
crude oil, provide environmentally friendly alternative fuels, and to 
support Indian farmers by devising ways to support higher production 
of sugarcane.   
 
India is one of the world's leading producers of sugar, and its 
domestic rectified spirits (alcohol) and ethanol production comes 
from sugar molasses, a byproduct of the sugar industry. Corn and 
other food grains are not used for sweetener, alcohol, or ethanol 
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production. Most of the bio-diesel production efforts are focused on 
using non-edible oils from plant (Jatropha curcus, Pongamia pinnata, 
etc) and animal sources.   
 
Ethanol policy 
   
 
The commercial production and marketing of ethanol-blended gasoline 
started in January 2003, when the government launched a program to 
mandate the blending of 5 percent ethanol in gasoline in nine states 
(out of a total of 29) and four union territories (UT) (out of a 
total of 6). The program foresaw an ethanol supply of 320 to 350 
million liters from the domestic sugar industry (mostly mills with 
distilleries) to the oil companies.   
 
Despite this mandatory requirement, the program could only be 
implemented in a staggered manner, as ethanol was not consistently 
made available by the sugar industry to the oil companies. Sugarcane 
and sugar production declined sharply in marketing year (MY) 2003/04 
(October/September), resulting in a severe shortage of molasses and a 
consequent increase in alcohol and ethanol prices. Ethanol supplies 
to the oil companies came to a virtual halt by September 2004. The 
government was forced to remove the mandatory supply condition, and 
introduced new pricing conditions on the use of ethanol for blending 
purposes in October 2004.   
 
The resurgence in sugar and molasses production in MY 2005/06 
resulted in a renewed interest in the ethanol program. In August 
2005, the government brokered an agreement between the sugar industry 
and the oil companies to enable the purchase of ethanol at Rs. 18.25 
per liter ($1.52 per gallon), and the ethanol program has restarted 
in most designated states and UTs.   
 
Recently, the Petroleum Ministry announced plans to implement the 
second stage of the ethanol program which aims to supply ethanol-
blended gasoline across the country, beginning in the 2006/07 sugar 
marking year. This would require about 600 million liters of ethanol 
to blend with gasoline at five percent. In the third stage, the plan 
is to increase the ethanol blending ratio from five percent to ten 
percent.   
 
Sugar mills that are interested in setting up ethanol production 
facilities (using molasses and sugarcane) are offered subsidized 
loans up to a maximum of 40 percent of the project cost from the 
government-held Sugar Development Fund. However, there is no direct 
financial assistance for the production or marketing of ethanol.   
 
Bio-diesel Policy 
   
 
The Government has identified Jatropha curcus as the most suitable 
tree-borne oilseed for the production of bio-diesel. Since early 
2001, the Ministry of Rural Development and several state governments 
have carried out programs to encourage large-scale planting of 
Jatropha on wastelands, by providing subsidized planting material and 
other inputs. The Indian government's Planning Commission set an 
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ambitious target of 11.0 million hectares to be planted with Jatropha 
by 2012, in order to generate sufficient bio-diesel to blend at 20 
percent with petro-diesel.   
 
In October 2005, the government announced a "bio-diesel purchase 
policy," by which oil companies would purchase bio-diesel and blend 
it with high-speed diesel (HSD) at five percent. This would take 
place in 20 procurement centers spread across major producing area in 
the country, effective January 2006. The bio-diesel will be procured 
at a pre-determined price (reviewed every six months), which 
currently is fixed at Rs. 25 per liter ($ 2.08 per gallon). Market 
sources report that the cost of production of bio-diesel is 40 to 80 
percent higher than this purchase price, however, resulting in few 
sales of bio-diesel at the centers. The government does not provide 
any direct financial assistance for the production of bio-diesel or 
to set up the necessary facilities.   
 
Motor Vehicles Petroleum-Based Energy Market 
   
 
Spurred on by sustained economic growth, the rise in income levels, 
and the increased availability and choice of vehicles, India's 
petroleum-based energy demand for the transport sector is expected to 
grow steadily in the future.   
 
Consumption of gasoline and HSD has grown by 5.2 percent and 2.7 
percent, respectively, over the last five years.   
 
The latest available statistics indicate that the total number of 
vehicles has increased more than threefold, from 21.3 million 
(including 14.2 million 2-wheelers) in 1991 to 67.0 million 
(including 47.5 million 2-wheelers) in 2003. Market sources report 
that the motor vehicle population is projected to grow by 10-12 
percent over the next few years. This growth is expected to fuel an 5 
to 8 percent growth in the demand for petroleum-based energy in 
India. An efficient implementation of India's bio-fuel program will 
likely go a long way in reducing India's growing expenditures on 
crude oil and other petroleum product imports.   
 
Bio-fuel Production Capacities 
 
Ethanol 
   
 
Almost all spirits and ethanol in India are produced from sugar 
molasses, and not directly from sugarcane juice. India has about 300 
distilleries, with a production capacity of about 3.2 billion liters 
of rectified spirits (alcohol) per year. The government's ethanol 
policy has led to 120 distilleries modifying their plants to include 
ethanol production, and these have a total capacity of over 1.2 
billion liters per year. Industry sources estimate that this is 
enough to meet the estimated ethanol demand for the five percent 
blending ratio with gasoline.   
 
If India has to adopt a ten percent ethanol blending program, 
production capacities need to be enhanced by expanding the molasses 
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based ethanol plants, and by setting up sugarcane juice-based 
production facilities. Since the production of ethanol directly from 
sugarcane juice requires additional investments for technological 
modifications, most of the mills are closely assessing the market 
demand for ethanol and the efficacy of the government's ethanol 
policy before making the necessary investments. Recent reports 
indicate that one of the leading business conglomerates in India 
plans to set up three processing units to convert sugarcane juice to 
ethanol, mostly for in-house consumption. There are currently no 
foreign players in Indian sugar (and associated distillery) industry, 
as it is one of the most controlled agribusiness-sectors in the 
country. However, the increased consumption of ethanol by oil 
companies, and the production of ethanol from sugarcane juice by 
local companies may attract foreign investment in the future.   
 
Bio-diesel 
   
 
Due to the slow progress in Jatropha planting, there has been 
negligible production of bio-diesel until now. The Planning 
Commission's Bio-Fuels Report (2003) states that for an estimated 
demand of 52 million tons of petro-diesel in Indian FY 2006/07, 
approximately 2.6 million tons of bio-diesel will be required for a 5 
percent blend. This will require approximately 2.2 to 2.6 million 
hectares of Jatropha, but only 0.4 million hectares have been planted 
to-date. Consequently, it is very difficult to procure sufficient 
Jatropha seeds to crush for bio-diesel destined for the oil 
companies.   
 
The small quantities of Jatropha and other non-edible oilseeds 
procured by traders are mostly crushed for oil, which is used for 
lighting lamps and other non-edible uses. A few entrepreneurs have 
established small plants to extract bio-diesel, but the product is 
mostly sold in the unorganized sector and is used in irrigation pumps 
and other agricultural uses. Indian Railways and some other state-
owned transport companies have set up trial projects for bio-diesel 
production, but solely for their own consumption.   
 
Import Regulations for Bio-Fuel 
   
 
Although there are no quantitative or SPS restrictions on imports of 
bio-fuels, high duties on tariff lines associated with bio-fuels 
appear to make imports economically unfeasible at this time. The 
government of India does not provide any special concessions for 
imports of bio-fuels.   
 
India does not export ethanol or other bio-fuels, nor does the 
government provide any financial assistance for exports of these 
products.   
 
SECTION II: BIO-FUELS STATISTICS AND ANALYSIS 
 
Bio-Fuel Trade 
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India has neither imported nor exported ethanol or other bio-fuels 
for fuel purposes. During the years of low sugar production (MY 
2003/2004 and MY 2004/2005), and the consequent molasses and alcohol 
shortages, India imported some alcohol, but mainly for industrial use 
and potable liquor production.   
 
Ethanol and Sweetener Produced from Corn 
   
 
India does not produce sweetener or ethanol from corn. India's corn 
supplies are used for food, feed, and a small quantity for industrial 
usage.   
 
Ethanol Produced from Sugar Molasses 
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 LP Launches the third phase of land distribution programme   
 
   
 TD People can write to me on a postcard, says YSR 3.26 lakh acres distributed to first two 
phases Chief Minister Y. S. Rajasekhara Reddy has warned officials against committing 
irregularities in the welfare schemes being implemented by the Government. The Government 
has been taking lot of pains to improve the lives of the poor and the downtrodden with the 
help of several welfare schemes, he said. Speaking after launching the third phase of land 
distribution programme here on Sunday, he assured the people that the Government would 
take severe action against officials resorting to irregularities in the welfare schemes. They 
could inform him about the irregularities committed by officials by writing a postcard. The 
Chief Minister claimed that the Congress had distributed about 3.26 lakh acres to about 2.5 
lakh families in the first two phases. Another 73,500 families would be given about 1.11 lakh 
acres in the third phase, he said. The largest extent of 11,705 acres in the third phase was 
being distributed in Anantapur district, he pointed out. Land development The Congress 
Government had taken Rs. 500 crores NABARD loan for helping the poor to develop lands 
given to them by the Government under Indira Prabha scheme. He expressed satisfaction 
that the land distributed to the poor when Indira Gandhi was Prime Minister was being brought 
under cultivation now with the help of Indira Prabha scheme. The scheme was a tribute to 
Indira Gandhi he said. Stating that farmers in the drought-prone district were suffering losses 
year after year by cultivating only groundnut he suggested that they go in for dryland 
horticulture and raise pongamia. Pongamia plantation was taken up in one lakh acres in the 
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district this year and it would be taken up in 2-3 lakh acres next year. The Government was 
also giving Rs. 3,000 per acre per annum for the expenses involved in raising. The farmers 
could get an income of Rs. 7,000 per acre after three years, he noted. Special package Under 
the special package for farmers Rs. 430 crores of interest on crop loans would be waived this 
year and they were already given Rs. 400 crores as seed subsidy. The NREGS was also 
checking migration of labour, he said.    
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 LP Hundreds of them might be felled to provide housing site for employees   
 
The proposal of the Tirumala Tirupati Devasthanams (TTD) to develop a housing colony on 
the premises of Sri Venkateswara Poor Home on Karakambadi road might result in felling of 
hundreds of fully-grown trees, some of them even 40-50 years old.   
 
   
 TD The TTD authorities had identified this place along with a couple of other sites last month, 
when the employees agitating for house sites intensified stir with a relay hunger strike.   
 
The choice of this lush green 25 acre site has raised many an eyebrow. The TTD runs a 
leprosy hospital and an old age home here.   
 
Wide range   
 
It is estimated that there are at least 5,000 trees in the compound, including more than 300 
tamarind trees, 150 sapota trees and hundreds of others like neredu and pongamia.   
 
There is also a sprawling fodder field to meet the needs of the cattle housed in the TTD's 
dairy farm.   
 
A nursery by name `Kapileswaram' is also functioning on the same premises since 1983, 
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which develops and distributes saplings to be planted all over the town.   
 
No orders yet   
 
A TTD forest official said the department was yet to receive orders regarding chopping of 
trees. If not all, a substantial number of trees are likely to be cut to meet the land requirement.   
 
Appeal against move   
 
Meanwhile, Praja Congress, a political party has represented to the TTD's Executive Officer 
APVN Sarma not to resort to such a drastic step.   
 
He also sought the intervention of chairman B. Karunakar Reddy to see that the TTD's slogan 
`Vriksho Rakshathi Rakshitaha' (Protect tree, it will protect you) is not violated by the 
administrators themselves.   
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 LP Nov. 19    
 
Andhra Pradesh has asked the Union Government to come out with a national policy on bio 
fuels. It also wants the Government to announce tax sops in order to encourage bio diesel 
plantations. Mr N. Raghuveera Reddy, AP Minister for Agriculture and Civil Supplies, would 
make a presentation before the Standing Committee on Petroleum and Natural Gas in New 
Delhi on Monday.    
 
   
 TD The meeting would discuss strategies for development of alternative fuels. The Minister would 
list various measures taken by the State Government to promote bio diesel plantation and 
produce bio ethanol. "We have given permission for setting up four ethanol units. We are 
encouraging production of ethanol through maize," a Ministry spokesperson said.    
 
the State would ask the Centre to increase the minimum support price for maize. It would also 
suggest that the ethanol blend norm should be increased to 10 per cent from the 5 per cent.    
 
The State Government had included bio diesel plantation in the National Rural Employment 
Guarantee Scheme. The Minister would also speak on the upcoming agreement between the 
State Oil Federation and the farmers with regard to purchase of jatropha/pongamia seeds.    
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 LP In Karnataka, the plant is being grown in 770 hectares of land    
 
   
 TD It is preferred as it is drought-resistant Oil has the required physio-chemical traits Jatropha, 
which has been identified as a plant useful in producing bio-fuel and also as having significant 
importance in industrial and medicinal use, is gaining in popularity among farmers in the 
State. As per details available, the plant is being grown in 770 hectares of land in the State. 
Sources told The Hindu here on Thursday that among the 300 species of trees identified for 
production of vegetable oil, jatropha was the most preferred as it was drought-resistant and 
grew with limited water. The oil produced from jatropha had the desirable physio-chemical 
traits and other well performing characteristics comparable to petro-diesel. The sources said 
that while farmers had taken up cultivation of jatropha in 496 hectares of land, the Forest 
Department was cultivating it in 238 hectares of land. A private company had taken up its 
cultivation in about 10 hectares of land in Mysore district. Chitradurga district topped the list 
with 305 hectares of land followed by Mysore 118 hectares, Davangere 75 hectares, 
Gulbarga 69 hectares and Shimoga 60 hectares of land. In Karnataka, which has 71 lakh 
hectares of wasteland, jatropha can be grown in at least 50 per cent of the wasteland 
available providing gainful employment to more than 14 lakh people. It would also generate 
Rs. 875 crore revenue every year. With prices of crude oil going up and the energy crisis 
world wide, the need for identifying and using bio-fuels as alternative to petroleum-based fuels 
has gained importance. At present, India imports 70 per cent of its petroleum requirements by 
spending Rs. 1,27,000 crore. The country stands sixth in the world in terms of energy 
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demand. The sources said that farmers had taken up jatropha cultivation in three models — 
monoculture, mixed block plantation and hedge crop. But most of the plantation was raised as 
sole crop. Although jatropha withstood low fertility and alkaline soils, use of urea, super 
phosphate and muriate of potash at the time of planting would promote more vegetative 
growth to bear more seeds. Jatropha was also resistant to pest and diseases. Isolated 
incidents of bark eater and pod borer insects noticed in the plantations in Mysore were 
controlled with herbal and chemical pesticides. The sources pointed out that an experiment of 
intercropping of jatropha with pongamia, cashew and eucalyptus was successful at the Village 
Forest Committee-managed lands in Gola village in Aland taluk in Gulbarga district. Aloe vera 
and amla plants were taken up as intercrops with jatropha in Mavinahalli in Mysore district. 
The cost of maintaining one hectare of jatropha plantation for two years was Rs. 14,250, 
which included nursery cost, planting and maintenance. However, one of the reasons for 
jatropha not gaining acceptance at the desired level among the farmers was the absence of a 
buy-back facility or minimum support price.     
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 LP Hyderabad, Nov 7 (PTI) The National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD) 
has sanctioned 644 projects involving loan assistance of Rs 436.76 crore to the Government 
of Andhra Pradesh for a variety of Rural Infrastructure Projects.    
 
The sanctioned projects include 461 roads, 11 bridges, 18 Lift Irrigation Schemes, 14 Bio-
diesel projects and 12 Comprehensive Protected Water Supply Projects.    
 
   
 TD With this first sanction under the current tranche of Rural Infrastructure Development Fund 
(RIDF-X11), the cumulative number of projects sanctioned, the loan amount sanctioned and 
loan amount released to the Government of Andhra Pradesh are 17963, Rs 7809.56 crore 
and Rs 4512.39 crore respectively, a NABARDD release said here today.    
 
These projects were sanctioned under RIDF-XII by the Project Sanctioning Committee.    
 
An amount of Rs 39.77 crore has been sanctioned for Bio- diesel (Pongamia) plantations over 
16,600 hectares of forest lands.    
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 LP Decision taken by the Andhra Pradesh State Rural Employment Guarantee Council     
 
   
 TD Minimum support price of Rs 10 per kg offered for procurement of pongamia seeds Officials 
asked to use NREGP to develop the land assigned to SC/ST beneficiaries and improve their 
lives The National Rural Employment Guarantee Programme (NREGP), being implemented in 
16 districts of the State, will be extended to bio-diesel plantations and dovetailed with rural 
housing. A decision to this effect was taken by the Andhra Pradesh State Rural Employment 
Guarantee Council at a review of the programme here on Friday chaired by Chief Minister Y. 
S. Rajasekhara Reddy. Six ministers--D. Srinivas (Rural Development), J. C. Diwakar Reddy 
(Panchayat Raj), G. Vinod (Labour), N. Raghuveera Reddy (Agriculture), N. Rajyalakshmi 
(School Education) and S. Vijayarama Raju ( Forests)--were present, apart from senior 
officials. The council took a decision to offer a minimum support price of Rs 10 per kg for 
procurement of pongamia seeds to encourage plantations in a big way and expressed 
satisfaction at the implementation so far. The Chief Minister asked officials to use the NREGP 
to develop the land assigned to Scheduled Castes/Tribes beneficiaries and improve their 
lives. He also suggested works like desilting of tanks and strengthening of their bunds at the 
rate of one at least in each panchayat. For this, he wanted profiling of the tanks to be 
prepared first by irrigation officials. The meeting decided to extend social audit of the 
implementation, which was introduced in Anantapur district, to other areas.      
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 LP La hausse du prix du pétrole et les préoccupations écologiques ont ouvert un marché pour les 
biocarburants dans les pays occidentaux, poussant ainsi des compagnies à aller chercher en 
Afrique les lieux de production de la matière première nécessaire pour fabriquer cette nouvelle 
énergie (bagasse, jatropha, palmier à huile, etc.). Il s'en suit une sorte de course à 
l'accaparement de vastes zones cultivables sur le continent africain, étape préliminaire à la 
construction de raffineries produisant du biodiesel pour le marché local et surtout pour 
l'exportation vers l'Europe et l'Asie.D1 Oils la pionnière. La firme britannique D1 Oils Plc, 
cotée à l'AlternativeInvestment Market (AIM) de Londres et dirigée par Karl E. Watkin et Elliott 
Mannis, est une pionnière en la matière. Elle va renforcer sa notoriété en installant à sa 
présidence, début 2007, l'ancien président de Shell Transport and Trading, Lord Oxburgh.   
 
   
 TD  Sa filiale D1 Oils Africa, basée en Afrique du Sud et dirigée par Demetri Pappadopoulos, un 
ancien conseiller juridique d'une chaîne de fast-food, est en passe de construire sa première 
raffinerie en Afrique du Sud. Elle intervient également à Madagascar où son équipe est dirigée 
par Sally Ross et vient de passer des contrats de plantation de jatropha avec la Zambie (155 
000 ha) et le Swaziland (20 000 ha pour commencer), tout en lorgnant plusieurs autres pays 
africains (Cameroun, Malawi, Mozambique, Tanzanie). Deux de ses anciens fondateurs ont 
lancé, début 2005, une société concurrente, Climat Change Corporation (C3). Celle-ci est, 
dirigée par Adam Simcock, ex-PDG de D1 Oils Africa, et est notamment active dans la région 
de Sambava, à Madagascar, où il existe une troisième compagnie branchée sur cette activité, 
Green Energy Madagascar dirigée par Cyriaque Mamy Cheung.Sun Biofuels en Ethiopie. 
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Filiale de Trading Emissions Plc présidée par Neil Eckert, la société Sun Biofuels (SBF) va 
investir 10 millions $ en Afrique dans l'espoir de produire du biodiesel en 2008. Pour l'instant, 
elle a une présence en Ethiopie via le rachat de la National Bio-Diesel Corporation of Ethiopia 
(NBC) et envisage également de se procurer des terres au Kenya et au Mozambique. Dirigée 
par Nick Brooks, un ancien de Royal Dutch Shell, SBF est présidée par l'ex-PDG de Total 
outre-mer, Dennis Poole, et compte parmi ses directeurs Julian Ozanne, né au Kenya et qui 
parle couramment le swahili. Un des co-fondateurs de SBF, Robert Gold, est par ailleurs 
actionnaire du Carbon Capital Fund et de la New Forests Company Holdings, une compagnie 
forestière opérant en Ouganda.Mozambique et Tanzanie. A Maputo, c'est la société 
Mozambique BioFuels Industries Lda (MBFI) qui s'est lancée sur ce créneau d'activité fin 
2005, avec comme actionnaire majoritaire le Sud-Africain A. Nicolaas Stenkamp et pour 
partenaire minoritaire l'ancien ministre mozambicain de l'environnement, Bernard Ferraz (LOI 
nº1180). En Tanzanie, plusieurs projets de biodiesel sont dans le pipeline. Une filiale de la 
firme allemande Prokon Kapital GmbH envisage de construire une raffinerie à partir du 
jatropha dans le district de Mpanda (LOI nº1196), D1 Oils a déjà créé une filiale tanzanienne 
tout comme l'a fait la firme néerlandaise spécialisée dans la commercialisation de biofuels, 
Diligent Energy Systems, qui voudrait construire une raffinerie à Arusha pour exporter vers les 
marchés européens. En outre, la société TTT-Wilma de l'Américain Alex Dely s'est associée 
avec la National Investments Company (NICO) tanzanienne pour créer une filiale spécialisée 
dans le biodiesel à partir d'une plante locale (LOI nº1193). Au Kenya, l'Allemand Chris 
Schäke, qui a travaillé une décennie dans les télécoms dans ce pays, s'est associé avec un 
ami économiste et à l'ingénieur kenyan Andrew Okello pour créer Green Power EA Ltd et 
œuvrer à la construction d'une usine de biodiesel à Nairobi.Les Indiens à Maurice. La firme 
indienne Royal Energy Ltd veut produire du carburant à partir de l'huile de palme, mais devra 
pour cela parvenir à faire cultiver à grande échelle des palmiers dans l'île. De son côté, 
Aadicon Technologies mise sur l'huile extraite du pongamia. Biofuels (Mauritius) Ltd, 
appartenant à l'homme d'affaires Harry Sookun, s'est mise sur les rangs. Mais, c'est l'éthanol 
qui offre les meilleures perspectives. La société indienne Chandni Oil prépare son usine 
tandis que le projet de la firme Alcodis est déjà en phase finale, un accord de distribution 
ayant été passé avec Total Mauritius.   
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 LP The increase in the price of oil and concern for the environment have opened the market for 
biofuels in western countries, hence pushing companies to look to Africa for somewhere to 
produce the raw materials needed for this new energy source (such as bagasse, jatropha or 
oil palm). What follows is a soft of race to hoard the vast zones that can be cultivated on the 
African continent, a preliminary stage to building the chemical plant and distilleries to produce 
biofuel for the local market and also for export to Europe and Asia.D1 Oils, the pioneer. The 
British company D1 Oils Plc, listed on the London AlternativeInvestment Market (AIM) and 
headed by Karl E. Watkin and Elliott Mannis, is a pioneer in the field. It will increase public 
awareness of it by having Lord Oxburgh, the former chairman of Shell Transport and Trading, 
as its chairman at the beginning of 2007.   
 
   
 TD  Its subsidiary D1 Oils Africa, based in South Africa and headed by Demetri Pappadopoulos, a 
former legal advisor to a fast food chain, is in the process of building its first refinery in South 
Africa. It also operates in Madagascar where its team is led by Sally Ross and has also 
concluded contracts for jatropha plantations with Zambia (155,000 hectares) and Swaziland 
(20,000 hectares initially), while also eyeing other countries in Africa (Cameroon, Malawi, 
Mozambique, Tanzania). At the beginning of 2005 two of its former founders launched a 
competing company, Climat Change Corporation (C3) headed by Adam Simcock former CEO 
of D1 Oils Africa. C3 is active notably in the Sambava region in Madagascar where a third 
company is also active in this sector, Green Energy Madagascar directed by Cyriaque Mamy 
Cheung.Sun Biofuels in Ethiopia. The firm Sun Biofuels (SBF), a subsidiary of Trading 
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Emissions Plc chaired by Neil Eckert, is to invest $10 million in Africa in the hope of producing 
biodiesel in 2008. For the time being it is present in Ethiopia via its acquisition of the National 
Bio-Diesel Corporation of Ethiopia (NBC) and also hopes to procure land in Kenya and 
Mozambique. Headed by Nick Brooks, formerly with Royal Dutch Shell, SBF’s chaiman is 
Dennis Poole, the former CEO of Total Outre Mer. Its directors include Julian Ozanne who 
was born in Kenya and speaks fluent Swahili. One of SBF’s founders, Robert Gold, is also a 
shareholder in Carbon Capital Fund and New Forests Company Holdings, a forestry company 
operating in Uganda.Mozambique and Tanzania. In Maputo, the firm Mozambique BioFuels 
Industries Lda (MBFI) entered this area of activity at the end of 2005. Its main shareholder is 
the South African A. Nicolaas Stenkamp and it has Bernard Ferraz, a former Mozambican 
minister of the environment, as a minority partner (ION 1180). In Tanzania, a number of 
biodiesel projects are on the way. A subsidiary of the German company Prokon Kapital GmbH 
is planning to build a jatropha refinery in the Mpanda district (ION 1196), D1 Oils has already 
created a Tanzanian subsidiary, as has the Dutch firm specialised in marketing biofuel, 
Diligent Energy Systems which wants to build a refinery in Arusha to export into the European 
market. Furthermore, the firm TTT-Wilma owned by the American Alex Dely has joined forces 
with the Tanzanian National Investments Company (NICO) to create a subsidiary specialised 
in biodiesel from a local plant. In Kenya, the German Chris Schäke who for the last decade 
has worked in this country’s telecoms industry, has formed a partnership with an economist 
friend and the Kenyan Andrew Okello to create Green Power EA Ltd and work on building a 
biodiesel plant in Nairobi. Indians in Mauritius. The Indian firm Royal Energy Ltd wants to 
produce biodiesel in Mauritius from palm oil, but to do so would have to have palm trees 
grown on the island on a large scale. Aadicon Technologies is staking on oil extracted from 
the honge tree (pongamia pinnata, a tree which can grow a hundred years and producing an 
inedible oil). Biofuels (Mauritius) Ltd, owned by the businessman Harry Sookun, is also in the 
running. But ethanol would appear to provide the best outlook: the Indian company Chandni 
Oil is readying its factory while the firm Alcodis has a similar project already in its final phase, 
having concluded a distribution agreement with Total Mauritius.   
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 LP IHAVE recently been to South Australia and was lucky enough to catch the start of Spring!   
 
It was lovely seeing flowering bulbs including tulips and daffodils. I really enjoyed seeing the 
flowering flush on the otherwise bare branches of apples, pears, cherries and some other 
early Prunus.   
 
   
 TD What I also enjoyed was seeing the first flush of new leaf growth on the otherwise bare stems 
of trees like elms, oaks and ashes.   
 
This obvious change in season is something that is more subtle in this climate.   
 
Without the tropically deciduous trees is often hard to differentiate one sunny day from the 
next.   
 
While it does get cooler here during the winter and the humidity does fall the major seasonal 
change is from dry season to the wet. And if the wet season fails then it's just a series of 
sunny days.   
 
So to get some seasonality into the garden or public space there is a place for trees and 
shrubs that drop their leaves in response to the dry season.   
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Tropically deciduous plants most usually drop their leaves quickly and flush new growth soon 
after.   
 
If they are losing their leaves in response to drought the leafless stage will last until after a 
significant rainfall event (usually 25mm).   
 
This is a survival response and trees that are able to do this are more able to tolerate 
prolonged dry conditions. They are also more likely to survive with less intervention.   
 
At the moment if you travel anywhere in the region where there are natural water courses you 
should notice a tree with foliage that is a distinct bronzy-copper colour. This is a Mauve 
Pongamia (Pongamia pinnata) with its new flush of leaves. It is a dense spreading tree 
usually 5-7m tall, but occasionally 10m or more in ideal conditions. The flowers it produces 
are also quite stunning with cascades of pale mauve flowers reminiscent of miniature wisteria.   
 
A lovely rosy-copper flush of new growth currently welcomes me home as there is a 
freshwater mangrove (Barringtonia asiatica) on the footpath. It was only bare overnight a 
couple of weeks ago virtually pushing off the old leaves with its new vibrant growth. As this 
tree originates from alongside coastal streams and estuaries this characteristic may have 
evolved to ensure the plant did not accumulate salt in its system.   
 
While I appreciate the leaf drop and use it on the garden where it not only helps conserve 
moisture in the soil, recycles nutrients and suppresses weed growth, it also adds a textural 
link to the nearby trees; helping to add a sense of place.   
 
This type of seasonal leaf drop can be quite annoying to some people especially those living 
under the canopy of large specimens such as sea almonds (Terminalia species) but more so 
for those trees with fine foliage such as siris trees (Albizia lebbeck) and to a lesser degree the 
yellow flame trees (Peltophorum pterocarpum) and poincianas (Delonix regia) which thin but 
do not usually go totally bare.   
 
Again the drier the environment the more extreme will be this leaf thinning or bare stage.   
 
Instead of cursing at the fallen leaves accept that this is a seasonal phase and help nature to 
return its nutrients back to the earth from whence they came.   
 
* Julie Roach is the horticultural officer with Townsville City Council   
 
Question.....   
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SUZANNE LAVERY asks:   
 
I really enjoy your section in the Bully. You offer really practical, good advice and I always 
look forward to the articles.   
 
Would you happen to know what causes the fungus described as `rust' on frangipani leaves?   
 
It affects not only the leaves but the new shoot which becomes nobbly and wizened.   
 
The leaves and new growth appear to die off and the whole tree appears affected.   
 
So far I have cut off most of the `nobbly, wizened' bits to encourage new healthy growth.   
 
Is there something that I can do to either discourage or get rid of the fungus?   
 
A: The rust of frangipani is a fungal disease.   
 
The fungus feeds on the areas of the leaves near its 'pustules' it also affects new growth.   
 
Check the wizened new growth as there may be spider mite there as well. Spider mite are tiny 
and best seen from their fine spidery webbing which 'sparkles' in the early morning dew.   
 
The best treatment is to remove all rust affected leaves and spray while the weather is still 
cool with a sulphur or copper based spray. Mancozeb is one product I remember for this use.   
 
If it is spider mite as well, sulphur sprays work on them . . . but it must be below 25C to use or 
the leaves will burn! Otherwise Rogor should work and a specific miticide Kelthane will (it's 
pretty nasty stuff though!).   
 
* If you have any questions about problems in your garden send them to The Good Life 
gardening column, PO Box 587, Townsville 4810 or email edsec@nqn.newsltd.com.au   
 
Plant of the week...................azaleas   
 
WHILE azaleas seem to be popular at the moment, they do need quite a bit of attention.   
 
The evergreen, sun hardy Azalea indica is the most likely to succeed.   
 
My favourites are Alphonse Anderson which has pink blooms with a darker throat, Magnifica 
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with has a solid cerise pink bloom and the clear White.   
 
Sun Hardy azaleas are mostly selected varieties of indicas that have been tried and tested for 
sun tolerance. Ensure the nursery label indicates sun tolerant.   
 
There is a specific sort called Sun Lover azaleas. Of these I like Plumtastic as it has maroon-
coloured leaves; primarily grown for its foliage and used for hedging.   
 
The azaleas mentioned will grow in close to full sun. However keep clear of trees as they do 
not compete well.   
 
They do not like lime, so do not plant them near recent cement work as the lime leaching out 
could cause a problem.   
 
When azaleas have finished flowering, prune them to thicken up the plant.   
 
After pruning, fertilise using a suitable slow-release fertiliser or a complete plant or specialised 
azalea food.   
 
Liquid feed regularly through the warm months by pouring or spraying over the entire plant for 
both foliage or root feeding.   
 
Remember to water regularly (particularly in the dry season) as being shallow rooted, the 
plants have little tolerance to drying out. Mulch is very beneficial.   
 
A drip watering system is ideal for them as it saves water, really soaks the ground and assists 
in the prevention of petal blight during flowering.   
 
Do not water over the blooms as this favours petal blight a fungal disease which makes them 
go all slimy and brown; this often occurs if the season is wet, if there is high humidity or you 
are watering overhead.   
 
Apart from picking off all infected flowers, there is no real alternative but to spray with 
Bayleton (over the plant and the ground). This should be done every ten days throughout the 
flowering time. Also maintain good hygiene and collect discarded or diseased flowers.   
 
To minimise insect and fungal attack keep a close check on the foliage (both sides) looking 
for signs of insect damage. Two Spotted Mite, Thrips and Azalea Lace Wing are the main 
problems.   
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 LP NEW DELHI: India ranks fifth in ethanol production next to European Union, China, US and 
Brazil, says a Goldman Sachs report on biofuel and food security. While China produced 
3.65bn litres in '04, India stood at 1.75bn the same year. Brazil topped the chart with 15.24bn.    
 
India's total annual petrol consumption is 10bn litres. Ethanol-doped petrol can fulfil about 5% 
of this at about 0.5bn, according to data provided by ministry of petroleum.    
 
   
 TD While India and China are still in the process of formulating a biofuel policy, China already has 
embarked on a National Fuel Ethanol Programme, says the report. This has made it 
mandatory for 10% ethanol blend in five provinces of China since '04. The country intends to 
add 26 more cities to the list.    
 
India, on the other hand, will see use of 5% oil doped with ethanol in all states except for the 
North-east after November '06, says the ministry of petroleum. It will be mandatory for public 
oil companies to buy oil produced from jathropa, pongamia and other plant oils and sell it as a 
5% blend, rising to 20% by '20. According to the report, India is, however, struggling to reach 
its current production target.    
 
With regard to fiscal incentives, while the 5% ethanol-doped petrol is exempted from central 
excise duty in India, China provided subsidies for corn growth for ethanol of up to $225 per 
tonnes in '04. There are four ethanol plants currently operating in China benefiting from this 
subsidy.    
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Also, fuel ethanol is exempted from consumption tax and value added tax in China. Brazil, US 
and most European countries also have financial support systems, including tax credit, for 
ethanol producers, says the report.    
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 LP NEW DELHI: India ranks fifth in ethanol production next to European Union, China, US and 
Brazil, says a Goldman Sachs report on biofuel and food security. While China produced 
3.65bn litres in '04, India stood at 1.75bn the same year. Brazil topped the chart with 15.24bn.   
 
India's total annual petrol consumption is 10bn litres. Ethanol-doped petrol can fulfil about 5% 
of this at about 0.5bn, according to data provided by ministry of petroleum.   
 
   
 TD While India and China are still in the process of formulating a biofuel policy, China already has 
embarked on a National Fuel Ethanol Programme, says the report. This has made it 
mandatory for 10% ethanol blend in five provinces of China since '04. The country intends to 
add 26 more cities to the list.   
 
India, on the other hand, will see use of 5% oil doped with ethanol in all states except for the 
North-east after November '06, says the ministry of petroleum. It will be mandatory for public 
oil companies to buy oil produced from jathropa, pongamia and other plant oils and sell it as a 
5% blend, rising to 20% by '20. According to the report, India is, however, struggling to reach 
its current production target.   
 
With regard to fiscal incentives, while the 5% ethanol-doped petrol is exempted from central 
excise duty in India, China provided subsidies for corn growth for ethanol of up to $225 per 
tonnes in '04. There are four ethanol plants currently operating in China benefiting from this 
subsidy.   
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Also, fuel ethanol is exempted from consumption tax and value added tax in China. Brazil, US 
and most European countries also have financial support systems, including tax credit, for 
ethanol producers, says the report.   
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 LP Mumbai, Sep 14 (PTI) Andhra Pradesh government today said it plans to cover 50 lakh acres 
of area under biodiesel plantation, of pongamia and jatropha, in the next 3-4 years.    
 
"By the end of December we should cover six lakh acres of area under biodiesel plantation 
and have identified 13 districts for the same," Andhra Pradesh Minister for Agriculture 
Raghuveera Reddy told reporters on the sidelines of a FICCI conference on green fuels here.    
 
   
 TD In every districts we want to take up one lakh acres under the biodiesel plantation and have 
targeted to cover 50 lakh acres in next 3-4 years, he said.    
 
Stressing on the merits of ethanol production, he said the State has issued licences to six 
units for establishing maize-based ethanol manufacturing units in the state.    
 
These units would bring in close to Rs 900-1,200 crore as investment in Andhra Pradesh.    
 
"We have issued six licences for ethanol manufacturing using maize and each unit will invest 
close to Rs 150 to Rs 200 crore," Reddy said.    
 
The Minister said earlier people in places like Guntur were only growing commercial crops, 
but now they are also growing maize, he said.    
 
"For the procurement of maize we have formed Self Help Groups (SHGs) and have already 
procured six lakh metric tonnes of maize from them," he said.    
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 LP Jatropha has assumed significance as a potential for biodiesel manufacture in Tamil Nadu.   
 
Southern Railway produces biodiesel using pongamia oil, but they pay Rs 35 per litre. 
Jatropha oil may, however, be priced higher, at Rs 45 per litre, due to the cost of oil-rich 
seeds.   
 
   
 TD The farmer who produces the seeds has the right to fix the price of his seeds through the 
State Farmers Forum and the Bio-fuel Society in Tamil Nadu.   
 
In spite of various eminent personalities strongly advocating the need to focus on alternative 
fuels, it is unfortunate repeated that there is but an indifferent response from the nationalised 
banks to extend loans for such crops. If more Jatropha is produced on barren lands and 
wasteland, excellent seeds can be ensured from every nook and corner of the country.   
 
S. A. Alagarsamy ,   
 
Chennai ,   
 
Letters to the editor and contributions can be sent by e-mail to: bleditor@thehindu.co.in   
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